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A corpus study of naturalistic misperceptions in German sung speech
Jessica Niedera & Kevin Tangb

nieder@phil.hhu.de & Kevin.Tang@hhu.de
aDepartment of Linguistics & bDepartment of English Language and Linguistics,

Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf, Germany

When listening to a conversation, the listener’s task is to identify speech segments and sub-
sequently segmenting the continuous speech stream they receive into meaningful word forms.
In some cases, however, the segmentation process fails and results in naturally-occurring in-
stances of misperceptions, also called slips of the ear (Tang, 2015; Tang & Nevins, 2014).
These slips of the ear give us insights into speech perceptual processes and were investigated in
corpus-based and/or experimental studies over the past years (e.g. Bond, 1999; Cutler & But-
terfield, 1992; Marxer et al., 2016; Tang, 2015; Tang & Nevins, 2014; Tóth, 2017; Vroomen
et al., 1996). Another source of naturalistic slips of the ear is given when focusing on misper-
ceiving sung speech, resulting in misperceptions such as “It doesn’t make a difference if we’re
naked or not” for the line from Bon Jovi’s Livin On a Prayer “It doesn’t make a difference if
we make it or not” (Asaridou & McQueen, 2013; Hirjee & Brown, 2010).

In this study, we report on a corpus of 176 instances of misheard German sung speech. To
confirm the ecological validity of our corpus, we examined segmental confusions and word
mis-segmentations. The approximately 1,000 naturalistic segment confusions found in this
study were significantly correlated with vowel acoustic distances from Sendlmeier and See-
bode (2006) (r = 0.559) as well as with speech-in-noise-induced confusions from an experi-
mental study presented in Jürgens and Brand (2009) (vowel: r = 0.364; consonant: r = 0.210),
suggesting that confusions from misheard sung speech are strongly influenced by phonetics.
Given that the experimental conditions differ greatly from the naturalistic one, such as back-
ground noise in the form of instrumentals or beat, this is a surprising finding indicating that
despite influences of music on sung speech, listeners still heavily rely on acoustic similarity
during processing.

Our mis-segmentation patterns, however, only partially confirmed the rhythmic segmenta-
tion hypothesis presented by Cutler and Butterfield (1992) and findings from previous studies
on misperceptions in German sung speech such as Kentner (2015). While boundaries inserted
before strong syllables created content words following the preferred rhythmic properties of
German – confirming the rhythmic segmentation hypothesis – we find a surprising amount of
boundary deletion before strong syllables as compared to weak syllables – against the rhyth-
mic segmentation hypothesis. A great amount of these deletions results in humorous nonce
percepts which highlight the importance of affective signals in perception (Beck et al., 2014)
and might be the consequence of the experience of listeners with neologisms in song lyrics
(Werner, 2012).

To sum up, in this study we are able to demonstrate the role of bottom-up (phonetics) and
top-down (lexical expectation) factors in the processing of sung speech, despite the relatively
small size of our corpus and the inherent differences of listening to spoken speech vs. sung
speech.
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Explaining variation in three dialects of Meru, Kenya 
Conceição Cunha1, Fridah Kanana1,2, Jonathan Harrington1 

1Institute of Phonetics, LMU Munich, Germany  2Kenyatta University, Kenya 

The main aim of this study is to document the phonetic variation for Kenyan dialects of the 
Meru-Tharaka group, with a particular focus on the inclusion of unstudied varieties. The focus 
is on the morphophonological variation in the palatalization of the plural prefixes in class 8 
nouns in three dialects of the Meru language, of Bantu origin, and spoken on the north eastern 
slopes of Mount Kenya: Imenti, which is considered the standard variety, Tigania in the 
northern and Chuka in the southern. Imenti has the most developed literature and is  also used 
in formative years of schooling. The literature development in Chuka is more recent, while 
Tigania exists almost exclusively in oral forms and social media. In earlier studies of the 
dialects of the Meru-Tharaka group, Kanana ([1-3]) showed that the consonant of the plural 
prefix derived from a proto-Bantu bilabial stop /*bi/ ([4]) is produced with different kinds of 
palatals in Imenti and Chuka. The so far unstudied region of Tigania which is part of the present 
study was predicted to be predominantly influenced by the geographical proximal Imenti 
dialect region (with which it shared a border to the north and because Imenti has some 
characteristics of a standard accent). 

For the present study, the focus of the analysis was on five pairs of singular-plural class 7/8 
nouns that were recorded in 2022 from 75 multilingual adult speakers from Chuka (n = 26, 
14F), Imenti (n = 23, 6F), and Tigania (n = 26, 9F). The participants provided informed written 
consent and were compensated for their participation. The experiment was reading task 
consisting of a randomized order of 2-3 repetitions of 96 words, with one word at a time 
presented on a computer monitor using SpeechRecorder [5]. Since the participants were 
educated in English and Swahili and we wanted to avoid orthographic forms from these 
dialects, the words were presented in both English and in Swahili and the task was to produce 
the equivalents in the local dialect. Words were repeated if the participants gave an incorrect 
equivalent (e.g., ‘woman’ or ‘small girl’ for the targeted ‘girl’). The singular and plurals forms 
were presented together. Following an orthographic transcription by a native speaker of each 
variety, the speech signals were forced-aligned with WebMAUS [6] and manually corrected. 
The output was structured into a speech database using EMU-SDMS [7] for further processing. 

Consistently with earlier findings [1-3], the results showed the plural prefix was produced 
with palatalised labials in Imenti, but with palatalised lingual consonants in Chuka.  The prefix 
in Tigania (Fig.1) ranged over all these places of articulation. A further analysis of Tigania 
showed two main findings: (1) participants were more likely to produce a palatalised labial 
when the investigator conducting the experiment was an Imenti speaker (Fig. 2) whereas 
lingual consonants were more likely when the investigator was from the Tigania region, (2) 
within lingual prefixes, Tigania participants preferred dorsal /ɕ, tɕ/ whereas apical prefixes /sj, 
ts, tʃ, ʃ/ were more likely in Chuka. 

We interpret the first finding as a form of style-shifting [8] in which the Tigania participants 
adapted their speaking style towards the dialect of the investigator resulting in more 
productions of an Imenti-style palatalised labial prefix with the Imenti investigator. To explain 
the second finding, we assume that both Chuka and Tigania have undergone a sound change 
of labial palatalisation [references] in which palatalised labials became palatal consonants with 
a dorsal constriction /ɕ, tɕ/. Chuka may then have introduced a further innovation by which 
these dorsals have undergone velar palatalisation [9, 10] resulting in prefixes with an apical 
constriction. Chuka could be at the forefront of this change given that it is geographically and 
administratively more removed from Imenti than Tigania: this could explain why apical 
prefixes are more common in Chuka than in Tigania. Further analyses of the many other 
dialects in this region are necessary to further substantiate this hypothesis. 
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Figure 1. A count of the different forms 
of the initial plural prefix consonant in 

three Meru dialects. 

Figure 2. Number of Tigania speakers 
by interviewer and stem who produced 
labial, lingual or both types of plural 

prefixes
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Selective adaptation between allophones of /r/ in German 
Holger Mitterer1,2 and Eva Reinisch2  

1University of Malta, 2Hanyang University, 3Austrian Academy of Sciences 

Selective adaption (SA) is an experimental paradigm that is often used to investigate pre-
lexical representations of the speech signal [1]. In this paradigm, participants are exposed to a 
series of adaptor stimuli before categorizing a test stimulus from a continuum between two 
speech sounds. SA seems to reflect general perceptual principles, with counterparts in visual 
perception, such as the waterfall illusion [2], in which observers watch a waterfall for around 
30s and then perceive stationary objects moving upwards. Such a contrastive effect is also 
observed in speech perception, with listeners perceiving the test stimuli as contrasting with the 
adaptors. That is, after hearing a serious of /b/-initial words, a stimulus from a [ba]-[da] 
continuum is more likely to be perceived as /da/, contrasting with the /b/-initial adaptors [3]. 

The paradigm has had a waxing and waning popularity [3] and critics pointed out potential 
post-perceptual influences on SA [1]. More recently, SA has been used to investigate pre-
lexical representations in spoken-word recognition with the rationale that SA between adaptors 
in coda position and test stimuli in onset position would reflect position-invariant phonemic 
representations at a pre-lexical level. While one study found such an effect [4], others ([5], [6]) 
did not and pointed out phonetic confounds in [4]. One critical finding was that there was no 
adaptation between word-initial trilled /r/ and a sonorant /r/ in the coda position in Dutch [6]. 
Here we present three SA experiments, conducted online with about 30 participants each 
(advertised via prolific.co), that aim to replicate and extend this finding in German. Similar to 
Dutch, German has a large variety of allophones of /r/, including uvular and alveolar trills and 
a vocalized /r/ in the coda position (e.g., Fischer, Engl., ‘fisherman’, [fiʃɐ]). 

 The first experiment used an alveolar trill-lateral continuum ([rozə]-[lozə], Engl. ‘rose’-
‘lottery tickets’) as target stimuli, and different adaptor series containing either alveolar trills 
[r] (the maximal overlap with the test stimuli), uvular fricatives [ʁ], or vocalized versions of /r/
([ɐ]). A control-adaptor condition was generated from words that did not contain any variant
of /r/ or /l/. Results replicated [5] for Dutch, such that the most sonorant adaptor, the vocalized
[ɐ], did not trigger any SA for the test stimuli containing an alveolar trill (with a Bayes Factor
supporting the null over an alternative hypothesis, see Table 1 for a summary of the results).
However, the uvular fricative, though phonetically different from the trill, led to SA.
Experiments 2 and 3 focused on the uvular fricative and used an [ʁ]-[h] continuum ([ʁozə]-
[hozə], Engl. ‘rose’-‘trousers’, note that in German /h/ is the phoneme closest to [ʁ]) as test
stimuli. The adaptor series contained either alveolar trills, uvular trills, or uvular fricatives. In
Experiment 2, /r/ in the adaptors was word-initial (e.g., [ra:t], Engl. ‘advice’), while in
Experiment [3], it was word-medial but still in the syllable onset (e.g., Barock, Engl.,
‘baroque’, [barɔk]). In both experiments, the surprising result was that the [r] adaptors caused
stronger adaptation effects on the uvular-fricative stimuli from the test continuum than [ʁ]
adaptors. In fact, in Experiment 3, the [ʁ] adaptors, with the same allophone as the test stimuli,
even failed to produce any selective adaptation at all, while the trill adaptors did.

Overall, the results show that phonemic overlap is not sufficient to generate SA, which 
questions the assumption of phonemic representations at a pre-lexical level. However, in some 
cases SA is observed between different allophones, with the surprising result that alveolar 
trilled /r/ leads to stronger adaptation for both alveolar-trill and uvular-fricative test stimuli. 
This indicates that SA, as early critics already suggested  [1], may also arise at later, post-
perceptual (rather than prelexical) levels of processing. For [r], this may be due to saliency of 
the amplitude modulation in trills [7]. With such post-perceptual influences, selective 
adaptation may not be the ideal paradigm to reveal prelexical representations in spoken-word 
recognition. 
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Table 1: Overview of selective-adaptation effects in the current study 

/r/ target stimulus Adaption effects 
strongest → weakest

Exp1 [rozə] (alveolar trill) [#rV…] > [#ʁV…]    >    […Vɐ(C)#]  =  
Exp2      [ʁozə] (uvular fricative) [#rV…] =    [#ʀV…]    >   [#ʁV…]       >  
Exp3      [ʁozə] (uvular fricative) [#...rV…] =  [#...ʀV…] > [#...ʁV…]    =  

Note: “= ” means that an adaptor condition is similar to the control condition according to a Bayes 
Factor. “#” indicates a word boundary. 
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Articulatory variation in ejective production: A real-time MRI study of Amharic 
ejective plosives 

Lavinia Price1, Marianne Pouplier1, Phil Hoole1

1Institute of Phonetics and Speech Processing, Ludwig-Maximilians Universität Munich 

An ongoing debate surrounds the hypothesis that ejectives may result from a range of 

different articulatory mechanisms which may or may not involve larynx raising [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 

7, 8]. While the IPA classifies ejectives as non-pulmonic, it is increasingly recognized that 

ejectives may be much more variable than assumed so far and may in fact be initiated by either 

a glottalic or pulmonic airstream. How and under what circumstances non-glottalic initiation 

exactly occurs remains unclear. It is, however, increasingly evident that our knowledge of 

ejective production is fundamentally incomplete. This study contributes to this current debate 

by investigating articulatory variability in Amharic ejectives using rt-MRI.  

Traditionally, ejectives have been defined as glottalic sounds produced by raising of the 

larynx during simultaneous constrictions at the glottis and in the oral cavity [2]. Larynx-raising 

reduces the supraglottal cavity, thereby increasing the intraoral air pressure (IOP) which results 

in the auditorily distinct quality of these sounds. The initiatory contribution of the larynx, 

however, is now being questioned. For one, larynx raising alone is deemed insufficiently 

effective at increasing IOP to justify the intense bursts found in some ejectives [3, 8]. Secondly, 

other ejective types appear not to rely on larynx raising at all [1, 6, 7]. Both of these 

observations suggest that additional strategies of supraglottal volume reduction may contribute 

to IOP build-up instead of larynx raising. Yet, beyond Kingston’s suggestion of tongue root 

backing [3], it is to date completely unclear what these additional strategies may be. Overall, 

these findings underscore how little we know about the range of possible mechanisms by which 

ejectives may be produced. The current study addresses this gap by investigating the 

articulatory details of ejectives in Amharic, an Ethio-Semitic language of Ethiopia, using rt-

MRI data from five native speakers (2 male, 3 female) acquired at 50 frames per second. Our 

goals are to observe the movements of the larynx and of the supraglottal articulators likely to 

assist in volume reduction during the ejective’s closure interval. We recorded 271 lexical items 

containing the pulmonic and ejective plosives of Amharic at three places of articulation (/p, t, 

k, p’, t’, k’/), as singletons and geminates (e.g., /t’ vs. tt’/) in three word-positions (initial, 

medial, final). First qualitative analyses suggest a high degree of inter- and intra-speaker 

variation in ejective realization, with larynx raising occurring only some of the time. We 

observe cases without larynx raising but with otherwise clearly reduced supraglottal cavities 

compared to pulmonic stops (Fig.1). This would be consistent with a higher IOP typical for 

ejectives. We will also present first results from a recording exploring the use of dual-slice 

sagittal/axial recordings to capture lateral activity of the upper pharyngeal wall, which may 

assist in cavity reduction.  

Figure 1. Speaker 1 at the moment 
of velar constriction prior to burst 
release of the initial ejective in 
item /k’3nnA/, left panel, and 
initial pulmonic plosive /k3llA/, 
right panel. The supraglottal 
cavity volume visibly reduced on 
the left, compared to that on the 
right, suggests a higher IOP, 
which is a typical feature of 
ejectives. 
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A new articulatory tool: Comparison of EMA and MARRYS 
Malin Svensson Lundmark1,2, Donna Erickson3, Oliver Niebuhr2, Mark Tiede3  

and Wei-Rong Chen3 
1Lund University, 2University of Southern Denmark, 3Yale University 

Syllable articulation involves opening and closing the mouth. For stressed/prominent syllables, 
we open our mouths more, and the tongue moves accordingly to accommodate for the increased 
jaw opening (e.g. [1]). Babies acquire adult-like jaw articulation earlier than lip or tongue 
articulation ([2]). Languages vary in terms of organization of syllable prominence patterns, 
which is reflected in the jaw displacement patterns of speakers of a specific language (e.g. [3]). 
Second language learners tend to transfer their first language jaw patterns when learning a new 
language ([4]). Given this, jaw movement patterns, we suggest, are important underpinnings of 
spoken language. 

The method currently used to measure jaw displacement is electromagnetic articulography 
(EMA) ([5]). The advantage of this method is that we can also measure the articulators used 
for consonant production (e.g. [6]); the disadvantage is that the expense of EMA precludes 
easy access of data acquisition for a large number of speakers. To remedy this, a new method 
for collecting jaw data is being developed at the University of Southern Denmark ([7], [8]). 
The new method, the MARRYS helmet, records jaw displacement via two bending sensors in 
the cheek straps on either side, time-aligned with the acoustic speech signal; it is economically 
much cheaper, and also requires drastically less preparation and processing time, thus allowing 
jaw data collection from a large number of speakers – and over a long time, even in the field 
given its mobility. By means of the two bending sensors, the MARRYS system additionally 
provides information about the symmetry of jaw movements. The helmet also has an attached 
microphone, allowing for good intensity recordings as well as a constant mouth-to-microphone 
distance. 

This paper reports on a comparison of jaw displacement data recorded by EMA 
articulography and the MARRYS helmet. The co-collection of EMA and MARRYS data was 
done simultaneously, Fig. 1(a). The results show a very good correlation of the two sets of data. 
Details are explained in the full paper. Fig. 1(b) provides an example of the MARRYS signals 
(2 channels, showing left and right jaw movements). Each syllable provides a spike in the 
trajectory representing the jaw movement, and the size of the spike corresponds to jaw 
displacement.  In Fig 1(b) larger displacement can be seen for the open vowels, for phrase-final 
words, but more noticeably, for the contrastive focused words “mat” and “cat” (capitalized 
words in fig. 1(b)). 

The MARRYS helmet provides a tool for observing jaw displacement patterns in a number 
of situations, including basic understanding of speech articulation, clinical applications, 
teaching of second language prosody or public speaking, etc. 

Figure 1. (a) Jaw data co-collection with MARRYS and EMA, (b) 2-ch MARRYS signal 

(a) (b)
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Ultrasound measurements of turn-taking in interactive question-answer sequences: 
Articulatory preparation is delayed but not tied to the response 

Sara Bögels1,2 and Stephen C. Levinson2 
1Department of Communication and Cognition, Tilburg University, 2MPI Nijmegen 

Previous research has shown that speech planning in conversational turn-taking can happen 
in overlap with the previous turn. Most of this research, using methods such as EEG [e.g., 1-3] 
and eye-tracking [e.g., 4], suggests planning of one’s next turn starts as early as possible, that 
is, as soon as the gist of the current turn becomes clear. For example, [1] manipulated this 
position by creating quiz questions that allowed either early planning (example 1) or late 
planning of the answer (example 2), because the critical information, needed to answer the 
question (i.e., 007), appears in the middle or at the end of the question, respectively. The EEG 
results showed a neural signature (positivity) starting around 500 milliseconds after the start of 
the critical word, which was interpreted as indicating the start of production planning. Although 
the studies cited above suggest an early start of planning, it is not clear how far (i.e., until what 
phase of production planning) and how fast language production proceeds after it has started. 
One study [5] showed that the ‘phonological planning’ phase of production planning is ongoing 
more than one second after critical word onset, suggesting that planning proceeds at least until 
this stage, but also appears to be delayed with respect to planning ‘in the clear’. 

The present study aimed to investigate whether early planning immediately proceeds all the 
way up to the last stage, which we refer to as ‘articulatory preparation’ (i.e., putting the 
articulators in place for the first phoneme of the response) and to gain more insight into the 
timing of this process. Participants answered pre-recorded quiz questions taken from [1], while 
their tongue movements were measured using ultrasound. Even though the questions were 
prerecorded, ensuring experimental control over when planning could start, participants were 
under the impression that the questions were asked live, and they indeed received live feedback 
from the same speaker. As illustrated by examples (1) and (2), the moment at which planning 
could start was manipulated to be early (i.e., midway during the question, example 1) or late 
(i.e., only at the end of the question, example 2). Ultrasound measurements were analyzed by 
calculating frame-to-frame changes in pixel hues between subsequent ultrasound images. 

First, the results showed faster response times for the early-planning (example 1) than the 
late-planning condition (example 2) and, correspondingly, earlier changes in tongue 
movements with respect to question offset in the early than in the late condition. More 
importantly, tongue movements did not differ between the early and late conditions for at least 
two seconds after planning could start in early-planning questions (see Figure 1), suggesting 
that speech planning in overlap with the current turn proceeds (much) more slowly than in the 
clear. On the other hand, when time-locking to speech onset and looking backwards (Figure 2), 
tongue movements differed between the two conditions from up to two seconds before this 
point. This latter result suggests that articulatory preparation can occur a few seconds in 
advance of articulation and is not fully tied to the overt articulation of the response itself. 

In conclusion, the present study shows, first, that (preparatory) articulatory movements can 
be measured using ultrasound in an interactive turn-taking setting. In future research, its 
application may be expanded to even more natural, conversational turn-taking situations. 
Furthermore, the results show that early planning during interactive turn-taking can proceed all 
the way up to articulatory preparation in the form of tongue movements, and arrive there some 
time (here: up to two seconds) before response onset. This is in accordance with earlier 
observational work [6] suggesting that articulatory preparation (in that case in the form of lip 
apertures) is not strictly tied to the response itself. However, it also adds to the body of evidence 
showing that the planning process is clearly drawn out and less efficient when performed in a 
turn-taking situation, where it overlaps with understanding of the ongoing turn. 
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Examples: 
(1) Which character, also called 1007, appears in the famous movies?      2James Bond
(2) Which character from the famous 1movies, is also called 007?          2James Bond 

. 
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Figure 1. Ultrasound results (frame-to-frame 
change in pixel hues) relative to onset of a word 
in the middle of the question (0-point; 1 in the 
examples). For the early-planning condition 
(red solid line), the 0-point corresponds to the 
onset of the critical word (i.e., onset of 007 in 
example 1). For the late-planning condition 
(black dashed line) the 0-point corresponds to 
an equivalent position (onset of movies in 
example 2), where planning cannot start yet. 

Figure 2. Ultrasound results (frame-to-
frame change in pixel hues) relative to 
response onset (0-point; 2 in the examples) 
for the early-planning (red solid line) and 
late-planning (black dashed line) 
conditions. 
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Changes in manner of articulation explained by aerodynamic factors 
 Maria-Josep Solé  

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain 

Changes in manner of articulation of consonants –found in allophonic variation, phonological 
alternations, and sound change– are traditionally attributed to differences in degree of oral 
constriction or stricture. Thus changes in manner are described in terms of ‘lenition’ (a more 
open and/or shorter articulatory constriction) or ‘strengthening’ (a closer and/or longer 
constriction). These terms, however, are used for a multiplicity of phenomena (e.g. 
‘strengthening’ is used to refer to devoicing, ejectivization, aspiration, stop insertion, 
occlusivization, frication and affrication). Despite the various definitions and outcomes of 
‘strengthening’ and ‘lenition’ [1], what these phenomena have in common is that they involve 
higher- or lower-than-normal oral pressure build up (strengthening and lenition, respectively). In 
this paper it is argued that a great number of changes in manner of articulation affecting 
consonants (specifically, obstruents and sonorants) can be accounted for by aerodynamic factors. 

Many cases of changes in manner of articulation are indeed due to variation in the magnitude 
(and duration) of the oral constriction due to segmental context or coarticulation with adjacent 
segments (e.g., [2], [3]), syllable position [4], position in the sentence [5], and prosodic factors 
[6]. However, changes in manner may also result from changes in glottal aperture or 
velopharyngeal closure without any variation in the supraglottal constriction. This is because the 
vocal tract is a system of interconnected mechanisms (glottal, nasal, oral) that influence each 
other, that is, local articulatory gestures at the glottis or the velum have consequences on the 
pressure and flow at the supraglottal constriction.  

We examine patterns involving loss/generation of audible frication, stops bursts and tongue 
tip trilling with variation in the aerodynamic conditions due to the action of distant gestures 
(glottal action, nasal aperture). Thus, without any variation in the configuration of the oral 
constriction, fricatives may become approximants and approximants may become fricatives, just 
by changes in glottal aperture. Reduced transglottal flow through the vibrating glottis for voiced 
(compared to voiceless) fricatives results in a lower intensity of noise generated at the oral 
constriction which may be perceptually missed. Hence voiced fricatives tend to weaken into 
glides and approximants (example 1) or rhotics (example 2), and are lost earlier than voiceless 
fricatives. By the same principle, approximants, glides and high vowels which are usually voiced 
may become fricatives if devoiced. This is due to the increased airflow (caused by the larger 
glottal opening) passing through the oral constriction for these segments (example 3). Other 
obstruents sounds, such as stops, affricates and tongue-tip trills present comparable effects of 
voicing (i.e., degree of glottal aperture) on manner. 

Changes in velopharyngeal opening also have an impact on manner. Concurrent and 
coarticulatory nasalization, which allows the airflow to escape through the nasal cavity and 
reduces the pressure difference across the oral constriction, impairs strong supralaryngeal 
frication, high intensity noise bursts and tongue-tip trilling. Thus fricatives preceding nasals may 
become glides or be lost (example 4) due to anticipatory velum opening. By contrast, fricatives 
following nasals tend to develop a transitional epenthetic stop (due to an early raising of the 
velum during the acoustic duration of the nasal) which may result in affrication (example 5). 
Though these changes may be accounted for by differences in interarticulatory coordination, the 
generation/loss of frication or stop bursts is an aerodynamic event. Similarly, the strong release 
burst characteristic of voiceless stops is impaired by a following nasal, resulting in stop voicing, 
nasal assimilation (or replacement by a glottal stop to preserve the high intensity burst) (ex. 6).  

Understanding the specific aerodynamic conditions for a given manner of articulation and the 
trade-offs between articulator movements and aerodynamic forces, and their acoustic result, (i) 
allows us to provide a unified account of changes in manner of articulation (i.e., including not 
only changes in stricture), and (ii) questions notions such as the scale of ‘consonantal strength’ 
defined exclusively in terms of ‘articulatory constriction’ or ‘gestural strength’ [7]. 
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Examples cited 

(1) Voiced fricative weakening or gliding
Old English nægl [ʝ] > nail, togian [ɣ] > tow
Welsh ‘soft mutation’, voiceless fricative [ɬ] and [r̥] > voiced sonorant [l], [r]
rhywbeth [r̥] ‘something’  ei rywbeth [r] ‘his something’
llyfr         [ɬ]   ‘book’  ei lyfr  [l] ‘his book’

(2) Rhotacism of voiced fricatives
Old English wesan > was – were,  forleosan > lost – forlorn

(3) Before the devoiced high vowels /i/ and /u/, Japanese /h/ is realized as a palatal fricative
[ç], and labial fricative [ɸ], respectively, while it remains [h] before non-high vowels.

hito /hito/ [çi̥to] ‘person’      fune /hune/ [ɸɯ̥ne]‘ship, boat’    vs.  hata /hata/ [hḁta] ‘flag’

(4) Prenasal fricative weakening and loss
Latin spasmu > Gascon espauma ‘spasm’, Latin elemos(i)na > Catalan almoina ‘alms’
English isn't [ɪnn̩t], give me [ˈgɪmmɪ]

(5) Post nasal affrication
Shekgalagari /n+zípa/ [n.tsípa] ‘zip up for me!’ vs. /χʊ+zípa/ [χʊzípa] ‘to zip up’
English  Hampstead < Old English hām + stede, Prince [nts], length [ŋkθ]

(6) Voiceless stop weakening
Post nasal voicing, Japanese yom+ta > yonda ‘read PAST’

Assimilation, Indonesian /məN/+kasih [məŋasih] ‘give’ vs. /məN/+gambar [məŋgambar]
‘draw’

Glottalization, American English, mountain [ˈmãʊ̃nɁn̩] vs. abandon [əˈbændə̃n] 
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Age-dependent variation in the realization of schwa in Canavesano Piedmontese 
Alec Gallo and Gorka Elordieta 

University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU) 

This paper presents an acoustic analysis of the vowel system of Canavesano, a variety of 
Piedmontese spoken to the north of Turin. [1] defined for this variety 9 phonemes in tonic 
position: /i,y,e,ɛ,ø,a,o,u,ä/. The inclusion of /ä/, characterized by [1] as an open-mid front round 
vowel, is certainly mysterious: the ¨ diacritic in IPA indicates centralization but /a/ is a central 
vowel already, and /a/ is open and unrounded. Moreover, the author does not provide minimum 
pairs to justify its existence as a phoneme. On the other hand, [1] does not include the mid-
central vowel /ə/, although she does transcribe this vowel in examples that constitute minimum 
pairs (e.g., pəs/pes 'fish/worse'). Within the general goal of providing a detailed acoustic 
analysis of Canavesano vowels, we have two specific objectives: to clarify the possible 
existence of /ä/, and to test the intuition of the first author that young speakers produce /ə/ as 
more front and more open concerning schwas in other languages or other Italic varieties such 
as Neapolitan.  

Twelve speakers of Canavesano were interviewed, six men and six women. Given the 
importance of the age factor in producing /ə/, we distinguish three age groups (18-40, 41-60, 
and 61-80), with four speakers in each group. Each participant had to perform a task naming 
the object reflected in an image displayed on a computer monitor. The vowels analysed created 
minimum pairs, with which their phonemic value could be verified. As a control population, 6 
speakers of a variety of Neapolitan (from the town of Massa Lubrense, specifically) were 
recorded so that their schwas could be analyzed in comparison to those of Canavesano. We 
analysed 1980 stressed and unstressed vowels, whose frequency values for the first two 
formants (F1 and F2) were analysed in Praat.  

The acoustic analysis confirms that Canavesano has nine vowel phonemes in stressed 
positions: /a,ɛ,e,ə,ø,o,i,y,u/. No open-mid front round vowel that was supposed to be /ä/ was 
found. The vowel /ə/ is not exactly a middle central vowel but presents great variability in the 
acoustic space. With respect to the average F1 and F2 values reported for /ə/ in different 
languages, which are 511 Hz and 1428 Hz ([2]), /ə/ in Canavesano presents higher values for 
both formants (618 Hz and 1577 Hz, respectively). That is, it is more open and slightly more 
fronted than a schwa with the average F1-F2 values in [2]. Conversely, /ə/ in the Neapolitan 
variety of Massa Lubrense presents average values of 573 Hz and 1457 Hz for F1 and F2, more 
in line with the mean values of schwa in other languages as summarized in [2]. However, schwa 
in Canavesano varies according to the age of participants. Older speakers have schwas with F2 
values that are very close to those of Massa Lubrense: 1474 Hz, very similar to the 1457 Hz in 
Massa Lubrense, and the 1428 Hz for /ə/ in [2]). On the other hand, young and middle-aged 
speakers have significantly higher F2 values (1647 and 1611 Hz, respectively). This confirms 
the first author’s intuition that younger generations have a more front realization of schwa, with 
partial overlap with /ø,ɛ/, which have average F2 values of 1643 and 1763 Hz, respectively. 
The term partial overlap needs to be stressed, as F1 serves to distinguish /ø,ɛ,ə/ among young 
and middle-aged speakers: an average of 515 and 685 Hz for /ø/ and /ɛ/, respectively. The F1-
F2 plot charts in Figures 1-3 show the relative differences among age groups in the distribution 
of Canavesano vowels.  

Among other results, the present investigation also confirms [1]’s description that /e/ and 
/ɛ/ neutralize to /e/ in pretonic position, and it brings forth the novel description that in posttonic 
positions only /i,u,ə/ are possible, and word-finally only /e,o,a/.   

In all, this work constitutes a precise phonetic and phonological documentation of an 
understudied Romance variety, Canavesano Piedmontese, refining that of [1]. It also provides 
evidence for a possible change in progress in this variety regarding /ə/.  
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Figure 1.  F1-F2 (Hz) vowel chart of Canavesano younger speakers 

Figure 2.  F1-F2 (Hz) vowel chart of Canavesano middle-aged speakers 

Figure 3.  F1-F2 (Hz) vowel chart of Canavesano older speakers 
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Glottal and velar fricatives in a northern Iberian Spanish variety 
Alejandra Mella1, Gorka Elordieta1 and Magdalena Romera2

1University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU), 2Public University of Navarre (UPNA) 

In this paper we provide empirical evidence for the presence of a glottal fricative in 
alternation with the voiceless velar fricative /x/ of Castilian Spanish in the Cabuerniga Valley, 
(henceforth CV) in the northern Spanish region of Cantabria. Examples of this alternation are 
provided in (1). [1] assumes that the glottal fricative competed with /x/ after this phoneme had 
been introduced in the XVII century evolving from /ʃ/. Descriptions on the glottal fricative in 
CV are scarce and vague ([2], cf. also [3]-[6]). In a pilot study, [7] shows that the glottal 
fricative is mainly voiced, /ɦ/, rather than the voiceless /h/ which has been assumed previously 
in the literature. We also test the hypothesis that age, gender and geographical location within 
CV might be crucial factors affecting the alternation of the glottal and velar fricatives.  

12 speakers were recorded (6 men and 6 women), in three age groups: 18-35, 36-59 and 60+ 
years of age, with 4 subjects in each group. 6 speakers lived in the higher part of CV, more 
isolated, and 6 speakers lived in the lower part, closer to other areas. The data was produced 
through sociolinguistic interviews and pronunciations of isolated words. In the interviews, the 
first author asked questions to the subjects on life in CV (e.g., marital status, number of 
children, whether they had ever spent time outside CV, their habits in everyday life, whether 
they considered life in CV optimal or satisfactory, their perception of their own vernacular 
linguistic variety and of the inhabitants of CV). The goal was to gather naturalistic data. To 
obtain more fricatives, the subjects were asked to pronounce 21 words containing a velar 
fricative (thus potentially in alternation with a glottal fricative). The words were all familiar 
objects, to facilitate a natural reading. In addition, 40 filler words were included. As a 
comparison, we also analyzed the velar fricatives from a control group of 4 speakers from 
Madrid and other areas outside CV. In total, 837 target fricatives were obtained and analyzed 
(676 from CV and 118 from the control group). The following spectral properties were 
analyzed ([8]-[12], among others): Center of Gravity (CG), FFT and LPC peaks, standard 
deviation, skewness and kurtosis. Additionally, degree of voicing, duration, intensity, and 
difference in intensity with respect to that of the following vowel were also measured. We 
classified the fricatives as velar or glottal based on auditory perception and analyzed 
acoustically with respect to the parameters listed above.  

In CV, 59.3% of the target fricatives were velar and 38.5% were glottal (2.2% could not be 
classified as either glottal or velar). Thus, although not prevalent, a glottal realization 
alternating with the widespread velar fricative /x/ is still significantly present in CV. On the 
contrary, the control group only produced velar fricatives, as expected. Compared to the velar 
fricatives, the glottal fricatives had significantly lower frequency CG and FFT peaks and a 
lower standard deviation, which is expected if CG and spectral peaks are in inverse proportion 
with the anteriority of the constriction (i.e., the further back the constriction is, the lower the 
CG and the frequencies of the spectral peaks). The glottal fricative also had a significantly 
higher value for skewness and kurtosis than the velar fricative. The velar fricative was 
voiceless, as expected, and the glottal fricative was voiced, as already shown by [7], i.e., /ɦ/. 
The glottal fricative also has significantly shorter duration and higher intensity than the velar 
fricative. The acoustic values of the velar fricatives in CV and the control group were similar.  

Regarding the future outlook of /ɦ/, the results show that males, speakers over 60 years of 
age and speakers from the higher part of CV produced significantly more glottal fricatives than 
females, younger speakers and speakers from the lower part of CV, respectively. The fact that 
the presence of /ɦ/ is virtually 0% among women below 60 years of age and only 33% among 
males in the 18-35 age group suggest that the glottal variant is very likely to disappear in CV 
this century. 
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(1) [xaˈmon] ~ [h/ɦaˈmon] ‘ham’ 
[oˈβ̞exa] ~ [oˈβ̞eh/ɦa] ‘sheep’ 

Glottal fricat. 
N = 260 

Velar fricat. 
N = 401 

Center of gravity 1615 Hz 2893 Hz p < 0.001 
1st FFT peak 819 Hz 1272 Hz p < 0.001 
2nd FFT peak 1749 Hz 2352 Hz p < 0.001 
3rd FFT peak 2703 Hz 3442 Hz p < 0.001 

Standard Deviation 2742 Hz 3980 Hz p < 0.001 
Skewness 3 2 p < 0.001 
Kurtosis 16 7 p < 0.001 
Voicing 84% 14% p < 0.001 
Duration 30 ms 80 ms p < 0.001 
Intensity 56 dB 48 dB p < 0.001 

Diff. intensity w/ following vowel -3.25 dB -6.82 dB p < 0.001 

Table 1. Quantitative values of the acoustic parameters for the glottal and velar fricatives 
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A socio-phonetic study of reduced pronunciation variants in  
Romanian monologue speech: the case of (nu) ştiu 

Oana Niculescu 
Romanian Academy Institute of Linguistics “Iorgu Iordan – Al. Rosetti” 

Acoustic analyses regarding connected speech phenomena on Romanian data are still rare, 
partly due to lack of available speech corpora designed for research at the interface between 
phonetics and laboratory phonology. Consequently, based on a recently developed Romanian 
speech corpus, in this paper we investigate an understudied topic related to the phonetic 
realizations of the first person singular verb I know ‘ştiu’ /ʃtiw/, both in affirmative and negative 
clauses. The few studies addressing this topic ([1], [2]) focus only on the pragmatic uses the 
cognitive verb in written texts. Complementary to this line of research, we propose a 
socio-phonetic account of reduced pronunciation variants of /ʃtiw/ in Romanian monologue 
speech. First, we want to examine the extent to which this form is reduced in connected speech 
and whether or not this process is conditioned by the phonological context, duration and 
spectral changes, as well as the gender of the speakers. Second, as discussed in [3], we want to 
account for reduction patterns depending on whether the string was used with a referential 
function (non-phraseological use) or pragmatic function (discourse marker). 

Our analysis is carried out on 6hs of spontaneous speech pertaining to 6 native speakers (3 
female, 3 male), adults (30-40 years of age), taken from a larger Romanian corpus designed 
and recorded by the author [4]. A total of 284 tokens were manually extracted from the corpus. 
All outputs underwent temporal (overall duration of the verb, as well as the diphthong or GV 
sequence in comparison to the reduced monophthong outputs) and frequency measurements 
(first two formants excerpted at the temporal midpoint, pertaining to the steady-state part of 
the vowel or glide). When compared to other cognitive verbs from the corpus, such as think 
(151 occurrences, with 92% of the cases present in affirmative clauses), we observe that know 
is the highest frequent verb, with over 87% of the tokens preceded by the negation ‘nu’. 
Examples (1) to (8) showcase the gradient nature of the reduction processes involving /ʃtiw/, 
extending from the canonical output to the highly contracted forms. Our results show that [ʃtu] 
is the preferred outcome, while the canonical form only surfaces in 6% of the data.  

Similar to previous research on Romance data [5], we organized the tokens into 5 categories 
depending on the following context (voiceless obstruent (56%, N = 158), voiced obstruent 
(11%, N = 31), sonorant (12%, N = 34), vowel (9%, N = 26), and pause (12%, N = 35); see 
also Table 1, Figure 1). The ANOVA t-test did not reveal a significant correlation between the 
phonological context and the degree of phonetic erosion. Instead, when comparing canonical 
vs reduced variants in terms of context function (referential vs pragmatic), we observed that 
pragmatic uses favored reduced variants (Table 2). Also, when the string is used with a 
pragmatic function, in 81% of the data it surfaces when preceded by the negative particle ‘nu’. 
These results are also visible in the temporal domain, where referential uses have a higher 
average duration (205ms), and a higher degree of phonetic reduction is correlated to a decrease 
in the output duration (Table 3). As expected, our results also show a decrease in duration from 
diphthong (160ms, SD = 164ms) to GV sequence (104ms, SD = 90ms) and monophthong 
(55ms, SD = 48ms). These observations translate also in the formant frequencies, where we 
noticed a wider Euclidean distance related to the diphthong as opposed to the GV sequence 
(Δiw = 817Hz and Δju = 517Hz for female speakers vs Δiw = 953Hz, Δju = 558Hz in the case of 
male speakers). Furthermore, due to coarticulatory processes, the monophthong surfaces as a 
central, mid-open vowel (female speakers: F1 = 393Hz/F2 = 1591, male speakers: F1 = 290Hz, 
F2 = 1590Hz). As a final observation, when looking at the reduced pronunciation variants as a 
function of gender, we noticed that the canonical form exclusively surfaces in female speech 
(Table 4). Out of the seven possible reduction patterns, only 3 are employed by female speakers 
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([ʃtju], [ʃtu] and [nuʃ]/[nuʒ]), as compared to all reduction patterns appearing, in different 
degrees, in male speech, with [ʃtu] being the preferred outcome. To allow for a more 
comprehensive analysis, we consider including mixed-effects models in future stages of the 
study. 

Table 1. Percentage of outputs depending on the 
phonological context 

Table 2. Percentage of outputs 
in relation to context function 

Table 3. Outputs duration (ms) 

Table 4. Percentage of outputs 
in relation to gender 

Figure 1. Outputs frequency (stacked in group) as a 
function of the following context 

Figure 2. Outputs frequency (stacked 
in group) as a function of gender 
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The effect of word frequency on geminate duration in Hungarian spontaneous speech 
Tilda Neuberger 

Hungarian Research Centre for Linguistics 

Introduction: One purpose of focusing on casual speech is to test whether hypotheses 
that have been confirmed in careful speech also hold for everyday communication [21]. 
Spontaneous or casual speech is generally characterized by faster articulation rate, more 
reduction and shorter segment duration compared to read or careful speech [2, 6, 20]. Besides 
speech style, word frequency can affect the phonetic properties of speech sounds [12, 13, 
17]. According to usage-based models of language, words that are frequently used often 
undergo reduction as part of the move to automate speech [4]. Since both speech style and 
word frequency can induce durational reduction, the question arises as to how these factors 
affect the realisation of phonological contrasts that are phonetically implemented mainly in 
the temporal dimension of speech, such as the consonant length contrast. Acoustic correlates 
of consonant length have been established in various languages based on words, or (near) 
minimal pairs in isolation, or embedded in carrier sentences [1, 8, 9, 11, 16, 19]. However, 
there is only limited research on geminate production in spontaneous speech [10, 15]. 
Besides, the influence of word frequency on geminate production, to the best of our 
knowledge, has not been investigated so far. 

Aim: In the present study, we observe how the consonant length contrast is realised in 
Hungarian spontaneous speech. Since the acoustic structure of a word may be reduced in 
casual speech, it is plausible that geminate durations show considerable overlap with their 
singleton counterparts, which results in an increased role of supplementary enhancing 
features (e.g., adjacent vowel duration). Our specific research question is whether and how 
word frequency influences the phonetic realisation of singletons and geminates. It is 
hypothesized that the extent of geminate reduction is correlated with token frequency. In 
other words, phonetic realisations of geminates in frequent words may show shorter duration, 
thus, more similarity to singleton forms, than in low-frequency items. 

Method: Research material consists of spontaneous speech samples from 20 monolingual, 
Hungarian-speaking adults (aged between 20 and 31 years) from the BEA database [14]. 
V1CV2 segments (where C is a short/long voiceless stop and V1 and V2 are any Hungarian 
vowels) are chosen for acoustic analysis. Several absolute and relative durational parameters, 
including duration of the target consonants and neighbouring vowels, are measured in case of 
more than 1800 consonants and 2700 vowels using Praat [3]. Token frequency is measured 
based on the Hungarian Webcorpus [7]. Statistical analysis (linear mixed effect models on 
duration(s) as dependent variable(s), with length and word frequency as fixed factors, and 
speaker as random factor, as well as correlation analysis between segment/word duration and 
token frequency) is carried out in R [18]. 

Results: In spite of the considerable overlap in the absolute (C and V) durations between 
the two length categories, significant differences are found between singletons and geminates 
in relative and absolute terms. Adjacent vowel duration contributes to the C-length contrast in 
Hungarian spontaneous speech. Our preliminary results show that high token frequency has a 
reductive effect on both consonant and vowel duration. Moreover, high-frequency lexemes 
are more likely to be articulated with a faster tempo than rare words. 

Conclusion: These findings on segment reduction are in line with those found for other 
phonological phenomena than length contrast, e.g., word-final t/d-deletion in American 
English [5]. The findings highlight how low-level phonetic phenomena interact with the 
meaningful end of lexicon. Results are discussed in light of related issues, such as neighbours 
or word predictability. The durational patterns of length found in this study may shed more 
light on the representation and realisation of the consonant length in the world’s languages. 
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A corpus study of forestressing in African American English 
Barış Kabak1 & Janne Lorenzen2 

1University of Würzburg, 2University of Cologne, Germany 

Prosodic features, which are vivid markers of ethnic identity [1], constitute an understudied 
area in sociophonetic research on African American English (AAE). One such prosodic pattern 
is forestressing, which is characterized by primary stress placement on word-initial syllables 
that carry non-initial stress in mainstream Englishes, e.g., ′November (AAE) vs. No′vember 
(General American, GA). Due to the relative scarcity of non-initially stressed words in English, 
an inquiry into possible deviations from non-initial prominence is akin to a search for “variation 
in the wild”. Therefore, we conducted a corpus study using the Corpus of Regional African 
American Language (CORAAL; [2]), which consists of audio recordings with time-aligned 
orthographic transcription from over 150 interviews with speakers born between 1891-2005 
from different regions in the United States.  

Extralinguistic factors such as age, region and socioeconomic status have been postulated 
to modulate the frequency of forestressing in AAE [1], although these observations have not 
been corroborated by systematic data. Furthermore, words of the structure CV.CVC were 
suggested to be amenable to forestressing [3], however, little is known as to whether other 
structural factors (e.g., part of speech, segmental and prosodic structure of words) modulate 
this phenomenon. As a feature that significantly lost ground at least in urban Southern 
American English [4], to which AAE shares similarities, an investigation of stress deviations 
across time, location and other social and structural variables in AAE requires systematic 
inspection of large amounts of spoken data for the AAE realizations of words that bear non-
initial prominence in other English varieties.  

In this paper, we ask (1) how prevalent is forestressing among AAE speakers across the 
USA and (2) which linguistic (e.g., syllable structure, word class) and extralinguistic (e.g., 
age, gender, region) factors modulate the rate of forestressing in AAE? To that end, we selected 
84 words that are non-initially stressed in GA and analyzed their realization across all sub-
components of CORAAL, which yielded 3200 tokens altogether. Two phonetically trained 
annotators auditorily determined the stress position in these tokens (agreement rate: 89%). In 
cases of disagreement, a consensus annotation was reached. Excluding tokens know to be prone 
to stress reversals (e.g., Chinese restaurant) and cases where no consensus was reached, the 
annotated corpus included 3070 tokens. The overall rate of forestressing in the data was 5.3%. 

Logistic regression analyses revealed that the degree of forestressing is modulated by 
speakers’ region and year of birth. Forestressing is more conspicuous in southern regions and 
among older speakers (Figure 1). Furthermore, nouns and words with heavy initial syllables 
bearing secondary stress in GA are more conducive to forestressing. Building on these results, 
we will first provide an account to explain why and how forestressing emerged in AAE by 
resorting to cognitive mechanisms such as majority pattern analogy as well as to other 
processes largely observed in second language varieties such as the overgeneralization of the 
Stress-to-Weight Principle. Second, we will weigh these factors against a top-down prosodic 
account, which dwells on the fact that AAE is characterized by a higher density of pitch accents, 
in comparison to GA [1],[5],[6]. Higher tonal density arguably forms a breeding ground for 
pitch accent clashes, which are known to yield reversals of primary and secondary prominences 
[7]. We thus hypothesize that the resolution of these pitch accent clashes may have led to the 
reanalysis of intonational prominence as lexical stress, especially in cases where words had 
heavy initial syllables. As such, we suggest that forestressing, although on the decline and by 
now a regional feature prevalently observed in the South, is not random but systematically 
determined by well-known principles of change and widely attested prosodic patterns, which 
are further modulated by a set of sociolinguistic variables. 
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Figure 1. Proportion of forestressing (in %) as modulated by social and structural factors 
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Learnability of prosodic end-weight effect in Malay echo reduplication: 
A substantive bias account  

Jian-Leat Siah (University of California, Los Angeles) 

Background: Echo reduplication involves copying of a word with some minor alternation, 
such as a change in onset consonant (e.g., helter-skelter) or a change in vowel (e.g., pitter-
patter). It often respects prosodic end-weight, whereby the prosodically heavier constituent 
tends to come second. Several prosodic factors have been shown to contribute to prosodic end-
weight [1]. The present study will focus mainly on the effects of coda size (open CV∅ vs. 
closed CVC), coda sonority and onset size (onsetless ∅V vs. onsetful CV). Typologically 
speaking, closed syllables, more sonorous codas and onsetful syllables induce prosodic end-
weight more than open syllables, less sonorous codas and onsetless syllables do. 
Motivation: Substantive bias refers to a synchronic learning bias against phonetically 
unnatural phonological patterns [2, 3]. Support for substantive bias in the literature is scant and 
is often confounded with complexity bias [4]. Some scholars suggest that pure substantive 
effects could be uncovered if the lexicon is impoverished [5]. Echo reduplication in Malay 
provides a potential testing ground for substantive effects because evidence for prosodic end-
weight in the lexicon is poor for some prosodic factors. Figure 1 below shows that all the 
prosodic factors examined in the present study are predominantly natural in that there are more 
forms that conform to the typology than forms that go against it (prosodic end-weight tendency 
in the lexicon > 50% for all factors; see Appendix for a formula). For instance, forms whose 
second member is prosodically heavier than the first member (e.g., coda size: cucu-cicit 
‘descendants’; coda sonority: sorak-sorai ‘cheer’; onset size: inca-binca ‘chaotic’) are more 
common in the lexicon. However, the number of forms demonstrating these lexical tendencies 
is sparse (< 15 forms for each factor), as indicated in Figure 2. The current study aims to 
investigate the learnability of these poorly instantiated lexical trends. That is, could native 
speakers of Malay internalize the lexical trends and extend their knowledge to novel contexts? 
Method: To this end, 54 native speakers of Malay residing in Malaysia were recruited and 
completed an online wug test in which they had to choose between two orders for 45 echo-
reduplicated wug items each (e.g., kaju-kajut vs. kajut-kaju; butat-butam vs. butam-butat; ipak-
kipak vs. kipak-ipak). All the wug items obeyed Malay phonotactics and were created by 
manipulating the prosodic factors discussed above. Only a subset of the wug items (3 for coda 
size, 9 for coda sonority, 6 for onset size) is relevant for the present study.  
Results: The results for the wug test are given in Figure 3. Overall, the effects of coda sonority 
and onset size go unlearned. The subjects’ responses clustered around the 50% chance level 
baseline (represented by a horizontal dashed line in the figure), which suggests that they had 
no strong preference for either order of the wug items for these factors. Interestingly, the effect 
of coda size is overlearned because the subjects’ end-weight responses (73%) were higher than 
the lexical trend (62%), hinting at the presence of a built-in substantive bias favoring closed 
syllables in second position. The results mentioned above were confirmed with a mixed-effects 
logistic regression model using the glmer function from the lme4 package [6]. 
Implications: The current study uncovers substantive effects for coda size but not for coda 
sonority nor onset size. This discrepancy can be accounted for if the prosodic factors differ in 
terms of how robust their phonetic precursor is (cf. [7]). The effect of onset size has been shown 
to be subordinate to the effect of coda or rimal weight [8]. Likewise, Gordon’s [9] extensive 
survey, as summarized in [10], shows that quantity-sensitive stress systems employing coda 
sonority as weight distinction (4 out of 86 languages) are much rarer than those using coda size 
(42 out of 86 languages), suggesting a difference in phonetic robustness of the two factors in 
shaping the (stress) typology. In light of these facts, the present findings reveal substantive bias 
in an impoverished lexicon and argue that its effect can be gradient.  
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Appendix: 
Formula used to calculate prosodic end-weight tendency in the lexicon: 

Number of natural forms
Number of natural forms + Number of unnatural forms

 × 100% 
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Lexical stress may not implicate the foot
Guilherme D. Garcia (Université Laval), Heather Goad (McGill University)

We compare two stress languages, English and (Brazilian) Portuguese, and empirically
demonstrate that word-minimality, metrical consistency as well as weight effects suggest that
the presence of lexical stress may not always implicate the foot.

In languages where prominence is characterized as “stress”, it is computed in the phono-
logical word (PWd) and realized in the foot (Selkirk 1984). English is a language of this
type: in non-verbs, left-headed weight-sensitive binary feet (moraic trochees) are built from the
right edge of the PWd, coupled with final extrametricality (Hayes 1982): [@µ("

>
dZEµnµ)Ftxd@µy]PWd

‘agenda’. Simply put, stress is penultimate if the penult is H(eavy), and antepenultimate if it’s
L(ight). At first glance, Portuguese looks like English, aside from extrametricality: in non-
verbs, moraic trochees are built from the right edge of the PWd: [paµ("pEµwµ)Ft]PWd ‘paper’,
[saµ("paµtUµ)Ft]PWd ‘shoe’. The languages look even more similar once we note that 12% of Por-
tuguese non-verbs have antepenultimate stress, which, under a footing analysis, suggests that
the language permits exceptional final syllable extrametricality: [paµ("tEµtiµ)xkUµy] ‘pathetic’.

Comparing the languages more carefully, though, we notice key differences between them.
First, in English, binary feet play a role in regulating word size: no subminimal lexical words
exist in the language, and truncation, including hypocorization, never results in monomoraic
forms: ‘chemistry’ Ñ [kEm], *[kE]; ‘Susan’ Ñ [su:], *[sU]. Second, there is general consensus
that English builds moraic trochees. In Portuguese, in contrast, subminimal words are common
in the lexicon and productive in the grammar (e.g., truncation and hypocorization). In addition,
the range of patterns attested in the language can’t be captured by a single foot type—although
weight regulates stress, foot-based analyses have employed trochees (Bisol 1992), iambs (Lee
2007), and/or dactyls (Wetzels 1992), with no single analysis emerging as optimal. These dif-
ferences may suggest that the foot plays a different role in the two languages: stress assignment
in English is uniformly captured by binary trochees; in Portuguese, the foot plays a less impor-
tant role and may be absent altogether. We explore this further by examining weight effects in
antepenultimate position in HLL and LLL words in the two languages.

Predictions. If binary trochees regulate English footing, two logical possibilities are pre-
dicted for weight-sensitivity: (a) weight effects are negative, i.e., LLL words are more likely to
bear antepenultimate stress than HLL words (ĹLL ą H́LL), because H́LL requires an uneven
trochee or a medial unparsed syllable. (b) Weight effects are not active in antepenultimate syl-
lables, i.e., a HLL word is just as likely to bear antepenultimate stress as a LLL word (H́LL „
ĹLL). If Portuguese does not build feet or if the foot plays a less important role than in English,
then we predict positive weight effects in antepenultimate position (H́LL ą ĹLL).

Experiment and results. Native speakers of Portuguese (n “ 26) and English (n “ 25)
listened to pairs of nonce words that differed only in stress location. The stimuli (n = 240 (Pt);
n = 180 (En)) were generated based on weight profile (HLL, LHL, LLL, plus LLH for Por-
tuguese). Hierarchical Bayesian regressions found a positive weight effect in antepenultimate
syllables for Portuguese (β̂ “ 0.34, 95% highest density interval = r0.04, 0.64s, replicating the
results in Garcia (2019)), but no weight effects were found for English (H́LL „ ĹLL). More-
over, we captured a sonority effect for Portuguese (but not for English), where sonorant codas
appear to be heavier and thus more stress-attracting (β̂ “ 0.40, 95% HDI = r0, 0.82s). These
results strengthen the plausibility of the foot for English and further question its status for Por-
tuguese. Our findings may lend support to studies that challenge the universality of certain
prosodic domains (e.g., Pierrehumbert 2003; Blevins 2004; Harris 2007; Schiering et al. 2010;
Özçelik 2017), as well as the relationship between feet and stress (e.g., Vaysman 2009).
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Figure 1: Posterior distributions of effect sizes (β̂) for English (left) and Portuguese (right)
along with means and respective 95% highest density intervals (HDI; on the right in each
figure). Percentage of posterior within the region of practical equivalence (ROPE; gray bar
around zero) is shown to the left in each figure. HDI of HLL is clustered around zero for
English, but entirely positive for Portuguese. LLL* represents the intercept (reference level).
Gray circles represent by-speaker offset (random intercepts and slopes).
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Learning to distinguish morphological categories based on subphonemic detail? 
Dinah Baer-Henney and Dominic Schmitz

Heinrich-Heine University Düsseldorf 

Recent research has shown that morphological structure leaks into subphonemic detail. One 

example of this is word-final /s/ which takes several morphological roles in English. While 

there are words with a non-morphemic final /s/ (e.g., bus), final /s/ can also denote number and 

case information (e.g., two pots, the cat’s fur) as well as a cliticized form of auxiliary verbs 

(e.g., it’s been a long time, it’s me in the picture). Phonetic differences among morphological 

distinct types of /s/ have been found for several English varieties in corpus studies [1, 2]: 

several types of final English /s/ come with a unique duration. Experimental studies have also 

addressed this question [e.g., 3,4] on production differences between categories, however, 

mostly with mixed results. Recently, a carefully designed production study [5] confirmed the 

central finding from corpus data [1,2] with non-morphemic /s/ being the longest in duration, 

followed by suffix /s/, then followed by clitic /s/. 

On a theoretical level, these differences are unexpected when the architecture of language 

production does not allow for an effect originating from the morphological level to leak down 

to the subphonemic level [6,7]. More recent experience-based models allow for such an 

influence and only recently it has been shown that the aforementioned subphonemic differences 

could be explained as emerging from the lexicon on account of naive or linear discriminative 

learning [8,9]. 

The accumulating evidence for the effects in production has raised the question as to 

whether these durational differences also play a role in comprehension. A recent PhD 

dissertation [10] addressed this question and investigated in a perception and two 

comprehension experiments whether subphonemic differences play a role in decoding 

morphological categories. Indeed, it was found that durational differences cannot only be 

perceived by English speakers but also significantly affected their comprehension process. 

The present study investigates whether language users not only produce, perceive and 

comprehend durational differences, but also whether these cues are strong enough to guide a 

learner in morphological learning. We investigate whether the differentiation of morphological 

categories based on durational cues enables the learner to build up a new representation and 

whether there is a disadvantage compared to learning morphological categories that differ in 

phonemes. To avoid native language influences we invented an artificial language with varying 

final /f/ durations to be learned by adult German native speakers. Participants learn a certain 

alternation pattern which determines the encoding of singular and plural forms in their artificial 

language. The alternation pattern varies between experimental groups. In an ongoing artificial 

language learning experiment, we are currently collecting data comparing the learning 

behaviour of these three experimental groups: The ‘Phonemic group’ learns an artificial 

language in which plurality is indicated by a phonemic change in the final sound of the word 

[f~p alternation]. Two ‘Phonetic groups’ learn an artificial language where plurality is 

indicated by a shorter or a longer durational difference in the word-final sound [f~fː 

alternation]. After a short training phase, participants are requested to perform a number 

decision task to demonstrate what they have learned. In addition to accuracy, we measure 

mouse tracks to reveal possible fine differences among groups. First results indicate that 

learners of the ‘Phonemic group’ have a clear learning advantage over those in the ‘Phonetic 

groups’. Control groups with no specific learning tasks will reveal whether we are dealing with 

true learning behaviour. Our results will tell us whether information exchange between the 

domains of phonetics and morphology can be beneficial for language learners as they would 

be able to use durational cues to identify morphologically relevant units. 
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The effect of musicality on Rapid Prosody Transcription responses 
Riccardo Orrico, Jiseung Kim, Stella Gryllia, Amalia Arvaniti 

Radboud University, Netherlands 

Recent studies indicate that when listeners judge word prominence they weigh cues differently: 
Some prioritize phonetic and phonological cues, such as accentuation, F0 mean, and F0 shape 
[1, 2], while others prioritize morphosyntactic cues, such as focus [1], or pragmatic function 
[2]. Here we tested whether musicality is a predictor of some of these individual differences. 
Based on earlier studies showing that musicality makes listeners more attentive to pitch and 
rhythmic cues [3, 4, 5], we hypothesized that individuals with higher musical abilities would 
be more sensitive to phonetic cues when assessing prominence than those with lower 
musicality. We used Rapid Prosody Transcription (RPT, [6]), to test this hypothesis in relation 
to the H* ~ L+H* contrast in British English. 

Eighty-two (47 F; 19-50 years old, X̄: 33.8) linguistically naïve native speakers of Standard 
Southern British English (SSBE) took part in a RPT study: They heard 86 SSBE utterances 
that were elicited from 8 talkers (4 F) and had to select the words that sounded prominent to 
them. The present results are based on 287 words in the stimuli that were categorized as 
accented with H* or L+H* based on phonetic criteria: accents were categorized as L+H* if 
they were not in absolute initial position in the utterance and involved a rise from a low F0 
point. [The same accents were also categorized using pragmatic criteria; for reasons of space, 
this analysis is not reported here.] Generalized Additive Mixed Models (GAMMs) on the 
accented syllable f0 showed that L+H*s had lower f0 at the accented syllable onset, a larger 
pitch excursion, and a later peak than H*s (see Fig.1). Linear models revealed that L+H*s also 
had higher amplitude than H*s; no durational differences between the two were found. After 
RPT, the participants completed the Mini-PROMS musicality test [7]. The binary RPT output 
(a word being selected as prominent or not) was analyzed in R [8] using a Generalized Linear 
Mixed Effect model that included ACCENT (H*, L+H*), MINIPROMS scores, and their 
interaction as predictors, and with participants, talkers, and items as random intercepts.  

The model showed that ACCENT was significant: L+H*-accented words were rated more 
prominent than H*-accented words [Estimate = 1.056 (0.29), z = 3.65, p < .001]; see Fig.2 in 
which the RPT output is presented in terms of p-scores (percentage of participants who marked 
a word as prominent). MINIPROMS was not significant [Estimate = 0.007 (0.02), z = 0.35, p > 
.1], but its interaction with ACCENT was [Estimate = 0.03 (0.009), z = 3.14, p < .01]. As shown 
in Fig.3, the higher a participant’s MINIPROMS score, the more likely they were to rate L+H*-
accented words as prominent; conversely, participants with low MINIPROMS scores were less 
likely to differentiate H* from L+H* accents in terms of prominence. 

Overall, the phonetics of the accents was exploited by all listeners when they assessed 
prominence, leading to different prominence scores based on accent shape and scaling. 
However, listeners varied regarding the extent to which they relied on f0 cues: Participants 
with higher musicality were more sensitive to these cues than those with lower musicality. 
Thus, the latter group perceived H* and L+H* as more similar in prominence than the former. 

These findings have repercussions for our understanding of the H* ~ L+H* contrast in 
English, the notion of prominence, and the nature of speech processing. First, they indicate that 
the difference between H* and L+H* is not equally salient to all speakers of English, a finding 
that may explain the analytical controversy about these accents (see [2] and references therein). 
Further, our results support previous studies, such as [1, 2], which also show that listeners 
attend to cues to differing degrees, leading to differences in assessed level of prominence. 
Finally, our results add to a body of research, e.g., [9, 10], which shows that speech processing 
is affected by listener characteristics. Such individual variation and its sources, which as shown 
here include musicality, deserve more in-depth investigation. 
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A B 

Figure 1. GAMM results: Predicted f0 values (A) and predicted difference curves (B) 
between H* and L+H* in the stimuli 

Figure 2. Effect of ACCENT on p-scores 
(percentage of participants who marked a 

word as prominent) 

Figure 3. Predicted RPT response 
probabilities for the ACCENT and 

MINIPROMS interaction 
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Individual differences in lexical stress in Dutch: An examination of cue weighting in 
production 

Giulio G.A. Severijnen1, Hans Rutger Bosker1,2, & James M. McQueen1,2 

1Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition, and Behaviour, 2Max Planck Institute for 
Psycholinguistics 

Different people talk differently, even speakers from the same region. These individual 
talker differences surface as large acoustic variability in speech, both at the segmental level 
(vowels and consonants) and the suprasegmental, or prosodic, level (e.g., lexical stress 
patterns). While individual differences in segmental speech production are well established in 
the literature, relatively little is known about how individual talkers differ in their prosody.  

Evidence from speech perception experiments has shown that listeners learn and use 
talker-specific prosodic cues to perceive lexical stress in Dutch. Specifically, after exposure to 
synthesized speech from a talker who uses only one acoustic cue (e.g., intensity, with F0 and 
duration set to ambiguous values), listeners prioritize that cue in perception of that talker’s 
speech (Severijnen et al., 2021, in press). However, it is unknown how Dutch talkers actually 
vary in the way they realize lexical stress. The present study therefore examined individual 
talker differences in lexical stress production.  

We recorded 40 native speakers of Dutch (balanced gender; minimal dialectal 
variation), producing Dutch segmentally overlapping words (e.g., VOORnaam vs. voorNAAM; 
‘first name’ vs. ‘respectable’, capitalization indicates lexical stress). The target words were 
recorded in variable speaking contexts: in isolation and in carrier sentences. An example of the 
sentences is: (1) Eerst had Jan met enthouasiasme fiets gezegd, (2) toen had Jan het woord 
VOORnaam gezegd, (3) daarna had Koen het woord VOORnaam gezegd (‘(1) First had Jan 
with enthusiasm bike said, (2) then had Jan the word first name said, (3) afterwards had Koen 
the word first name said’). In these sentences, the target word appeared once in an accented 
position (underlined), and once in an unaccented position, allowing us to disentangle acoustic 
correlates of lexical stress from those of sentence accent.  Next, we measured six acoustic cues 
to lexical stress: mean F0, F0 variation, duration, spectral tilt, intensity, and vowel quality.  

Acoustic measurements from each individual participant were analyzed using Linear 
Discriminant Analyses (LDAs), which predicted whether a syllable was stressed or unstressed 
based on an optimal linear combination of the acoustic cues. We ran separate LDAs for each 
individual participant in the different speaking contexts. The analyses provided coefficients for 
each cue, reflecting the weight of each cue in a given talker’s lexical stress productions. This 
yielded insight into individual phonetic cue-weighting strategies for each participant separately 
(cf. Schertz et al., 2015).  

On average, talkers primarily used mean F0, intensity, and duration (Figure 1), which 
challenges previous literature emphasizing the importance of spectral tilt in lexical stress in 
Dutch (e.g., Sluijter & van Heuven, 1996). Moreover, on top of these group-level cue-weighting 
tendencies, each participant also employed a unique combination of cues to signal lexical stress 
in a reliable manner as assessed using split-half reliability, illustrating large prosodic variability 
between talkers (Figure 2). In fact, classes of cue-weighting tendencies emerged, differing in 
which cue was used as the most important cue. Specifically, the isolation and accented condition 
contained a large group of F0-weighting talkers and another group of intensity-weighting 
talkers. In the non-accented condition, this changed to intensity- or duration-weighting groups. 

In sum, these results illustrate that, even in a relatively homogeneous participant sample, 
large prosodic variability is present between individual talkers, which contributes to a more 
comprehensive acoustic description of lexical stress in Dutch. Together with the perceptual 
results in Severijnen et al. (2021, in press), this emphasizes the need for Dutch listeners to 
carefully track these talker-specific tendencies to optimize perception. 
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Figure 1. 
Boxplots of the mean Linear Discriminant Analyses (LDA)-coefficients for different acoustic 
cues to lexical stress across participants. Cue-weights are displayed in three conditions: 
isolation, accented, and non-accented. Higher coefficients for duration, F0, and intensity 
demonstrate that – on average – these cues are the primary cues to lexical stress in Dutch. 

Figure 2. 
Scatter plots of Linear Discriminant Analyses (LDA)-coefficients from individual participants. 
Each data point represents one participant plotted along three acoustic dimensions (mean F0, 
intensity, and duration), illustrating considerable between-talker variability. The main cue 
(color coded) is determined as the cue with the highest LDA coefficient of the three dimensions 
within each participant. 
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Stability of individual differences in convergence across features and tasks 
Jessamyn Schertz1 

1University of Toronto Mississauga, Department of Language Studies 

Background: Various social and cognitive factors have been found to influence the degree 
of phonetic convergence, or speakers’ tendency to approximate the linguistic characteristics of 
incoming speech [1, 2, 3]. If these non-linguistic factors play a strong role in predicting 
individual variability in convergence, then individual tendencies should be stable across 
different features; in other words, we would expect that individuals who show high degrees of 
convergence in, e.g., stops, should also show greater-than-average convergence in vowels. The 
few studies that have directly examined this have not found evidence for individual stability 
across features [4, 5]; however, these all focused on convergence in conversation, where the 
high degree of inherent variability may obscure correlations. This work examines phonetic 
convergence to variation in VOT of stops and F2 of /u/ in highly controlled implicit and explicit 
tasks. Our primary question is whether individual differences in convergence are stable 
across the two target features (stops and vowels) in controlled tasks. We also test the extent 
to which individual differences are stable across implicit and explicit imitation tasks, 
which would be expected under proposals that they rely on shared processes [6].   

Methods: 54 English speakers completed two online tasks (implicit and explicit) in which 
they repeated target words of two types: stop words began with voiceless stops, and vowel 
words contained the vowel /u/. Stimuli consisted of two versions of each target word, 
manipulated to vary minimally in a single acoustic dimension: stop words had low or high VOT 
(48 ms vs. 148 ms), and vowel words had low or high F2 (1265 Hz vs. 1682 Hz). The implicit 
task, following [7], was presented as a memory task to disguise the true purpose of the task: 
participants heard sequences of 1, 2, or 3 words and were asked to repeat them in reverse order. 
Target words were always presented in isolation to elicit direct repetition. In the explicit task, 
participants heard the two versions of each word (high and low) in sequence and were explicitly 
instructed to listen to and imitate the differences. Convergence was assessed in both tasks by 
comparing the difference between productions following high vs. low levels of each feature, 
with positive values representing convergence. Statistical analysis was done using linear 
mixed-effects regression models to assess group-level presence/absence of convergence across 
tasks and features, and Pearson’s product-moment correlation for individual correlations. 
Results reported below are all based on significance at the ⍺ = .05 level.  

Results: Participants showed convergence in the expected direction for both stop and vowel 
words in both tasks, as indicated by higher VOT/F2 values following stimuli with high (vs. 
low) values on each dimension, and the convergence effect was larger for the explicit than the 
implicit task, as expected based on previous work [6] (Figure 1). In terms of our primary 
question of whether individual differences in extent of convergence are stable across features, 
there was no correlation between stop and vowel convergence in the implicit task, although 
there was in the explicit task (Figure 2a). There was a significant correlation in convergence 
across the implicit and explicit tasks for stops, but not for vowels (Figure 2b).  

Conclusion: These results suggest that the lack of stability in degree of implicit convergence 
across features [4, 5] holds even in a highly controlled task. Individual patterns did, however, 
hold across features in the explicit task, likely due to additional processes influencing 
performance (e.g. attention to and engagement with the task; willingness to modify production 
norms). We also found limited evidence for a relationship between convergence on explicit 
and implicit imitation tasks, which held for stops, but not vowels. Overall, the results highlight 
the need for caution in using tasks targeting a single dimension as a proxy for individual 
tendency to converge, and they set the groundwork for more rigorous tests of the relationship 
between implicit convergence and explicit imitation on an individual level.  
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Figure 1. VOT (for stops) and F2 (for vowels) of participants’ productions following stimuli 
with low (light) or high (dark) of each dimension in the implicit and explicit imitation tasks. 

Boxplots show distributions of by-participant means. 

Figure 2. Correlations between individual imitation scores (a) across features, for implicit vs. 
explicit tasks separately, and (b) across tasks, for stops vs. vowels separately. Each point 

represents one participant. Positive scores indicate convergence. 
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Prosodic entrainment in mother-adolescent interaction and relationship quality 
Marijke ten Brinke1, Laura Smorenburg1, Susan Branje1, Hugo Quené1, Stella Gryllia2, 

and Aoju Chen1 
1Utrecht University, 2Radboud University 

Previous research has shown that prosodic entrainment in dialogues, i.e. two or more 
interlocutors using (increasingly) similar prosody [1], mirrors interpersonal relationship quality 
[2]; Stronger prosodic entrainment is associated with higher relationship quality [3]. However, 
little is known on how prosodic entrainment is related to parent-adolescent relationships. To 
adolescents, a good relationship and high-quality communication with their parents are crucial 
to the way they develop into adulthood and form new relationships later in life, which in turn 
is central to their socio-emotional wellbeing [4, 5]. In the current work, we have investigated 
what prosodic entrainment in mother-adolescent interaction is like and whether it is correlated 
with measures of relationship quality, communication quality, and conflict resolution.   

Method: The Dutch mother-adolescent dyads used in this study were part of the longitudinal 
project ‘Research on Adolescent Development and Relationships’ [6]. The longitudinal corpus 
stemming from the first wave of data collection in this project includes multiple video 
recordings of home visits and questionnaires on social and communication measures over a 
period of six years. This study used the first home visit recordings (N = 15), in which the mother 
(hereafter M) (age: Mean = 43.4, SD = 4.2) and adolescent (hereafter A) (8 boys, 7 girls; age: 
Mean = 13.0, SD = 0.3) were asked to discuss a topic of recurrent conflict for about 10 minutes. 

Speech data were extracted from the video recordings and were annotated for inter-pausal 
units (IPUs) [1, 3] using Praat [7]. Prosodic measures (mean f0, max f0, average syllable 
duration) [8, 9] were subsequently extracted from the IPUs within speakers and between 
speakers for the computation of proximity (absolute distance between M and A in adjacent 
IPUs), synchrony (relative distance between M and A in adjacent IPUs), and convergence (the 
absolute distance between M and A at conversation level, i.e. in the first versus second half of 
the dyad, and at turn level, i.e. the absolute distance between M and A in adjacent IPUs as a 
function of time). After statistically assessing what prosodic entrainment was like in these 
interactions, correlations were computed between entrainment scores and social variables 
associated with relationship quality, communication quality, and conflict resolution.   

Results: Statistical analysis in prosodic entrainment showed significant convergence only at 
the turn-level for mean f0 (Spearman’s r = .14, p < .05). Significant synchrony was found for 
mean f0 (r = .13, p < .05), max f0 (r = .20, p < .01), and syllable duration (r = .14, p < .05). 
Significant proximity was found for max f0 (Wilcoxon’s V = 18302, p < .01) and syllable 
duration (V = 11338, p < .05). The correlation analyses (Table 1) show that measurements 
indicating positive relationship quality correlated positively with prosodic entrainment and that 
the M-A dyads behaved similarly to the adults in [3]. The majority of correlations were based 
on A’s perspective. This might suggest that A’s entrain to M’s depending on their perception 
of the relationship quality. In contrast, the measurements indicating frequent negative 
interaction in the relationship did not correlate with entrainment scores. This may suggest that 
entrainment mostly reflects communication quality in the conversation at hand, and not so 
much communication quality in the relationship as a whole over a large span of time.  

Conclusions: Prosodic entrainment in mother-adolescent interactions was found in the form 
of convergence (at turn level), synchrony, and proximity. We showed that the degree of 
entrainment reflects positive aspects of relationship quality between mothers and adolescents. 
Future research is needed to better understand the respective role of mothers and adolescents 
in forming prosodic entrainment and how changes in mother-adolescent relationship 
throughout puberty influence prosodic entrainment in mother-adolescent interactions.   
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Table 1. Correlation between social variables and prosodic entrainment. BR = Balanced 
Relatedness, NRI = Network of Relationships Inventory, A = adolescent, M = mother, n.s. = 
no significant result, (-) = negative correlation. 

Variable 
Reported/ 
experienced by 

Convergence 
(turn) 

Convergence 
(conv.) Proximity Synchrony 

B
R

 Balanced relatedness: 
Relationship quality 

A n.s. n.s. mean F0 max F0 
M n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.

N
R

I 

Support A mean F0 (-) n.s. n.s. n.s.
M n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.

Power A n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
M n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.

Negative 
interaction 

A n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
M n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.

C
on

fli
ct

 re
so

lu
tio

n Positive affect A n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
M ASD (-) n.s. n.s. n.s.

Negative affect A n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
M max F0 n.s. n.s. n.s.

Dominance A max F0 n.s. n.s. n.s.
M n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.

Autonomy A ASD (-) n.s. n.s. n.s.
M mean F0 (-) n.s. n.s. n.s.
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Rapid adaptation to unfamiliar lexical tone systems:  
the effects of dialect and explicit exposure 

Liang Zhao1 and Eleanor Chodroff1, 2 
1University of York, 2University of Zurich 

Introduction. Though many Mandarin tone systems have four phonological categories, the 
precise phonetic realization of those tones differs from dialect to dialect (Fig. 1; Hou, 2002; Li, 
2002; Zhao & Chodroff, 2022). Relative to the Standard Mandarin (SM) tone system, Jinan 
Mandarin (JM) has comparable acoustic and especially perceptual phonetic contours, but 
highly disparate tone–contour mappings (e.g., SM Tone 1 phonetically resembles JM Tone 2; 
Fig. 1). In contrast, Chengdu Mandarin (CM) has fairly disparate phonetic contours, and 
critically no level tone. Nevertheless, recent studies on Chengdu Mandarin have found that 
native SM listeners rapidly adapted to the unfamiliar dialect with less than two minutes of 
incidental exposure from sentential stimuli in the experiment (Zhao, Sloggett, Chodroff, 2022). 
Although incidental exposure was sufficient to induce adaptation, we wondered whether 
explicit exposure to the target dialect could further facilitate adaptation. The present study 
investigated the effects of dialect and an explicit exposure period on tone adaptation by native 
SM speakers. Given the greater dissimilarity between the CM and SM tone systems than 
between the JM and SM systems, we expected better adaptation to Chengdu than to Jinan 
Mandarin (Best & Tyler, 2007; So & Best, 2011). In addition, we expected improved 
adaptation after two minutes of explicit exposure. 

Method. To invoke adaptation, sentential surprisal was manipulated by modifying a single 
tone on the same segmental sequence that rendered the sentence semantically plausible or 
implausible (e.g., “the eagle was flying in the sky” vs “the eagle was gaining weight in the 
sky”). Twenty-four sentence pairs were created for a spoken sentence semantic plausibility 
judgment task, where listeners responded “yes” or “no” to the question: “Does this sentence 
make sense?”. The exposure passage was The North Wind and the Sun recorded by a Chengdu 
and a Jinan native speaker. The analysis combined data from two experiments that differed 
only in the presence of minimal-pair sentence stimuli: previous findings indicated no difference 
in adaptation between the two types of design (Zhao, Sloggett & Chodroff, 2023). Twenty-
seven participants were tested (14 in CM; 13 in JM). The effects of word surprisal, dialect, 
exposure and tone category were assessed on accuracy and response time. 

Results. Accuracy and response time were analyzed respectively with a Bayesian mixed-
effects logistic and linear regression model. Accuracy was reliably lower in the high-surprisal 
condition in all the conditions (Fig. 2), as listeners misjudged high-surprisal sentences as 
plausible given unfamiliarity with the phonetic tone realization. Accuracy credibly improved 
after exposure for both dialects, but no between-dialect difference was detected. For specific 
tones, listeners were more accurate for Tone 1 and Tone 2 compared to Tone 4 in both dialects 
(Fig. 3). The response-time model revealed a consistent slowdown for the high-surprisal 
sentences, suggesting successful adaptation to the novel tone system in both dialects. Although 
responses to Chengdu sentences were generally faster than to Jinan sentences, listeners were 
more sensitive to the surprisal manipulation in Chengdu than in Jinan before and after exposure 
(Fig. 4). Moreover, better discrimination between the surprisal conditions was found after 
exposure for Chengdu sentences relative to Jinan. Response times did not considerably vary 
across tone categories, except for faster responses for Tone 2 than Tone 4 (Fig. 5). 

Conclusion. The present study showed that explicit exposure reliably improved adaptation 
to a novel tone system in terms of accuracy in lexical judgment. Results in response times 
strongly indicated better adaptation to the Chengdu tone system than to the Jinan tone system 
with or without explicit exposure. For tone-specific adaptation, it is likely that tones with more 
drastically different contours (Tone 1 & 2) from the native ones were perceived better and those 
with similar contours (Tone 4 as falling or falling-rising in the dialects) were harder to learn. 
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Figure 1. Smoothed lexical tone contours of Standard, Chengdu and Jinan Mandarin converted to Chao Tone numerals 
(Zhao & Chodroff, 2022). Ribbons reflect ±1 standard error of the mean. 

Figure 2. Percentage of “correct” responses across 
dialect, surprisal, and exposure conditions. 

Figure 3. Counts of “correct” responses for each tone 
category in both dialects (tones balanced for each dialect). 

Figure 4. Response times across dialect, surprisal, and 
exposure conditions. 

Figure 5. Response times across dialects and tone 
categories (tones balanced for each dialect). 
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Non-native phonological perception in a bilingual community: The influence of Southern 
Min on the perception of Mandarin fricatives 

Caihong Weng,1 Alexander Martin,2 and Ioana Chitoran1 
1. Université Paris Cité, UFR Linguistique, CLILLAC-ARP, 75013 Paris, France

2. University of Groningen, Center for Language and Cognition Groningen, 9712 EK Groningen, The Netherlands
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 Background. Much prior work has shown that our first language (L1) has a strong impact 
on second language (L2) speech perception [1–4]. Yet, most cross-linguistic research has 
focused on the perception of non-native speech by late L2 learners, with fewer studies having 
discussed the discrimination abilities of early bilinguals [5]. The present study addresses this 
question by comparing the discrimination of the [f]~[x] contrast in different phonological 
contexts by bilingual speakers of L1 Quanzhou Southern Min (QSM) and L2 Mandarin. Neither 
fricative is part of the QSM inventory, though they form a phonological contrast in Mandarin. 

Hypotheses. Based on previous studies [6–8], we predict that the presence of the glide [w] 
and the context of rounded vowels will influence the perception of L2 [f]. As a theoretical 
framework for our hypotheses, we adopt the Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM) [9]. 
According to the gradient assimilation levels of PAM, we predict that the [f]~[x] contrast in the 
context of the vowel [a] should form a Two-Category assimilation, in which [fa] will be 
perceived as [xʷa] (assimilating to the Quanzhou Southern Min /hʷ/ category), while [x] will 
be assimilated to the native /h/ category. This contrast should be easy to discriminate. However, 
the contrasts [fa]~[xʷa] and [fu]~[xu] ([i] and [o] was not included as neither [fi] nor [fo] is 
phonotactically well-formed in Mandarin) are predicted to form a Single-Category assimilation, 
being assimilated to QSM /hʷa/ and /hu/ respectively and should thus be more difficult to 
discriminate. 

Method. 63 native bilingual speakers of QSM and Mandarin aged from 18 to 58 were 
recruited through personal connections in China to participate in an ABX discrimination task. 
All stimuli were recorded by four male and two female L1 Mandarin speakers. A total of 128 
trials for 4 contrasts (3 target contrasts +1 control contrast) were created. The entire experiment 
lasted approximately 20 minutes and was conducted entirely online. Prior to data analysis, we 
established a strict exclusion criterion: participants who performed below chance level on the 
control contrast according to a binomial test (fewer than 21/32 correct trials) were considered 
off task and their data was excluded from analysis (N = 27).  

Results. Figure 1 shows the mean accuracy of the 36 retained participants for each contrast. 
Accuracy for the contrast [fa]~[xa] (mean accuracy = 0.832) was generally higher than for 
[fu]~[xu] (mean accuracy = 0.697) and [fa]~[xʷa] (mean accuracy = 0.704). All analyses were 
performed using logistic mixed-effect models in R using the lme4 library [10]. We prepared a 
model including a fixed effect for the factor Contrast and a random intercept for the factor 
Participant, including random slopes for the factor Contrast. The factor Contrast was found to 
be a significant predictor ([fa]~[xa] vs. [fa]~[xʷa]: β = −0.68, SE = 0.12, z = −5.58, p < 0.001; 
[fa]~[xa] vs. [fu]~[xu]: β = −0.76, SE = 0.12, z = −6.34, p < 0.001). To get a better estimation 
of individual-level L2 exposure for our participants, we examined their answers to the post-test 
language use questionnaire. We found significant negative correlations between participants’ 
level of exposure to Mandarin and their accuracy, as calculated by a difference score, for both 
[fa]~[xa] vs. [fa]~[xʷa] (R = 0.22, p < 0.001) (Figure 2) and [fa]~[xa] vs. [fu]~[xu] (R = 0.17, 
p < 0.001) (Figure 3), indicating that bilingual speakers’ individual-level L2 exposure level has 
an positive impact on the discriminability of L2 contrast (i.e., more exposure = smaller 
difference between contrast types). 

Discussion. In this study, we tested the perceptual assimilation of Mandarin non-sibilant 
fricatives by bilingual speakers of QSM, in the presence and absence of a labial glide and of 
rounded vowels. As expected, we found a significant difference in accuracy for the three 
different contrasts in line with the predictions of PAM’s performance levels: Two-Category 
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assimilation > Single-Category assimilation. We further found that the individual-level 
exposure to L2 impacts these differences. 

Figure 1. Proportion correct response on three main contrasts 

Figure 2. [fa]~[xa] vs [fa]~[xʷa] accuracy
difference and L2 use/exposure level 

             Figure 3. [fa]~[xa] vs [fu]~[xu] accuracy 
         difference and L2 use/exposure level 
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Are individual differences in crosslinguistic perceived similarity reflected in L2 vowel 
identification and discrimination? 

Celia Gorba and Juli Cebrian 
Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona 

 According to current second language (L2) speech theories, the likelihood of target-like 
categorization of L2 speech sounds is determined by L2 learners’ ability to detect differences 
between native and target language sounds [1, 2]. Some studies have found that learners’ 
developmental paths in L2 vowel categorization may not be uniform across individuals and 
may be affected by individual differences in the perception of similarity between native and 
non-native sounds [3, 4]. The current study investigated the relationship between perceived 
cross-language similarity and L2 perception by exploring whether individual differences in 
perceived similarity between target and native vowels are reflected in the individuals’ ability 
to identify and discriminate L2 vowels. In addition, the study analyzed if perceptual training, 
which has been found to have a positive effect on L2 identification and discrimination, also 
affects the perceived similarity between target and native sounds.  
A group of 28 L1 Spanish L2 English speakers completed a 6-session high variability phonetic 
training regime. Before and after training participants completed a series of English vowel 
identification and discrimination tests as well as a perceptual similarity task (PAT) in which 
listeners indicated the perceived similarity between native (Spanish) and target (English) 
vowels. The results of the PAT showed that leaners were fairly consistent in their perception 
of similarity between L1 and L2 vowels, but some variability was found with English /ɪ/, 
perceived as closest to either Spanish /i/ or Spanish /e/, and to a lesser extent with English /ɑː/, 
perceived as closest to Spanish /a/, followed by Spanish /o/. It was then investigated if the 
identification of English /ɪ/ and /ɑː/ and their discrimination from neighbouring vowels 
depended on individual perceptual associations.  
A series of correlations and multiple regression analyses were conducted to investigate if 
assimilation patterns predicted identification and discrimination accuracy. The results at pretest 
indicated that L2 perception was generally unrelated to perceived cross-language similarity, 
with only a few exceptions. Further, while the 6-session perceptual training regime was 
effective in improving identification and discrimination of L2 vowels, it was insufficient to 
affect cross-linguistic similarity relations, as no consistent change in perceived similarity 
between L1 and L2 vowels was observed from pretest to posttest. Despite this, after training, 
the perceptual mappings were found to predict L2 perception to a greater extent, particularly 
for the discrimination of low vowels. These results show little connection between perceived 
similarity and L2 perception accuracy as the ability to identify L2 sounds and differentiate 
contrasting L2 sounds does not seem to depend consistently on the perceived similarity 
between L2 and L1 sounds. Finally, there were some changes in the perceived similarity of the 
two sounds for which there was more variability in perceived similarity (English /ɪ/ and /ɑː/). 
This change can be related to the claim that perceived similarity may respond to acoustic-
phonetic similarity at initial stages and may become more phonologically driven as learners 
gain experience with the L2 ([5]).  
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Socio-phonetic variation in the L1 and its possible effect on the L2:  
Does the degree of overlap between German /ɛ/ and /e/ (L1) affect the perception and 

production of /æ/ and /ɛ/ in English (L2)? 
Marcel Schlechtweg1, Jörg Peters1 and Marina Frank1,2 

1Carl von Ossietzky Universität Oldenburg, 2Philipps-Universität Marburg 

Someone’s first language (L1) plays a key role when this person produces and perceives a 
spoken second language (L2) (see, e.g., Best & Tyler 2007; Flege 1995; Flege & Bohn 2021). 
For instance, native speakers of German face difficulties with the English vowel /æ/, which 
does not exist in German, and with the differentiation between the two English vowels /æ/, as 
in pan (/pæn/), and /ɛ/, as in pen (/pɛn/) (see, e.g., Hickey 2019). Our objective here is to go 
beyond this observation relating to L1 German speakers as a whole group and to look at 

whether the above-named vocalic phenomenon in English is more challenging for some 
German-speaking individuals than for others. More precisely, since we know little about the 
impact of L1 socio-linguistic variation on L2 speech perception and production, we consider a 
piece of socio-phonetic variation from German and examine whether this variation affects the 
production and perception of the two English vowels /æ/ and /ɛ/. Standard German 
distinguishes between the vowels /ɛ/, as in Dänen (/ˈdɛːnən/, ‘(the) Danish’), and /e/, as in 
dehnen (/ˈdeːnən/, ‘(to) stretch’). However, speakers realize this vocalic distinction to different 
degrees, resulting in the articulation of homophones in the most extreme case. We aim at 
investigating whether the degree of distinctiveness of /ɛ/ and /e/ in German (L1) has an impact 
on how individuals perceive and produce the English vowels (L2). Could it be that German 
speakers who keep the vowels in words like Dänen and dehnen clearly apart (in production), 
and are hence aware of an acoustic distinction of two front, mid, and unrounded vowels, have 
less difficulty in perceiving and producing the English contrast between /æ/ and /ɛ/, in 
comparison to German speakers who pronounce Dänen and dehnen in a more similar way?  

We tested 56 native speakers of German in two perception (identification, discrimination) 
and a production task(s). In the perception tasks, we relied on two /æ/-/ɛ/ minimal pairs 
(pan/pen and paddle/pedal). For each pair, a spectral continuum of eleven steps was created 
(extreme /æ/ = Step 1, extreme /ɛ/ = Step 11). Each spectral step was crossed with the vowel 
durations short, middle, and long (in English, /ɛ/ is shorter than /æ/). In the identification task, 
participants saw two pictures, heard a sound file, and pointed via button press to the picture 
they associated with the sound (2 pairs, 3 durations, 11 steps). In the discrimination task, 
participants heard two sound files and indicated via button press whether the two were the same 
or different (2 pairs, 3 durations, distance between the two files was 0, 1, 2, or 3 steps).    

The major independent variable was the Pillai score in German, which relies on F1 and F2 
values and indicates the degree of overlap of two vowels, in this case between /ɛ/ and /e/, for a 
specific person (see, e.g., Nycz & Hall-Lew 2013). These values were obtained in a production 
experiment on German, where words like Dänen and dehnen were examined. Pillai values 
range from 0 (absolute overlap of two vowels) to 1 (clear separation).  

Our major result is a significant interaction between the German Pillai score and Step 
(identification task), indicating that German speakers who separate the two German vowels to 
a greater degree in production select the picture representing the word with the English vowel 
/æ/ more often at the spectral steps 1 to 5 and less often at the spectral steps 7 to 11 than German 
speakers who separate the two German vowels less. We will interpret this result, together with 
several main effects we found in the experiments, against the background of the role the L1 
plays in the perception and production of L2 speech and L2 speech perception and production 
models. Further, we argue for the inclusion and emphasis of socio-linguistic aspects of the L1 
in L2 speech perception models, which has so far been neglected, and outline our ideas for 
future work. 
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Rising shape and duration affect pitch accent categorization in South Kyungsang Korean  
 Hyunjung Joo1 & Mariapaola D’Imperio2

 1Rutgers University, 2Aix-Marseille University 

This study investigates how South Kyungsang Korean (SKK) listeners perceive lexical pitch 
accents by looking at different theoretical approaches to the phonological representation of f0 
contour. In Intonational Phonology, configurational approach has focused on  the direct reflection 
of f0 contour shapes onto intonational categories, by viewing the accentual f0 contour as a whole 
(i.e. rises, falls) [3]. Autosegmental Metrical (AM) theory, on the other hand, has assumed that 
phonological primitives of f0 contour are local f0 turning points (i.e. H, L targets) and the transitions 
between the tonal targets are just a derivation from linear interpolation [8, 9]. However, studies 
have shown that f0 interpolation shape is also perceptually crucial in determining pitch accent 
categories [1, 2, 5, 6]. Recently, Tonal Center of Gravity (TCoG) has proposed a weighted 
timepoint that calculates the distribution of f0 rising, considering both peak alignment and rising 
shape [1, 2]. That is, f0 rising shape, whether it is concave or convex, does matter. 

South Kyungsang Korean uses lexical pitch accents to distinguish homophonous lexical items 
(e.g., /pam/ with H ‘night’ vs. /pam/ with LH ‘chestnut’) [7]. Note that f0 contour for H and LH 
appears to show different interpolation shapes, with a slightly different timing between the peaks, 
as shown in Fig.1. However, only one study looked at several factors such as peak alignment and 
segmental duration, but not rise shape, for lexical pitch accent perception [4]. Therefore, the present 
study examines which cues SKK listeners use for H vs. LH contrast by looking at three factors: f0 
rise shape, f0 peak alignment, and segmental duration.  

In order to test effects of these factors on SKK listeners’ categorization, a two-alternative forced 
choice task was carried out using three monosyllabic homophone pairs with contrastive pitch 
accents (H vs. LH: [kan] ‘taste’ vs. ‘liver, [pam] ‘night’ vs. ‘chestnut’, and [pal] ‘foot’ vs. ‘shade’). 
Test words were placed in a phrase-medial position of a carrier sentence. The test words were 
resynthesized depending on rise shape, peak alignment, and duration in Praat. As for the shape, the 
onset and the offset of f0 rise coincided with the vowel onset (190 Hz) and the sonorant coda offset 
(290 Hz), respectively, while the midpoint of the f0 rise was adjusted with 10 Hz increments from 
concave to convex shapes (Fig.2a). Next, the timing of peak alignment differed 10 % of the rime 
duration for each step from 10% to 100% of the rime (Fig.2b). As for the segmental duration, mean 
duration was lengthened by 10 ms from the stop release to the sonorant coda offset (Fig.2c). One 
factor at a time was manipulated, all other factors being ambiguous. 25 SKK listeners (15F, 10M) 
heard the resynthesized sound stimuli and then were asked to choose one of the two visual stimuli 
(e.g., for /pam/, 'night' on the left and 'chestnut' on the right) on the screen that would match the 
sound. A total of 384 stimuli (3 factors (11 shapes + 10 peak alignments + 11 durations) x 3 items 
x 4 repetitions) were used in the experiment. 

Results show that f0 rise shape and segmental duration were important cues for SKK listeners to 
distinguish lexical pitch accents, H vs. LH, while f0 peak alignment did not show such effect. 
Crucially, listeners identified more concave shapes as LH, while more convex shapes induced an 
H categorization (Fig.3a). This supports the claim of the configurational approach and the TCoG 
that the interpolation shape is an integral part of f0 contour for pitch accent categorization [1, 2, 3]. 
Moreover, as shown in Fig.3c, shorter duration was also responded as H, while longer duration as 
LH, confirming the previous finding that longer duration leads to SKK listeners’ LH responses [4]. 
However, despite the significant effect of both f0 shape and segmental duration on tonal categorization, 
shape showed a more robust categorical effect than segmental duration. Moreover, as shown in 
Fig.3b, lack of peak alignment effect shows that tunes cannot be reduced to a sequence of tonal 
targets without considering interpolation shape [1, 2, 5, 6]. Hence, a mere target-and-interpolation 
within AM theory seems to have some limitations on characterizing f0 contour. To conclude, f0 rise 
shape information plays an important role in the phonological specification of pitch accent in SKK. 
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Figure 1. f0 contour of the target word ([pam] with H tone vs. [pam] with LH tone) embedded 
in an IP-medial position. The spectrogram was drawn based on [pam] with LH tone for reference. 

Figure 2. Resynthesized sound stimuli depending on f0 rise shape, f0 peak alignment, and segmental 
duration. 

Figure 3. H response (%) of f0 rise shape, f0 peak alignment, and segmental duration. The vertical 
line indicates the category boundary (50% crossover point). 
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Phrase-level prosody of Akan-Twi in spoken and whistled modalities 
Jonathan Barnes, Andre Batchelder-Schwab, Okrah Oppong 

Boston University 

 Akan-Twi (Kwa, Ghana) is well-known for its musical surrogate languages, most 
famously perhaps a drummed surrogate in which a pair of drums, one tuned higher than the 
other, render the two contrasting tone levels (H, L) of the language [1]. In this paper, we provide 
what is to our knowledge the first substantial documentation of an additional, whistled modality 
for Akan-Twi. Whistled Akan conforms to the cross-language typology of whistled languages, 
whereby languages with contrastive lexical tone tend to spawn whistled registers in which the 
pitch of the whistle corresponds at least primarily to the tone contour of the utterance ([2], [3]).  

 In this study, we present a first account of the tonal phonetics and phonology of whistled 
Akan. The overarching question we address is how, if it all, phrase-level prosody is encoded 
in the whistled implementation of Akan lexical tone. Unlike the two apparently fixed pitches 
used to implement tone in drummed Akan, the pitch of the whistled signal is, in principle at 
least, gradiently variable. Do whistlers therefore tend to reproduce fine phonetic detail of the 
phrase-level F0-scaling patterns found in spoken Akan, or do they instead produce sequences 
of two stable whistled pitches, akin to those of the drummed signal, representing lexical 
phonological categories, abstracted away from contextual variability?  

To answer these questions, we conducted a lab-based experiment involving six L1 
speaker-whistlers of Akan. The task involved replication in the whistled and spoken modalities 
of Genzel’s 2013 investigation of phrase-level prosody in Akan [4]. The relevant portions of 
Genzel’s study focus on four different sentence-level tone patterns (all H, all L, alternating HL, 
and alternating LH), each realized over utterances of four different lengths. These sentences 
were constructed to investigate a number of cross-linguistically well-documented patterns of 
phrase-level prosody in tone languages, including declination, downstep, pre-low raising, look-
ahead raising, and final lowering. (See [5] for a review and sources on each of these phenomena 
in spoken language prosody). We presented participants with written versions of each of these 
sentences, in Akan orthography (which does not represent tone), in a sequence of randomized 
slides. Each sentence, furthermore, was presented once as a declarative utterance, and once as 
a yes-no question with identical word-order. Participants first whistled the entire corpus of 
sentences, and then went through a second time, to produce spoken versions of each prompt.  

 One clear result, evident in the productions of all participants, is that while spoken and 
whistled pitch occupy different, effectively non-overlapping portions of the frequency 
spectrum, the semitone distances separating tonal targets in the two are broadly comparable. 
At the same time, however, whistled Akan appears to employ a narrower pitch range than does 
spoken Akan (e.g., Figure 1). This is true both in terms of the overall distance between High 
and Low tonal targets, and in the magnitude of the contextual scaling adjustments implemented 
for the two tone levels.  In some ways this is counterintuitive, in that whistled language already 
has reduced information-carrying capacity compared with speech, and pitch is one of the key 
channels for encoding information in the whistled modality [6]. In contrast, whistled Sizang 
Chin (Myanmar) was attested to have a broader pitch range than spoken Chin [7]. 

Despite this global difference, however, the F0 patterns of our whistled corpus were 
found to mirror those of the spoken corpus remarkably closely at the level of fine phonetic 
detail. We present evidence for, among other phenomena, declination and final lowering 
(Figure 1), pre-low raising or upstep (Figure 2), and look-ahead raising of initial F0 targets in 
longer utterances (Figure 3) in both spoken and whistled Akan. The Akan whistled modality is 
therefore quite different from the drummed surrogate in the sense that it goes beyond the 
encoding of phonologically contrastive lexical tone, to render with great nuance the systematic 
phrase-level contextual variability characteristic of F0 scaling in the spoken language.  
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Figure 1. F0 measures for Akan all-High 
sentences, four lengths, averaged across speakers, 
speech (s) and whistle (w). Clear overall 
downtrend (declination) visible in both. 
Sharpening of downward slope toward the end is 
indicative of final lowering, which in Akan is 
quite pronounced. Note narrower pitch range for 
whistle. 

Figure 2. F0 measures for Akan all-H and 
alternating LH sentences, two lengths, averaged 
across speakers, speech (s) and whistle (w). 
Upstep, or prelow raising, clearly visible in both 
(first peak of LH sentences significantly higher 
than analogous syllables in all-H sentences). No 
clear evidence, in either speech or whistle, for 
downstep (lowering of H after L) beyond the 
normal slope of declination. 

Figure 3. F0 measures for all-H, LH alternating, 
and HL alternating sentences, four lengths, 
speech (s) and whistle (w). For all tone patterns, 
in both speech and whistle, look-ahead raising is 
apparent. (Shorter sentences tend both to begin 
lower, and to decline faster, than their longer 
counterparts.)  
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Brain indices for processing rising and falling pitch: An MMN study 
Maria Lialiou, Martine Grice, Christine T. Röhr, Petra B. Schumacher 

University of Cologne 

Attention towards a sound source is fundamentally important not only for survival but also 
for communication. We investigate whether rises in pitch are special in attention orienting. The 
idea originates from (neuro)cognitive studies attesting an attentional bias towards sounds with 
rising as opposed to falling acoustic properties; for example, a sudden increase in loudness or 
pitch of a sound is experienced by the listener as an approaching sound source, referred to as 
the auditory looming effect [e.g. 1].  

The current study investigates whether this looming effect is triggered by rises in pitch 
attributable to accents and edge tones in speech. We conducted an EEG study (32 native 
German speakers: 28f, 4m; mean age 24.5) using the classic oddball paradigm in passive 
recordings: a sequence of standard repetitive auditory stimulation occasionally interspersed 
with a deviant sound. Of particular interest are the mismatch negativity (MMN) and a positivity 
around 300ms (P3) as they are claimed to index activation of pre-attentive and conscious 
attentional mechanisms respectively [2;3]. To simulate a more natural speech context, 
participants were presented with rising/falling pitch realised either on the stressed syllable or 
on the final syllable (see Fig. 1a) of four real CV.CV.CV German words (Banane “banana”, 
Limone “lime”, Marone “chestnut”, Melone “melon”), alternating as standards/deviants across 
four oddball sequences: 1) deviant accentual fall/standard accentual rise, 2) deviant accentual 
rise/standard accentual fall, 3) deviant boundary fall/standard boundary rise, 4) deviant 
boundary rise/standard boundary fall. We hypothesize that if the processing of speech is purely 
signal-based, rising deviants should attract more attention by virtue of their being acoustically 
more prominent than falling ones. By contrast, if it is more linguistic, falling ones might attract 
more attention because linguistic processing is highly affected by language-specific 
expectations [4]. Since each sequence of standard stimuli resembles a list, which in German 
typically involves rises on non-final items in the list followed by a fall on the final item [e.g. 
5;6], the rising sequence might be more natural than a sequence of falls. Listeners might thus 
habituate better to a sequence of rises, triggering a stronger reaction to falling deviants.  

Separate Bayesian hierarchical models (weakly informative priors) were fitted per oddball 
sequence; Event related potential amplitude (in microvolt) was modelled as a function of 
condition (standard/deviant) from 0-to-700ms after stimulus onset, in steps of 100ms. Random 
effects for subjects included full variance-covariance matrices [7]. The results (see Fig. 1b for 
ERP waves; Fig. 1c for the posterior distributions of the estimated effects for the difference 
between standard and deviant) show that all deviants evoke an MMN activity relative to their 
corresponding standard stimulation with an onset in the 200-300ms time window. For all 
deviants except the accentual fall, the MMN activity lasts for two successive time windows 
(200-400ms), with the accentual rise exhibiting the most pronounced effect. MMN to falling 
deviants is followed by an additional P3, at the 400-500ms time window for the accentual falls, 
and at a later time window (500-600ms) for boundary falls.  

Overall, all deviant contour types elicit an MMN activity, indexing an activation of pre-
attentive mechanisms detecting regularity violations in the acoustic signal. Accentual rises 
evoke the largest MMN, indicating that they lead to a greater attraction of preconscious 
attention. Falling deviants engender a subsequent P3, indicating the use of additional conscious 
attentional resources. This is due to the naturalness of the standard sequence of rises which led 
to greater habituation and thus oriented conscious attention towards the deviant. In sum, 
deviant rises, being acoustically prominent, engender an auditory looming effect at the pre-
attentive level, whereas in the case of deviant falls, the processing is affected by the linguistic 
context of the list, activating conscious attentional mechanisms. 
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Figure 1. Top panel (a) depicts the mean f0 contours of the oddball auditory stimulation. Middle panels (b) illustrate the 
grand average ERPs (per oddball sequence) recorded to the onset of stimulus (illustrated by the vertical dashed line) over 
time (x-axis) at the AF3, AF4, F3, Fz, F4, FC1, FCz, FC2, Cz electrode sites. Negative voltage is plotted upwards. Bottom 

panels (c) show the posterior distributions of the estimated effects for the difference between standard and deviant per 
oddball sequence (red: deviant accentual rise – standard accentual fall; blue: the deviant accentual fall – standard 

accentual rise; yellow: deviant boundary rise – standard boundary fall; green: deviant boundary fall – standard boundary 
rise). Error bars around the posterior means represent 66% (thick) and 90% credible intervals. Arrows highlight time 

windows of interest. 
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Language change in Japanese-English bilingual returnee children over the course of 
five years: evidence from accent rating 

Tim Laméris1, Maki Kubota2, Tanja Kupisch3, Jennifer Cabrelli4, Neal Snape5, Jason Rothman2 
1Leiden University, 2UiT, 3University of Konstanz, University of Chicago4, GPWU5 

Only a handful of studies have been concerned with global foreign accent (GFA) in bilingual 
children [1], and little is known on how GFA develops over time. In this study, we examined 
the longitudinal development of GFA in bilingual returnees. Returnees are children of 
immigrant families who spend a significant portion of their formative developmental years 
(school age) in an L2 majority language (ML) context yet return to their L1 environment as 
older children or teenagers. During their stay abroad, they are exposed to the ML of the host 
country and typically acquire this an early L2. At the same time, their L1 becomes a heritage 
language (HL) which they are only exposed to in the home environment. Yet, upon return to 
their ‘home country’, this linguistic environment reverses: their L1 HL once again becomes the 
majority language, whereas the former L2 ML becomes a minority language. Given this 
trajectory, returnees provide a fruitful avenue to investigate two potential linguistic 
consequences: heritage language reversal (‘re-development’), and L2 attrition [2], [3]. In this 
paper, we examined whether Japanese-English returnee bilinguals exhibit signs of such HL 
reversal and L2 attrition in their speech, using data collected over the course of five years. 

We recorded 17 returnee children at three times: a few weeks after return to Japan (T1); 
one year after (T2); and five years after return (T3). Mean age at return was 10.02 (sd = 1.71). 
Mean age of onset (AoO) to L2 English was 5.15 (sd = 2.59) and mean exposure to L2 English 
(relative to L1 Japanese) whilst abroad, calculated by [4], was 0.48 (sd = 0.14). Recordings 
were elicited narratives of a picture book from which we created 10-second samples. These 
samples, in addition to 17 ‘baseline’ samples of Japanese and English monolingual children, 
were used in two online accent-rating tasks, in which native speakers of American English and 
Japanese (each n = 45, and familiar with child speech) rated the degree of GFA of the samples 
on a 9-point Likert scale. If raters indicated a ‘8’ or ‘9’ (‘very strong foreign accent’), they 
were additionally asked to indicate what features contributed to their perception of a GFA. 

Internal consistency for the ratings (Cronbach’s α) was high (0.916 for English and 
0.908 for Japanese). A Bayesian model with weakly informative priors investigated the effect 
of language, time, and two experiential factors of interest (AoO to L2 English and exposure to 
L2 English) on accent rating. The model suggested that foreign accent in L1 Japanese decreased 
from T1 to T2, b = -0.31 (-0.48, -0.15) and continued to do so from T2 to T3, b = -0.27 (-0.43, 
-0.10), as shown in Figure 1. By contrast, foreign accent in L2 English increased from T2 to 
T3, b = 0.31 (0.13, 0.50). The model also suggested that individuals with a later AoO to L2 
English returned to Japan with relatively weak foreign accents in Japanese, but strong foreign 
accents in English. By contrast, individuals with more exposure to English during their stay 
abroad returned to Japan with relatively strong foreign accents in Japanese, but relatively weak 
foreign accents in English. In addition, we found that English raters indicated that both 
segmental (vowels and consonants) and suprasegmental features (intonation, rhythm, and voice 
quality) contributed equally to the perception of a strong foreign accent, whereas Japanese 
raters primarily attributed suprasegmental features to their perception of foreign-accented 
Japanese (Figure 2). This could suggest that the phonological correlates of perceived global 
accent may vary cross-linguistically, cf. [5]. 

Our findings show a swift decrease in foreign accent in the L1 one year after return, 
and an increase in foreign accent in  the L2 five years after return to the majority L1 
environment. These may be indicative of HL reversal and L2 attrition in the domain of speech. 
We discuss how two speech systems develop over time in the bilingual individual in light of 
existing theories of cross-linguistic influence (CLI) of phonology [6].  
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Figure 1. Predicted accent rating per Language and Time.  
 

Figure 2. Distribution of features that contributed to ‘8’ and ‘9’ (very strong) accent 
ratings per language. 
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The relationship between phonological representations and coarticulation degree in 
developing speech 

Dzhuma Abakarova1 
1University of Potsdam 

There is converging evidence across languages that children show greater coarticulation 
degrees (CD) i.e., greater spatial overlap between consecutive segments than adults [e.g., 
1,2,3]. Previous research has suggested that CD reflects the nature of phonological 
representations, and so related developmental differences in CD to the emergent awareness of 
phonemes (Nittrouer et al., 1989). Recent findings of a negative correlation between CD and 
phonological awareness [4] provide support for this view. However, phonological awareness 
develops in parallel to motor control, vocabulary and various other cognitive abilities, making 
it difficult to experimentally control for the independent contribution of each of these factors 
into CD differences. That is why the present study employs dynamic modelling to address the 
question of whether developmental differences in coarticulation degree and phonological 
representations are causally related. 

Phonological representations are understood here as associations between sensory cues and 
motor plans. Children’s initial motor representations are expected to be based on whole word 
productions [5] and to be more variable than adults’ with less clearly defined boundaries 
between categories. With the growing vocabulary and practice, children’s motor 
representations for various segments (phonemes or syllables) become more delimited. Over 
time, the optimal trajectories are selected; the ones that compromise intelligibility or take more 
effort are discarded [6]. Therefore, in children, the space of motor realizations for a segment is 
larger than in adults. It is hypothesized here that greater variability in phonological 
representations allows for greater spatial overlap between co-produced segments and results in 
the observed age differences in CD. 

To test this hypothesis, a series of simulations was conducted with the Task Dynamics 
Application (TaDA)[7] based on Noiray et al. (2019) dataset. The dataset consisted in 
ultrasound tongue imaging data collected in 3- to -7-year-old children and adults producing CV 
syllables ( /b/, /d/, or /ɡ/ in six vowel contexts), and preceded by the word /aɪnә/. CD was 
measured as the relationship between the horizontal position of the tongue body at the 
acoustically determined temporal midpoint of the consonant and the position of tongue body 
at acoustically determined temporal midpoint of the subsequent vowel. The age differences in 
variability of representations were simulated by manipulating the blending parameter for the 
gestures in TADA. Blending parameter is a part of gestural representation that determines how 
susceptible a gesture is for influence from other, temporally overlapping gestures. The results 
suggest that simulations with higher variability in gestural parameters indeed result in higher 
CD, as was observed for children in the experimental data (Figure 1). However, the explanatory 
power of higher variability in representation varied depending on the consonant. This implies 
that higher variability in representations is necessary but not sufficient to account for 
developmental differences in coarticulation patterns. 

This work contributes to an improved understanding of phonological representations 
and their development. It also helps dissect the relative role of developing phonological 
representations with respect to the experimentally observed age-related changes in 
coarticulation patterns.  
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 Figure 1. The regression lines resulting from the regression of the horizontal position of 
the tongue body at the acoustically determined temporal midpoint of the consonant (C50) on 
the position of tongue body at acoustically determined temporal midpoint of the subsequent 

vowel (V50). The slope of the line corresponds to CD. Α-value negatively corresponds to 
variability in representation. 
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The influence of fundamental frequency on gender perception in children’s voices – 
Results from a longitudinal study 

Riccarda Funk, Melanie Weirich, Adrian P. Simpson 
Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena 

Average fundamental frequency (f0) of women and men differs significantly. Average 
adult female f0 is higher due to shorter and thinner vocal folds and average male resonance 
frequencies are lower due to a disproportionate lowering of the larynx during puberty [1]. 
These anatomical and physiological differences play a significant role in correct gender iden-
tification of voiced stimuli and can lead to rates close to 100% [2]. In contrast, such differ-
ences are marginal in prepubertal voices [3, 4]. However, studies have found different f0s of 
girls and boys before reaching puberty [5, 6, 7]. In addition, listeners can determine gender in 
children’s voices at above-chance levels [8, 9, 10]. Whereas the identification rates for some 
children are ambivalent, others receive an unambiguous gender assignment [8]. When listen-
ers rate stimuli of such children against a number of perceptual attribute pairs, e.g. high–low, 
strong correlations between perceptual ratings and acoustic measures can be found [8].  

The present study investigates the differences in f0 in prepubertal girls and boys. Acoustic 
recordings of a spontaneous picture description and repeated sentences of the same 55 Ger-
man primary school children (26 girls, 29 boys) were made at three time points: first, second 
and third grade (6-9 years old). At each time point, over 100 listeners gave their evaluations 
regarding gender perception on a seven-point scale from 1 = male to 7 = female (experiment 
1). Gender ratings were averaged across listeners. Afterwards, f0mean, f0min, f0max and semi-
tone range of all girls and boys and of the most female- and male-sounding children were 
compared in two sample t-Tests. To examine the influence of f0 on the perception, linear re-
gression models were run. In experiment 2, 102 listeners judged the perceived pitch and me-
lodiousness of the five girls and boys who sounded most female/male on a seven-point scale 
to explore possible relationships between perceptual pitch/range and measured f0/semitone 
range. Due to the longitudinal nature of the project, changes in f0 and gender perception over 
time can be investigated. 

Not surprisingly, the gender perception ratings of the girls and boys differ significantly at 
all three time points. If all children are included in the acoustic analysis, no significant differ-
ences between the girls and boys of the first and second grade can be found. In the third 
grade, f0max is significantly higher in the female group. When we compare the ten most fe-
male- and male-sounding children, significant differences can be found for f0mean, f0min and 
f0max, especially in the first grade. Changes in f0 over time show a significant decrease of 
f0mean, f0max and semitone range from the first to second grade for all children, especially for 
boys. This decline also continues from the second to the third grade but does not reach signif-
icance. Experiment 2 shows a significant Spearman’s ρ correlation between perceived pitch 
and measured f0mean. Furthermore, the female-sounding children are perceived as being sig-
nificantly higher pitched. No correlation between perceived pitch range and measured semi-
tone range was found, although the female-sounding children are perceived as significantly 
more melodious than the males. The linear regression models verify a significant influence of 
f0mean, f0min and f0max on gender perception in interaction with gender but not with time point 
(see Fig. 1). When we split the children by sex, significant relationships between gender per-
ception and f0mean, f0min and f0max can only be found for boys. In the female group, gender 
perception is not predicted by f0mean, f0min and f0max. It is possible that other parameters like 
tempo or HNR have a greater influence on gender perception in this case. Semitone range 
doesn’t seem to have any effect on gender perception at all. 
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Figure 1. Relationship between gender perception ratings and f0mean, f0min and f0max of 
boys and girls (mean of all time points). 
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Despite several studies demonstrating sophisticated prosodic discrimination in infant 
perception (see [1] for a review), research on the use of prosody for encoding information 
structure (IS) suggests this skill to be mastered fairly late in children’s language development. 
However, although children’s prosodic marking of IS has been studied for various languages 
using a range of experimental set-ups (e.g., [2]-[11]), we still only have limited knowledge on 
the relation between children’s production and perception of prosodically marked IS [12]. Few 
studies have conducted parallel production and perception experiments. Furthermore, earlier 
studies involving perception have made use of offline paradigms (e.g., [3]), while more recent 
studies using online methods such as eye tracking have usually not included children younger 
than six years of age and have not been complemented by production data (e.g., [7]).  

We also know relatively little about how language-specific aspects of IS coding might 
impact children’s mastering of IS coding. Previous work has indicated that language typology 
indeed might play a role [9]. For instance, Stockholm Swedish speaking children master the 
use of a prominence marking H(igh) tone for focus earlier than Dutch speaking children master 
the use of pitch accents for focus [8][11]. One possible explanation is that the complex contours 
resulting from the combination of lexical accent + prominence H in Stockholm Swedish make 
prosodic focus marking particularly salient. Another is that the presence of lexical accents 
makes Swedish speaking children particularly sensitive to prosodic contrasts. However, these 
studies have usually had a strict focus on speech production. 

In this study we explore the production and perception of intonationally marked contrastive 
focus in 3-5 year-old children speaking either Scanian or Stockholm Swedish, two dialects 
which differ crucially in the way focus is encoded phonologically. While both dialects exhibit 
a lexical accent contrast, focus is phonetically marked more subtle in the Scanian variety 
[13][14]: instead of adding a prominence H-tone for focus, phrase-level prominence is encoded 
through phonetic adjustments of the HL accent patterns determined by the lexical accent 
contrast. By comparing these two Swedish varieties we can thus control for other phonological 
features (incl. lexical tone), as well as grammar and lexicon, when exploring whether the 
dialect-specific phonetic realization of contrastive focus affects the way contrastive focus is 
both perceived and produced by children speaking these dialects. 

To this end, we have designed a production and a perception experiment. The production 
part involves eliciting adjective-noun phrases in three different focus conditions, see (1), using 
an interactive video/card game (Fig. 1). The task of the participant is to help the experimenter 
pack a toy suitcase with objects printed on cards, by telling the experimenter which one two 
objects at a time (displayed on a screen) to put in the suitcase (object marked by a red circle). 
Focus conditions are elicited by appropriate compositions of objects and colors (e.g., adjective 
focus: two identical objects with different colors). Production data are analyzed acoustically 
and auditorily as a function of age and dialect, as well as compared to data from adult controls. 

In our visual-word eye-tracking experiment (inspired by [7]), we use the same pictures of 
colored objects as in the production experiment to investigate whether and how children make 
use of contrastive intonation for reference resolution (e.g., Where is the yellow boat? And where 

is the GREEN boat? See Fig. 1 (right). Eye-tracking data are analyzed using growth curve 
analysis [15]. Data from children of both dialects, as well as adult controls, are currently being 
collected, and preliminary results will be presented at the conference. 
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(1) focus conditions (examples)
a. broad focus

den gröna båten 
the green boat 

b. focus on adjective
den GRÖNA båten
the GREEN boat 

c. focus on noun
den gröna BÅTEN    
the green BOAT 
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Figure 1. Illustrations of the experimental set-up. Left:   
Production experiment; right: Perception (eye-tracking) 

experiment. 
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The processing of prosodic prominence in German 
Barbara Zeyer1, Martina Penke1

1 University of Cologne 

Prosodic prominence can be used to draw the listeners attention to a particular entity within an 
utterance. Prosodically prominent entities are defined to stand out from their environment 
based on their prosodic characteristics such as loudness, pitch accent, or duration [1]. Studies 
have shown that prosodically prominent words get recalled better compared to deaccented 
words during recall tasks. For example, Kember and colleagues [2] found out that, inter alia, 
their participants recalled words in a sentence better when they were presented with a 
prosodically prominent accent type compared to words that did not receive a prominent accent 
type. The results indicate that prosodic prominence serves to draw the attention of a hearer to 
the accented entity, thus, enabling the hearer to recall prominent words better.  

To examine if prosodic prominence also has a more immediate effect on ongoing language 
processing, we conducted a word-monitoring task with reaction time measurement with 50 
native speakers of German. The participants were asked to identify a visually presented target 
word in a sentence that was subsequently presented auditorily either with or without a 
prosodically prominent accent. We, also, wanted to explore the influence of different levels of 
prosodic prominence on word identification times. We therefore manipulated the prosodic 
prominence of the auditorily presented target words. Following the prominence scale 
established by Baumann and Röhr [3], target words were either presented with the prosodically 
highly prominent accent types LH* and L*H, with the less prominent accent type L* or they 
were deaccented. 

We expected a prosodically prominent accent on a target word to draw the attention of a 
listener to this word, thereby leading to faster word identification when the target word was 
presented with a prominent accent type (LH*, L*H, L*) compared to when it was deaccented 
(ø, our baseline condition). Furthermore, we expected identification times to decrease with 
increasing prosodic prominence of the target word. The more prosodically prominent a word 
is, the more attention it should draw, leading to shorter identification times. Thus, based on the 
findings by Baumann and Röhr [3], we expected reaction times to display the following scale: 
LH* < L*H < L* < ø.  

Ten sentences were presented for each of the four experimental conditions (target word 
presented with LH*, L*H, L* or ø). All targets words were bi-syllabic adverbials, controlled 
for their articulatory duration in ms, their word frequency and their number of phonemes across 
the experimental conditions. All experimental sentences had the same syntactic structure (Adv 
V S target word O). In addition, we presented 100 filler sentences in which the prosody of the 
target word was not manipulated. In these filler sentences the target word was either the subject 
or the object and occurred in different positions in the sentence. 

Our results showed that the condition L*H led to the fastest mean reaction time (543.75 ms, 
SD = 158.75), followed by ø (544.96 ms, SD = 139.01), LH* (552.78 ms, SD = 144.63), and 
L* (562.89 ms, SD = 161.42). A linear mixed effects model (lme4 package [4] in R [5]) on the 
measured reaction times indicated no significant random effects. We then calculated pairwise 
comparisons (accent types LH*, L*H, and L* vs. ø respectively) using the emmeans package 
[6] in R [5]. Again, the results of the comparisons remained non-significant.

While previous studies have found an effect of prosodic prominence on word recall, our
findings suggest that prosodic prominence might not exert an immediate influence on language 
processing in speeding up word identification in a word-monitoring task. Baumann and Röhr 
[3] presented words with seven nuclear accent types in German and asked the participants to
rate how highlighted (i.e., prominent) the words sounded. They found a graded effect of
perceived prosodic prominence (LH* > L*H > L* > ø) that we could not replicate in our study.
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The multimodal marking of information status in French as a foreign language: 
What can we learn about the use of prosodic and gestural cues in an interlanguage? 
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Speakers of natural languages signal information structure through different linguistic 
means, i.e., through the choice of words and their order, prosody, and gestures. For instance, it 
has been shown that prosodic prominence, i.e. the presence of pitch accents, and the production 
of manual co-speech gestures are both used to mark informationally relevant material in 
speech, such as new referents and focused or contrastive constituents [see 1 for a review on 
prosody; 2 for a review on gesture; and 3 for a joint analysis of prosody and gesture]. Regarding 
non-manual gestures, studies looking at head movements suggest that these play a role as visual 
prominence markers [4], but their relation to information status marking has not been 
established yet.  

Since languages differ in their dominant strategy to signal information structure, this 
discrepancy may represent a challenge for language learners. Previous research has shown that 
L2 speakers tend to transfer L1 prosodic patterns [5] or may even use completely new patterns 
[6]. As a consequence, adequately signalling information status, for example by deaccenting 
given information, may be difficult for speakers of languages which use this strategy less [7]. 
As for gestures, there is evidence that learners tend to over-explicitly mark referring 
expressions such as pronouns [8] but the marking of information status by using gestures in L2 
speech has not been studied yet, let alone the role of head movements.   

The present study investigates the joint use of prosodic prominence and head movements, 
i.e., the types of pitch accent and the types of head movement used to mark information status
by Catalan learners of French with an intermediate proficiency. Romance languages like
Catalan and French may rely more on syntactic movements to encode information structure,
however, when sufficient proficiency is not yet attained, learners may express information
structure through prosody and non-verbal cues.

An audio-visual corpus of 50 short narrations by 25 Catalan learners of French was obtained 
by video-recording them giving a short description of a) their best friend and b) their recent 
stay abroad. The recordings were annotated in terms of information status with the RefLex 
Scheme [9], pitch accent types [10], perceived prominence, and head movement types (nods, 
protrusions, tilts, slides) and apexes [11].  

Results show that Catalan learners of French marked new and inferable information more 
frequently than given information with a combination of pitch accents and head movements 
(see Figure 1). Accordingly, given information was marked - and perceived - as less prominent 
than new(er) information (more initial accents, fewer accentual rises and head movements, 
lower mean prominence score) but still received a large proportion of pitch accents. Head nods 
were produced significantly more often with new referents. Furthermore, the high pitch accent 
H* was by far the most frequently used but did not play a disambiguating role in terms of 
information status. Currently, the annotation and analysis of comparable speech by ten French 
native speakers who performed the same narrative task is being annotated, and the result of 
their analysis will be contrasted with the present results in order to detect and describe potential 
differences between L1 and L2 speech.  
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Figure 1. Multimodal marking of information status (referential level of RefLex; Riester & 
Baumann 2017). R-given refers to the referents present in the textual or non-textual previous 

context; r-bridging refers to discourse-new referents derivable from or dependent on the 
previous context; r-unused refers to identifiable, discourse-new referent (indefinite 

expressions); and r-new refers to non-identifiable, discourse-new referent (indefinite 
expressions)    
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Phrase initial strengthening effects in gesture production
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Prosodic structure consists of not only prosodic heads (e.g., pitch accentuation) but also of 
prosodic edges (loosely understood here as initial and final positions within a prosodic 
phrase). Importantly, some researchers have described phrase-initial strengthening effects, 
calling for models of speech production where speakers regularly aim to place a prenuclear 
pitch accent as early in an intermediate phrase as possible [1][2]. In the field of gesture 
studies, much research has shown how gesture and pitch accentuation are closely temporally 
coordinated (see [3] for a recent review). While some studies have investigated how prosodic 
phrasing indeed plays a role in the temporal execution of gesture [4][5][6], no previous study 
to our knowledge has explicitly assessed the value of prosodic edges (in terms of nuclear vs. 
prenuclear pitch accentuation) in the attraction of manual gestures while at the same time 
controlling for the relative degree of prominence associated with the pitch accents and it’s 
structural position within the phrase in an independent manner. The current study adds to our 
knowledge of how gesture production is integrated with phrasal prosodic structure by 
assessing the following questions, namely (a) whether gesture strokes align more with 
nuclear than prenuclear pitch accents at the intermediate phrase level; and (b) whether this 
relationship is driven by prominence relations or by phrasal position.

A prosodic and gestural analysis of the English M3D-TED corpus was carried out, which 
contains a total of 5 academic lectures with over 23 minutes of multimodal speech. Gesture 
was coded according to the M3D gesture labeling system [7], and speech prosody was 
annotated following MAE-ToBI [8]. Results revealed that at the phrasal level, strokes tend to 
align with phrase-initial prenuclear pitch accents over phrase-medial or nuclear accents (Fig. 
1), and this relationship is not driven by prominence relations between the pitch accents. All 
in all, these findings show that not only prosodic heads, but also prosodic edges (referring to 
the first prenuclear pitch accent), act as strong attractors of manual gestures, and highlights 
how a phrase-initial strengthening effect may be present both in prosody as well as gesture.

Figure 1. Gesture association as a function of phrasal position of the pitch accent.
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Prosody-driven word segmentation in infants acquiring Czech
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Humans employ statistical learning mechanisms to uncover regularities in their environment
[1]. To segment words from continuous speech, infants track the transitional probabilities
(TPs) between syllables [2, 3]. Besides the TP cues, infants and adults also segment words on
the basis of prosody [4] and phonotactics [5]. Which of those cues is primary is
language-specific: for instance, our recent work showed that adult speakers of different
dialects of Czech could segment words in a novel artificial language only when word
boundaries were cued by prosody and native phonotactics [6]. Here, we tested the reliance on
TPs and prosody in Czech-learning 8-month olds.

Czech is a fixed-stress language. Its Central-Bohemian (CB) variety has word-initial
stress, which in connected speech is realized only at the phrasal level as is the case in e.g.
French [7]. In contrast, the Moravian-Silesian variety of Czech has phonetically prominent
stress fixed to the penultimate (longer and louder) syllable. We hypothesized that the
placement of word stress and its phonetic saliency in the L1 dialect would predict how infants
use TPs and prosody cues to segment words: MS infants would rely on prosody to a greater
extent than CB infants and would parse words according to penultimate rather than
word-initial stress.

119 infants, 7.5 to 8.5 months old, took part in the experiment (23 additional infants were
excluded; data collection is still ongoing aiming at n = 176, i.e. 44 per condition and per
dialect). They were born full-term, had normal hearing and no familial risk of dyslexia. 72
infants were learners of MS Czech (44 of them were tested in condition 1, 28 in condition 2),
and 47 were learners of CB Czech (37 tested in condition 1, 10 in condition 2). During
training, they were exposed to a 3-minute stream of syllables, following the design of [8]. In
condition 1, the only cue to trisyllabic word boundaries were TPs. In condition 2, prosody
cues were added: the initial syllables of statistical words (which were also the penultimate
syllables of partwords) were made longer and with a raised F0. After training, infants’
looking times to trials with statistical words or part-words (always without prosody cues)
were assessed in a central-fixation paradigm: a trial contained a maximum of 12 repetitions of
the target word for a duration of 15 s, or ended when an infant looked away for 2 s. There
were 12 test trials in total, pseudorandomized. If infants recover the TP-cued statistical word
boundaries, they should look longer to part-words (i.e. to novelty) during test trials.

Infant looking times (log-transformed) were analyzed with a linear mixed-effects model in
R. Table 1 shows the model formula and the fixed-effects output. The triple interaction of
Word type, L1 dialect, and Condition is relevant to our hypothesis. Pairwise comparisons,
plotted in Figure 1, indicate that learning effects were found only in the TP-plus-Prosody
condition, and these were different between MS and CB infants. MS infants preferentially
looked to statistical words that had word-initial stress in training than to part-words that had
penultimate stress in training, which suggests that they parsed the syllable stream according
to penultimate prosodic prominence. An opposite trend was seen in CB infants: i.e., longer
looking times to part-words that had penultimate stress during training than to statistical
words that had initial stress in training. (But note the small sample size in this condition as
data collection is still ongoing, and expected to complete before the conference.)

Our preliminary results suggest that 8-month-olds acquiring a fixed-stress language
segment trisyllabic words from a novel speech stream only when prosodic cues are present.
Whether they parse words according to word-initial or penultimate stress depends on stress
placement in their L1 dialect.
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Model: log(Looking time)~Word type*Cond.*L1 dialect*Fam.lang.+Trial nr.+(1+Word type|Subject)+(1|Word item)

Fixed effects Estimate SE df t p

Intercept 2.051 0.035 32.560 58.553 <0.001

Word type (-part.word +stat.word) 0.005 0.015 111.000 0.352 0.725

Condition (-TPonly +TPplusProsody) -0.066 0.033 110.900 -1.984 0.050

L1 dialect (-MS +CB) -0.067 0.033 110.900 -2.013 0.047

Familiarization language (-A +B, swapping the role of
stat.words vs part words) 0.050 0.033 110.900 1.500 0.136

Trial number (mean centered) -0.210 0.019 1,205.000 -11.010 <0.001

Word type : L1 dialect -0.037 0.015 111.000 -2.479 0.015

Word type : Condition : L1 dialect -0.030 0.015 111.000 -1.995 0.048

Table 1. The model (first row) and its fixed-effects output: all the main effects and significant
interaction effects (with alpha = 0.05) are shown. Bold-face interaction unpacked in Fig 1.

Figure 1. Estimated
looking times (means and
95% CIs). Learning effects
were observed after
training with TP plus
Prosody (right graph): CB
infants (current n = 10)
tended to look longer to
part words that had
penultimate stress in
training, MS infants
(current n = 28) looked
longer to statistical words
that had initial stress in
training.
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‘Sounding Asian’ in native German: an experiment on speaker voice and 
ethnolinguistic identification 

Thanh Lan Truong1 and Andrea Weber1 
1English Department, University of Tübingen, Germany 

Starting with Labov’s seminal study on New York City English [1], small differences in 
segmental and suprasegmental features have been found to facilitate the identification of a 
speaker’s ethnolinguistic background [2]. For example, speech from European Americans can 
be reliably distinguished from African American speech based on vowel and voice quality [3]. 
While previous literature often focused on ethnolects in American English, the current study is 
the first to investigate the identification of an Asian heritage background in native German. 
Specifically, we asked native German listeners, who either had a bicultural East Asian heritage 
background (hereafter, Asian heritage Germans) or a monocultural German background, to 
identify speakers who were either Asian heritage Germans or monocultural Germans. Based 
on previous findings, we predicted that German listeners with an East Asian heritage would 
identify Asian heritage speakers more correctly than monocultural German listeners would [7, 
8]. This is because listeners with an Asian heritage are likely to be familiar with Asian heritage 
speech from their community and thus may be more sensitive to detect speech by other Asian 
heritage speakers. 

Twenty-five Asian heritage Germans and 25 monocultural Germans between the ages of 18 
and 35 years participated in the study as listeners (mean age: 25.1; 29 females, 2 undisclosed). 
Stimuli were recorded from 16 speakers: 8 monocultural Germans (4 male, 4 female) and 8 
Asian heritage Germans (4 male, 4 female, born in Germany with Vietnamese parents). All 
speakers grew up in Southern Germany and were recorded reciting one sentence: Flöhe können 
um das hundertfache ihrer eigenen Körperlänge in die Höhe springen (‘flea can jump a 
hundredfold time their body length’). We opted for this sentence as its length would provide 
listeners with enough information for speaker heritage identification and also provide ample 
data for a variety of phonetic analyses. Participants were presented with all sixteen sentence 
recordings in random order, and after each sentence they had to indicate if the speaker was 
either Asian heritage German or monocultural German. R [6] and lme4 [5] were used to 
perform linear mixed effects analyses (see Fig. 1) with correct identification rates as dependent 
variable. Speaker group and listener group were entered as fixed effects and their interaction 
term was added. Participants and items were included as random factors with random slopes. 
There was a main effect of listener group (b = -0.82, SE = 0.29, p = .01) and an interaction 
between speaker group and listener group (b = 2.06, SE = 0.58, p < .001). While German 
speakers without an Asian heritage were identified correctly more often by listeners without an 
Asian heritage (b = 1.2, SE = 0.44, p = .01), German speakers with an Asian heritage were 
identified correctly more often by listeners with an Asian heritage (b = -0.8, SE = 0.29, p = 
.01). In fact, listeners without an Asian heritage performed only marginally above chance for 
the Asian heritage speakers (p > .08). While we found higher accuracy rates for Asian heritage 
listeners when identifying other Asian heritage speakers, in line with previous research on 
American English [7, 8], the present results also indicate that a similar advantage exists for 
monocultural  listeners and speakers. That is, all listeners performed more accurately when the 
speakers matched their heritage background, but Asian heritage listeners could also identify 
heritage-mismatching German speakers with above chance accuracy, while non-Asian German 
listeners failed to do the same with Asian heritage speakers. Since the Asian heritage speakers 
and the monocultural  speakers grew up in Germany with German as their native language, the 
perceptible differences in their speech are rather subtle. To better understand which acoustic 
cues make the heritage speakers sound Asian, features suggested in previous studies [7], such 
as a breathier voice, will be analyzed and correlated with the identification results.  
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Figure 1. Average correct identification scores in the heritage identification test. 
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Production of prosodic phrase boundaries in Dutch 
Jorik Geutjes, Caroline Junge, Aoju Chen 

In spoken language, major prosodic boundaries can be indicated by three types of prosodic 
cues: pitch change, final lengthening, and pause [1]. Crucially, although these cues appear 
cross-linguistically, the weighting of the individual cues in signaling these boundaries is 
considered to be language-specific. Research on production of prosodic boundaries in Dutch is 
both scarce and fragmented. Although there are some perception studies suggesting a major 
role for pauses as boundary cue in Dutch [2, 3], these studies did not include all three types of 
boundary cues. Moreover, there have been no language production studies that systematically 
investigate the realization of prosodic boundaries in Dutch. In language acquisition literature, 
however, it has been suggested that the Dutch prosodic phrasing system may lead to a delay in 
word segmentation in Dutch-learning infants [4], indicating an urgent need for more research 
on production of prosodic phrasing in adult- and infant-directed Dutch. 

The present study has set out to examine the production of intonational phrase (IP) 
boundaries in syntactically different constructions in adult-directed Dutch, as part of a large 
project on development in prosodic phrasing. Two types of constructions containing the same 
sequence of two names were included: phrases (examples 1a, 1b) and compound sentences 
(examples 2a, 2b). In the former structure prosodic phrasing serves as the only means to 
disambiguate (1a) and (1b), whereas in the latter the placement of an IP boundary after ‘Demi’ 
in (2b) follows from the syntactic structure of (2b).    
(1a) Bella en Demi en Vera  

‘Bella and Demi and Vera’ 
(1b) Bella en Demi / en Vera 

‘Bella and Demi, and Vera’ 
(2a) Bella speelt met Demi en Vera en ze zitten in hetzelfde team. 

‘Bella plays with Demi and Vera and they are on the same team.’ 
(2b) Bella speelt met Demi / en Vera zit in het andere team. 

‘Bella plays with Demi and Vera is on the other team.’ 
Target utterances like the examples were elicited from 16 native speakers of Dutch (12 female) 
using pictures displaying three girls wearing either the same or differently colored shirts to 
indicate team membership in a fictitious game called ‘Teamball’ (Table 1). The participants 
were instructed to indicate the different teams in each picture, using name sequences (e.g. 1a 
or 1b) in one round and using a template coordinate clause (e.g. 2a or 2b) in another. The order 
of these rounds was counterbalanced between participants. 

The recordings were annotated for analysis on all three types of prosodic boundary cues in 
Praat [5]. In line with the literature, pitch change was operationalized as suspension of 
declination, determined by measuring the final pre-boundary F0. Final lengthening was 
determined by measuring the duration of the final pre-boundary syllable and the duration of 
the penultimate pre-boundary syllable. Pauses were defined as a between-word silence longer 
than 20 ms and were treated as a gradient dependent variable. Mixed effects regression 
modelling yielded a main effect of prosodic boundary (present vs. absent) for all cues (Figure 
1), indicating that the speakers used all cues to mark the IP boundary. It also revealed an 
interaction of Prosodic boundary x Construction type  (ß = -257.89, p < 0.000 ), indicating that 
speakers used the pause cue to a larger degree in phrases (1b) than in compound sentences (2b). 
Furthermore, relative weight analysis [7] was used to determine the weighting of individual 
cues. It was found that final lengthening had the highest relative weight in predicting the 
presence of a prosodic boundary, followed by pause duration and pitch change.  

Our results thus challenge the notion of pause as the most dominant cue in Dutch prosodic 
phrasing. They suggest that final lengthening may be the most important cue, at least, from a 
production perspective. A follow-up EEG study is planned to examine cue weighting in the 
processing of prosodic phrasing in adult-directed Dutch.  
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No-boundary condition Boundary condition 
Picture 
shown 

Name 
sequence 
response 

Q: Who make up a team here? 
A: Bella and Demi and Vera 

Q: Who make up the teams here? 
A: Bella and Demi / and Vera 

Coordinate 
clause 
response 

Q: What is happening here? 
A: Bella plays with Demi and Vera and they are on the 
same team. 

Q: What is happening here? 
A: Bella plays with Demi / and Vera is on the other team. 

Table 1. Overview of test items and responses in boundary and no-boundary conditions.  

Figure 1. Boxplots of Final F0, syllable durations and pause durations in Boundary and No-boundary conditions 
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Production of L2 German stops by Georgian speakers 
Nato Sulaberidze 

Friedrich Schiller University, Jena 
 
In contrast to German, which exhibits a binary contrast between fortis and lenis stops, 

Georgian stops exhibit a three-way phonological contrast at the labial, alveolar, and velar 
places of articulation with voiced (b, d, g), voiceless aspirated (p, t, k), and ejective stops (p', 
t', k'). In German, however, there is evidence that the final fortis plosives preceding glottalised 
vowels are commonly produced acoustically and auditorily as ejectives [1, 2]. Thus, ejectives 
in this language occur only epiphenomenally, i.e., are context-specific and lack phonological 
status. 

It has been suggested that ejectives are produced with laryngeal involvement to achieve the 
intraoral pressure increase required for the ejective release of the plosive [3, 4]. Yet, in the 
production of German epiphenomenal ejectives there is no motivation for any vertical 
movement of the larynx during articulation, as they result from the overlap of a fortis stop and 
a glottalised vowel [1].  

As part of a larger study (funded by DFG) of the production and perception of ejectives in 
German, Georgian and English, the present analysis investigates how Georgian speakers 
produce stops in their L2 German in the read speech (a) and in the imitation task (b) of the 
same elicitation material. The aim is to examine whether Georgian speakers' L2 stop 
productions differ between the reading and imitation tasks, with the expectation of sounding 
more native-like in the latter. Furthermore, the study will investigate whether and how (i.e., 
with which articulatory mechanisms) Georgians produce epiphenomenal ejectives in their L2 
German. 

In the speech material, the target condition was defined as a word-final stop preceding a 
word-initial open vowel, which in German is routinely produced with a glottalised onset, e.g.: 
[hat ʔaʊ̯x]. In the control condition, the stop is followed by a schwa, as in: [hatə ʔaʊ̯x].  

For the acoustic and aerodynamic analysis, as well as analysis of larynx activity during stop 
production, multi-channel recordings were made (microphone, dual-channel 
electroglottography, intraoral pressure measurement). 

In the first task (a), subjects were asked to read German material, which was displayed on a 
screen in randomised order. In the imitation task (b), performed separately from the task (a), 
the same subjects had to pronounce the same sentences as in task (a), but in this case, they were 
asked to imitate the recorded audio stimuli played in the headphones, produced by native 
German speakers. The audio stimuli were selected according to the following criteria: target 
stimuli with clear auditory and acoustic ejective production and control stimuli with 
pulmonically fuelled release of the fortis plosive preceding a schwa.  

Preliminary acoustic analysis shows VOT differences in target (fortis stop preceding open 
vowel) and control (preceding schwa) conditions in both read and imitation tasks, with shorter 
values in the target position in both German and Georgian speakers (Figure 1). There is a visible 
tendency for the values in the imitation task to be more similar to the productions of native 
German speakers, compared to the reading task. There is also evidence that subjects produce 
more epiphenomenal ejectives in the imitation task rather than in read speech (Figure 2).  

Thus, in the imitation task, participants were able to replicate the fine phonetic details of the 
L2, including those that are not phonologically classified in a language and moreover are 
unlikely to be learned through traditional didactic methods. This finding supports the notion 
that imitation can be an effective approach for L2 learners to improve their pronunciation, even 
to produce very subtle phonetic differences.  
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Figure 1. Voice onset time of three fortis stops in target (preceding open vowel) and 

control (preceding schwa) conditions produced by German native speakers in read speech 
(left) and by Georgian learners of German in read speech (centre) and in the imitation task 

(right). 
 

  
 

Figure 2. Production frequency of German epiphenomenal ejectives by 5 Georgian 
speakers in the imitation and read tasks. 
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The interplay between syllable-based predictability and voicing during closure in
intersonorant German stops

Omnia Ibrahim, Ivan Yuen, Bistra Andreeva, Bernd Möbius
Department of Language Science and Technology, Saarland University, Germany

omnia@lst.uni-saarland.de

Contextual predictability has pervasive effects on the acoustic realization of speech [1,2,3].
Generally, duration is shortened in more predictable contexts and conversely lengthened in
less predictable contexts. There are several measures to quantify predictability in a message
[4]. One of them is surprisal, which is calculated as S(Uniti) = -log2 P (Uniti|Context). In a
recent work, Ibrahim et al. [5] have found that the effect of syllable-based surprisal on the
temporal dimension(s) of a syllable selectively extends to the segmental level, for example,
consonant voicing in German. Closure duration was uniformly longer for both voiceless and
voiced consonants, but voice onset time was not. The voice onset time pattern might be
related to German being typically considered an 'aspirating' language, using [+spread glottis]
for voiceless consonants and [-spread glottis] for their voiced counterparts [6,7]. However,
voicing has also been reported in an intervocalic context for both voiceless and voiced
consonants to varying extents. To further test whether the previously reported surprisal-based
effect on voice onset time is driven by the phonological feature [spread glottis], the current
study re-examined the downstream effect of syllable-based predictability on segmental
voicing in German stops by measuring the degree of residual (phonetic) voicing during stop
closure in an inter-sonorant context.
Method: Data were based on a subset of stimuli (speech produced in a quiet acoustic
condition) from Ibrahim et al. [8]. 38 German speakers recorded 60 sentences. Each sentence
contained a target stressed CV syllable in a polysyllabic word. Each target syllable began
with one of the stops /p, k, b, d/, combined with one of the vowels /a:, e:, i:, o:, u:/. The
analyzed data contained voiceless vs. voiced initial stops in a low or high surprisal syllable.
Closure duration (CD) and voicing during closure (VDC) were extracted using in-house
Python and Praat scripts. A ratio measure VDC/CD was used to factor out any potential
covariation between VDC and CD. Linear mixed-effects modeling was used to evaluate the
effect(s) of surprisal and target stop voicing status on VDC/CD ratio using the lmer package
in R [9]. The final model was: VDC/CD ratio ∼ Surprisal + Target stop voicing status + (1 |
Speaker) + (1 | Syllable ) + (1 | PrevManner ) + (1 | Sentence).
Results: In an inter-sonorant context, we found a smaller VDC/CD ratio in voiceless stops
than in voiced ones (p=2.04e-08***). As expected, residual voicing is shorter during a
voiceless closure than during a voiced closure (Figure 1). This is consistent with the idea of
preserving a phonological voicing distinction, as well as the physiological constraint of
sustaining voicing for a long period during the closure of a voiceless stop. Moreover, the
results yielded a significant effect of surprisal on VDC/CD ratio (p=.017*), with no
interaction between the two factors (voicing and surprisal). The VDC/CD ratio is larger in a
low than in a high surprisal syllable, irrespective of the voicing status of the target stops
(Figure 1). That is, the syllable-based surprisal effect percolated down to German voicing,
and the effect is uniform for a voiceless and voiced stop, when residual voicing was
measured. Such a uniform effect on residual voicing is consistent with the previous result on
closure duration. These findings reveal that the syllable-based surprisal effect can spread
downstream to the segmental level and the effect is uniform for acoustic cues that are not
directly tied to a phonological feature in German voicing (i.e. [spread glottis]).
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Figure 1: Mean VDC/CD ratio as a function of surprisal and stop voicing status (with ±SE).
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Disfluency patterns in Italian parkinsonian speech of early-stage patients 
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Parkinson’s Disease (PD) affects more than 2-3% of people aged over 65 in the world [1]. 
This neurodegenerative disorder consists of progressive deterioration and loss of dopaminergic 
neurons located in the substantia nigra pars compacta and basal ganglia. Hypokinetic dysarthria 
is one of the earliest symptoms of the disease and includes impairments both at the segmental 
and the suprasegmental level of speech such as imprecise articulation of vocalic and 
consonantal sounds and reduced vowel space area, narrow pitch variability and reduced tonal 
range, alteration of speech rate and rhythm [2-5]. In particular, parkinsonian speech has been 
described as “disfluent”, however, the specific characteristics of disrupted PD speech have not 
been well documented [6-8]. Based on the evidence that phenomena like pauses, fillers, 
repetitions and self-repairs are commonly used in spontaneous speech for effectively managing 
and monitoring the own speech production, i.e. taking extra time for planning or editing 
something already uttered [9], this study aims at investigating the characteristics that 
distinguish disfluency phenomena patterns in Italian early-stage PD subjects’ speech. 

To reach the goal, 40 Italian native speakers were involved in the study, all residing in the 
Campania region (South of Italy): 20 participants with idiopathic non-demented PD (12 males, 
8 females; aged 51–81, M=64) and 20 age-matched controls (8 males, 12 females; aged 54–77, 
M=65) were examined. The PD patients have been recruited from a longitudinal cohort of 
patients and they have all been diagnosed with PD in the last 2 years, with no history of 
previous language and speech disorders. These patients are prospectively followed and 
underwent extensive motor and non-motor clinical assessments every 12 months, with a 
clinical follow-up every 6 months. This study concerns the analysis of disfluency patterns in 
monologic speech (approximately a 1-2 minutes description of their neighborhood per speaker) 
using the ELAN software [10]. Disfluencies are defined as linguistic tools at speakers’ disposal 
to monitor the online processes of speech planning, coding, articulation, and reception [11] by 
gaining extra time for planning or editing something. In particular, the objects of this analysis 
are Forward-Looking Disfluencies (FLDs), such as silent pauses, lexical and non-verbal fillers 
and prolongations that suspend the message delivery due to speech processing [12]. PD speech 
is compared with Health Control (HC) speech with reference to the following parameters: the 
frequency of disfluent items; the syntactic positioning of the items (within words, within 
phrases, between phrases, between clauses); the duration of silent pauses, filled pauses and 
prolongations. To test the statistical significance of the results, (generalized) linear mixed 
models are fitted [13], considering the health condition (PD or HC) as the independent variable 
and the speakers as the random effect. 

The preliminary results from a pilot conducted considering 8 speakers (4 PD and 4 HC) 
show that FLDs are, actually, more frequent in HC speech (25 per minute) than in PD speech 
(17 per minute). In particular, the group of parkinsonian patients use more prolongations and 
fewer silent pauses than the HC group. As for the disfluent item positioning, in PD speech, a 
higher number of disfluent items is found to occur after word fragments, meaning that words 
are more often interrupted. Considering the duration of filled pauses, silent pauses and 
prolongations, on average, it is longer in PD than in HC speech (respectively, mean durations 
are: for filled pauses (FP), 506.6 ms vs. 333.2 ms; for silent pauses (SP), 616.5 ms vs. 241.8 
ms; for prolongations (PRL), 366.6 ms vs. 265.3 ms). However, it is worth noticing that the 
durations of prolongations, filled and silent pauses show greater variability in PD (Figure 1). 

These preliminary results highlight the relevance of investigating the specific uses, i.e., 
types and thereof characteristics, of disfluency phenomena rather than just considering their 
frequency of occurrence to gain insight into the features that characterize PD speech. 
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Figure 1. Density of the duration values grouped by type of FLD. 
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Acoustic duration and typing timing – same, same… but different? 
Julia Muschalik1, Dominic Schmitz1, Akhilesh Kakolu Ramarao1 and Dinah Baer-Henney2  
1Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf, Department of English Language and Linguistics, 

2Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf, Department of Linguistics 

In recent years, evidence has been accumulated that both response latencies and within-word 

interkeystroke intervals (IKI), i.e., the time that elapses between the pressing of two keys, are 

influenced by lexical and sub-lexical variables. Comparable to acoustic duration is speech, IKIs 

appear to be susceptible to manipulations of, for example, word-, constituent-, bi- and trigram-

frequencies (e.g., Baus et al. 2013; Bertram et al. 2015; Bonin et al. 2002; Sahel et al. 2008; 

Scaltritti et al. 2016), semantic transparency (e.g., Gagné & Spalding 2016; Libben & Weber 

2014), prosodic boundaries (e.g., Fuchs & Krivokapic 2016), syllable structure (e.g., Nottbusch 

et al. 2005; Weingarten et al. 2007; Will et al. 2006), and morphological structure (e.g., Gagné 

& Spalding 2016; Will et al. 2006). In other words, IKIs appear not to be determined solely by 

random variation or by non-linguistic factors such as typing experience or location of keys on 

the keyboard. Instead, existing evidence suggests that typing as a peripheral process might be 

comparable to articulation in being a window into the processing architecture involved in 

language production and the interaction of central and peripheral production stages in general. 

Despite the obvious commonalities, however, research on durational differences in typing has 

remained largely independent of research on durational differences in pronunciation. This lack 

of direct comparison has left unanswered many questions regarding the similarities – and also 

differences – of the two language production modes. 

        This paper presents such a direct comparison. Our approach tests the generalizability 

of results from the articulatory domain to the domain of written language production with a 

well-researched phenomenon: word-final /s/ in English. Recent research has repeatedly 

demonstrated that word-final /s/ in English differs in duration depending on its morphological 

status (Zimmermann 2016; Plag et al. 2017; Plag et al. 2020; Schmitz et al. 2021; Tomaschek 

et al. 2019). In an extensive online typing study using the experimental design of Schmitz et 

al. (2021), we test their results for transferability to the written domain. Specifically, our study 

investigates whether language users type word-final /s/ in English pseudowords at different 

internal boundaries – non-morphemic, plural, auxiliary has-clitic and auxiliary is-clitic – with 

differing speeds and how our results compare to those found by Schmitz et al. (2021). For 

acoustic duration, the authors report that non-morphemic /s/ is longer than plural /s/, which in 

turn is longer than the auxiliary clitic /s/. 

        Analyzing our data with generalized additive mixed models (Wood 2017), we find that 

the influence of morphological structure on articulation and typing timing does not follow an 

identical principle. Participants in our experiment type non-morphemic /s/ and plural /s/ at 

almost identical speed. A significant difference emerges, however, for the typing of auxiliary 

clitics. Our results suggest that typing timing might be influenced by processing units other 

than morphemes. We discuss our results in relation to current theories of (written) language 

production. 
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Pyrlato, a novel methodology to collect real-world acoustic data 
Giuseppe Magistro1 and Claudia Crocco1

Ghent University  

Background The use of real-world speech in prosodic research is necessary to capture the 
complexity and variability of natural interactions. In fact, widely used elicitation techniques 
such as games and tasks may fail to represent the full range of speech variation [1]. We aim at 
contributing to the study of prosody “in the wild” by presenting a tool, Pyrlato, which builds a 
corpus of non-controlled data extracted from YouTube.  
Methodology We developed Pyrlato in Python. Pyrlato has the following pipeline: first, the 
user selects the language to be surveyed, among the ones where YouTube can provide 
automatic captions. At this stage, the user can input specific keywords to narrow the research 
of videos: specific speakers, channels, genres, and so forth. Pyrlato will generate a Python 
object for each video found in the research, which contains a method to obtain the automatically 
generated subtitles. The user can then specify which string to look for in the subtitles: specific 
words, constructions, or patterns matched with regular expressions. If the program finds 
correspondence in the subtitles, it will extract the audio portion containing the desired item 
observing a time window customizable by the user (we set a span of 7 seconds for our case 
study and adjusted manually when necessary). When the execution is completed, all the 
relevant extracts are available in the working directory in the format selected by the user. The 
entire code will be soon available on GitHub. To showcase the usefulness of Pyrlato, we used 
it to corroborate hypotheses elaborated in previous studies. We do so by exploring a corpus of 
real-world speech created in a fast and convenient way.   
Case study Italian employs an optional reinforcer of negation, mica, that corrects and denies a 
contextually activated proposition [2], (ex. 1). While a pragmatic and syntactic description of 
Italian mica was conducted thoroughly in many works [2,3,4], a description of its prosodic 
realization is missing, except for [3] that cursorily hinted at a prominence found on this 
corrective particle. In addition, [5] described miga in the Venetian dialect as a metrically strong 
element, bearing a rising pitch accent. Pyrlato was used to explore the prosodic realization of 
mica in Italian, in particular to verify if the claim in [3] about the presence of a prominence 
was verified. By using Pyrlato, we scraped instances of mica in unscripted TV interviews and 
talk shows (to ensure better recording quality) on YouTube. A total amount of 43 hours was 
scraped by the software, finding 434 examples of Italian mica.  After sanity-checking the data 
and removing hesitations and instances that could not be analyzed for different reasons,  we 
obtained a dataset of 290 usable instances, which were inspected using Praat [6]. Confirming 
the previous impressionistic observations [3], mica is stressed and bears the most prominent 
pitch-accent of the contour, in the shape of a rising tone (fig.1). However, the real-world data 
obtained with Pyrlato also highlighted the presence of variation in the prosodic realization of 
mica. Indeed, 7% of the corpus show cases where mica is not prominent and does not display 
a pitch-accent (fig.2). While this minority may be interpreted as the result of phonetic 
undershooting, the contexts where these latter instances of mica appeared did not evoke any 
explicit correction of a previous turn, but rather seemed to encode the denial of an expectation 
or implicature (ex.2). The real-world data scraped with Pyrlato, therefore, indicate that the 
prosodic realization of mica may vary “in the wild”. These data call for further investigations 
to identify the source of the observed variation.    In conclusion, Pyrlato can be used as a faster 
manner to explore the variability of “wild data” (in our case, the pitch accent marking possibly 
in relation to pragmatic differentiation), so as to spot possible dimensions of variations for more 
specific and targeted studies.  
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1. A: Non  andarci se è pericoloso!          ‘Don’t go there if it is dangerous!’ 
B: Non è mica pericoloso. ‘It is not dangerous at all’ 

2. Ora parliamo dell’uomo della luce [elettrica], che non è mica un fisico.
Now let’s talk about the power man, who is not a physicist.

Figure 1. Statement with mica in an explicit   Figure 2. Statement with mica in the correction 
correction                                                        of an implicature 
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Temporal and/or prosodic interaction between head and eyebrow peaks in 
statements and yes-no questions? 

Marisa Cruz and Sónia Frota 
University of Lisbon 

 
It is well-known that gestures and speech interact in a synchronic way [1], although not 

necessarily in strict simultaneity [e.g., 2], being, instead, constrained by gesture type [3] and 
function [4]. We examined whether the interaction between gestures and speech is temporally 
and/or prosodically driven, by exploring the kinematics of head and eyebrow movements in 
statements and yes-no questions in European Portuguese (EP). Specifically, we analysed: (i) 
the temporal alignment of head and eyebrow peaks relative to the nuclear prosodic word (PW); 
(ii) prominence (IP head, non-head; PW head, non-head); and (iii) prosodic position in the IP, 
PW (initial, medial, and final) and syllable (onset, nucleus, and coda) of the spoken material 
aligned with head and eyebrow peaks. In addition, peak amplitude was inspected to determine 
whether it differed across sentence types and depending on the prosody. 

Audiovisual data from 3 female native speakers of Standard EP was used. Speakers were 
videotaped within the InAPoP project [5], while performing a Discourse Completion Task [6] 
adapted for EP. For the analysis, 11 neutral statements and 34 neutral yes-no questions were 
selected, which respectively exhibit the falling H+L* L% and falling-rising H+L* LH% 
nuclear contours [7]), as well as different visual cues: head falling movement in statements 
versus head falling and eyebrow raising movements in yes-no questions [8]. We also inspected 
a set of less frequent yes-no questions produced by the same speakers: 10 falling-rising yes-no 
questions involving head movement only (without eyebrow raising); 7 yes-no questions with 
both visual cues but a different melodic pattern (H*+L L%, hereafter yes-no other). The 
kinematic analysis was performed using Kinovea [9], by tracking the vertical displacement of 
the head and eyebrows in pixels (px), along the time series (ms). 

We found that head (N=48) and eyebrow (N=50) peaks are motorically coordinated with 
intonation, and with each other, on a regular (but not concurrent) timing distribution: head 
peaks mainly co-occur with the nuclear PW, regardless of sentence type (Fig.1), whereas 
eyebrow peaks, although exhibiting a varying time lapse (av. 222.8ms-648ms), precede the 
head peaks and mainly occur before the nuclear word (Fig.2). This supports Loehr’s (2012) 
suggestion that synchrony cannot be interpreted as strict co-occurrence (not even between 
concurrent gestures). Prosodic alignment is more stable than time-alignment: head peaks 
mostly align with the IP head, across sentence types, whereas eyebrow peaks mainly align with 
the IP head in statements, but with the head of a non-nuclear PW in yes-no questions (Fig.3). 
GLMM analyses on peak amplitude revealed: for head peak amplitude, a significant effect of 
position in the IP (F(2, 28) = 5.20, p = .012), prosodic prominence (F(2, 28) = 7.23, p = .003), 
and the interaction prominence *sentence type (F(6, 28) = 8.52, p = .000), with higher peaks 
on IP initial position, and on non-nuclear PW heads in statements, although peaks mainly align 
with IP heads (i.e., IP final position); for eyebrow peak amplitude, a significant effect of the 
position in the PW (F(3, 32) = 32.92, p = .000), prominence (F(2, 32) = 8.22, p = .001), sentence 
type (F(3, 32) = 32.87, p = .000), and the interaction prominence*sentence type (F(5, 32) = 
15.67, p = .000), with higher peaks on PW medial position (usually a PW head) and on non-
heads, and lower/no peaks on yes-no questions without eyebrow raising, although peaks align 
to both prominent positions and edges. 

In sum, the prosodic loci and the amplitude of head and eyebrow peaks display a synergy 
whereby the first cues prominence and the latter prosodic edges for head peaks, while eyebrow 
peak position and amplitude may cue either (Fig.4). This points to a complementary role 
between head and eyebrow, and between gestures and intonation, and suggests that the 
interaction between gestures and speech is prosodically (rather than temporally) driven.  
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Figure 1. Temporal alignment of the 
head peak relative to the nuclear PW. 

Figure 2. Temporal alignment of the 
eyebrow peak relative to the head peak. 

Figure 3. Prosodic alignment of head and 
eyebrow peaks per sentence type: Prominence 

considering the IP and PW prosodic levels. 

Figure 4. Prosodic alignment of head and 
eyebrow peaks: Loci (left panel) and 

amplitude (right panel) considering IP 
and PW heads (prosodic prominence) 
versus prosodic edges (not coinciding 

with heads) . 
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Lexical stress in language contact: the interplay of acoustic correlates 
Natália Brambatti Guzzo1, Guilherme D. Garcia2 

1Saint Mary’s University, 2Université Laval 

We examine the acoustic manifestation of stress in Portuguese-Veneto contact in Brazil. We 
propose that the representation of stress involves not only metrical features, but also the 
specification of acoustic cues, and that these acoustic specifications may be transferred in a 
bilingual situation. In both Brazilian Portuguese (BP) and Brazilian Veneto (BV; Romance), stress 
is mostly penultimate, but it is typically realized in the final syllable if this syllable is heavy (i.e., 
ends in a coda or diphthong; Garcia, 2017; Guzzo, 2022; Mateus & d’Andrade, 2000). However, 
previous investigations indicate that the acoustic manifestation of stress and stress-related 
properties in the two languages is somewhat different. While stress is cued with duration in both 
languages, they differ regarding vowel reduction. Unstressed final vowels in BP exhibit substantial 
vowel reduction and often undergo devoicing and deletion (Massini-Cagliari, 1992; Walker & 
Mendes, 2019), whereas reduction of unstressed vowels in BV is marginal (Guzzo, 2022).  

Assuming (a) that the representation of stress includes the acoustic cues employed in its 
manifestation, and (b) that stress is cued differently in BP and BV to some extent, two possibilities 
for BP-BV bilinguals’ productions arise: (i) they produce stress differently in the two languages, 
mirroring BP monolinguals in their BP productions, or (ii) they exhibit an overlap of stress cues 
in the two languages. We hypothesize that possibility (ii) applies to the BP-BV contact situation: 
their representations for BP and BV stress interact, similar to what has been observed with other 
phonological phenomena in contact (Newlin-Lukowicz, 2014; Sundara et al., 2006). To test this, 
we conducted a production experiment where participants named figures using carrier sentences. 
Participants were BP-BV bilinguals (n = 21) and BP monolinguals (n = 9); no BV monolinguals 
were included since virtually all speakers of BV in Brazil also speak BP. Bilingual participants 
completed two versions of the experiment, one in each language. In both languages, the target 
vowel was /a/, which was found in final, penultimate or antepenultimate position in three-syllable 
nouns with penultimate stress. Participants were instructed to place the target words in either 
phrase-medial or phrase-final position in the carrier sentences. 

Duration, F1, F2 and f0 (from three points) of all the target vowels (n = 2,602) were extracted 
using Praat scripts (Boersma & Weenink, 2022). We found systematic differences in duration, f0 
and F1. The data were analysed with three mixed-effects linear models (one per correlate). Models 
included by-speaker and by-item random intercepts (all coefficients below have P < 0.01 given 
their t values). No differences were found for position of the target word in the carrier sentence. 
Bilinguals produced stressed vowels with similar duration in BP and BV, but significantly longer 
than those produced by monolinguals (see Figure 1 (left); !"(Bil-BV)=37.84, t=6.15; relative to 
Mon-BP in syllable 2). Word-finally, vowels were significantly longer in BV productions. For f0, 
BV vowels had substantially higher values word-finally relative to both bilingual and monolingual 
(see Figure 2; !"=61.55, t=4.98) BP productions. Finally, F1 in word-final vowels was significantly 
lower in monolingual than bilingual productions (see Figure 1 (right); BV: !"=56.05, t=3.95; 
BP: !"=63.07, t=3.95), which patterned together, indicating more reduction in monolingual BP.  

These results suggest an overlap in some of the cues (i.e., duration, F1) used to signal stress in 
bilingual BP and BV, as per our hypothesis. At the same time, f0 is used differently in bilingual 
BP and BV, indicating that their acoustic specifications are not identical and that, although 
interdependent, the two systems are not merged. In summary, contact promotes cue interaction in 
the manifestation of stress, suggesting that such cues must be representationally encoded. 
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Figure 1: Results for duration (left) and F1 (right) in bilingual BV and BP, and monolingual BP. 

Figure 2: Results for f0 in bilingual BV and BP, and monolingual BP. 
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Uncover articulatory correlates of acoustic duration with analysis-by-synthesis: the
case of diphthongs

Eoin O’Reilly1, Christopher Geissler1 and Kevin Tang1,2)
1Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf, 2University of Florida

Acoustic reduction is widely attested in speech, but how this takes place in articulation is
not as well known. The aim of this study is to examine how reduction takes place in
articulation, taking the example of the English ᴘʀɪᴄᴇ /a͡ɪ/ diphthong. We identify four
articulatory mechanisms that could potentially result in similar reductions in acoustic
duration: increased gestural overlap, undershoot, shortening of gestures, and increase in
stiffness (resulting in faster movement).

Previous research has found evidence suggesting the nature of temporal coordination
in diphthongs, but has not directly tested the predictions of such coordination patterns using
simulation. Acoustic reduction of Spanish diphthongs across task conditions was studied by
[1], who constructed a continuum of reduction as hiatus→diphthong→monophthong, but the
articulatory manifestation of this process is not clear. Differences in articulation of the /a͡ɪ/
diphthong (in English and German) have been studied in terms of the Euclidian distance
travelled between the targets [2][3]. Gestural timing has been identified as a key difference
between diphthongs and hiatus sequences in Romanian [4][5]. Changes in the timing of
gestures play an important role in diachronic sound change, as has been shown in Romance
[6] and English, including the ᴘʀɪᴄᴇ vowel which is the focus of this study [7]. In sum,
previous work suggests that diphthong reduction could involve changes in the timing of
gestures as well as their targets.

The simulation procedure used the Task Dynamics Application (TADA) [8], with an
analysis-by-synthesis approach similar to [9]. Unlike [9], the present study focuses solely on
articulation rather than matching acoustics, and adds undershoot and changes to stiffness.
After initially generating a gestural score based on the Coupled Oscillator Model of Syllable
Structure [10], TADA uses this gestural score as input and simulates the trajectories of the
vocal tract organs. We successively modify gestural score files according to a specified set of
reduction rules. The “reduced” versions of these utterances produced by our script are then
used as input for the TADA trajectory simulation algorithm.

This procedure was used to generate 65,536 variations (combinations of 16 parameters
each with two values) of the English word five, which were compared with 425 examples
from 48 speakers in the X-Ray Microbeam Database [11]. Analysis was performed using
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), [12], as implemented by the DTAIDistance Python package
[13], with an additional penalty for durations that differ substantially from the XRMB data.
Examples of good and bad fits between simulated and actual gestures are shown in Figures 1
and 2. To understand the reduction strategies, regression analyses were used to predict
acoustic duration with the best fit articulatory parameters, controlling for speaker, text, task
type and giveness.

Results show that the best-fit simulations tended to use gestural shortening and overlap of
both [a] and [ɪ] components of the diphthong, but all four strategies were observed. However,
a correlation analysis between each dimension of reduction and acoustic duration showed the
strongest correlation with gestural shortening. Overlap resulting from earlier phasing of [ɪ]
was also correlated with duration, but was even more strongly correlated with shortening of
[ɪ]. We interpret this as evidence that gestural shortening is the most important articulatory
correlate of overall acoustic duration, but that the other forms of reduction contribute to the
shape of an articulatory trajectory, and likely to other aspects of acoustic detail.
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Figure 1. A good match between real and Figure 2. A poor match between real and
simulated tongue dorsum trajectories (the simulated trajectories.
lower half is the real utterance).
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Learning words while playing with virtual peers in multiple accents: school-aged 
children benefit from experience with variability 

Adriana Hanulíková and Helena Levy 
University of Freiburg 

We present a novel paradigm to examine the effect of language exposure and variable 
input on the acquisition of words in primary school–aged children. The bulk of research on 
word learning has focused on infants and young children, whereas research regarding 
vocabulary acquisition in heterogeneous groups at primary school age is much more limited. 
Children growing up with different languages and foreign or regional accents might benefit 
from their experience with variability when learning new words from peers with unfamiliar 
accents. The aim of the current study was therefore to examine the extent to which language 
and accent experience predicts monolingual and bilingual children's success at word learning 
through play in the context of accent variability. Experience here refers to exposure to 
different languages and foreign/regional accents, measured as the number of hours per week 
spent with each language or accent according to a parental and teacher questionnaire.  

German-speaking children (aged 7–11 years, 45 girls, 43 boys, 43 monolinguals, and 45 
bilinguals with various language backgrounds and with age of acquisition of German 0 to 7 
years) played a computerized card game with virtual peers that resembles natural advanced 
lexical acquisition, during which new words are learned from child speakers and are 
produced actively in peer-group interactions. During the game, children learned six words, 
technical names of objects usually unknown to children this age (e.g. Amboss “anvil”; Hippe 
“pruning knife”), from six peers speaking a familiar accent (Standard German) or unfamiliar 
foreign (Hebrew-accented German) and regional (Swiss German) accents. Children’s task 
was to find two identical objects on two cards and to name the object. Children first heard the 
names of the unfamiliar objects that were introduced by virtual peers in different accents and 
were then able to actively produce these words in simulated interactions with the virtual 
peers. Children’s short-term and working memory was assessed via both nonword repetition 
and digit span tasks (forward and backward), and we used a standardized vocabulary test 
(SET 5-10) to assess German vocabulary size. 

We used logistic mixed-effects regression models to analyse the data. In line with the 
hypothesis, successful learning was predicted by the amount of input in regional and foreign 
accents but not by exposure to other languages than German (i.e. bilingualism). This suggests 
that experience with variable speech trumps bilingualism when it comes to coping with 
heterogeneous input. Differences between previous studies that found effects of bilingualism 
on word learning [1, 2] and our study could be related to exposure being assessed on a 
continuum rather than as a binary (yes/no) variable. We also found that increased working 
memory capacity and age (older better than younger) predicted better performance at the task.  

Future studies could examine whether similarities between a familiar accent and the test 
accent can explain the benefits of accent experience for learning from unfamiliar accents. The 
children in our sample had experience with diverse accents, and it was impossible to 
determine whether children with better performance were growing up with accents that were 
perceptually closer to the test accents. Alternatively, the positive effect may be due to 
increased perceptual flexibility through experience with variability in general [3], that is, due 
to a better ability to process accented speech that extends beyond similarities with familiar 
accents [4]. We will discuss how accent experience affects word learning under variable input 
conditions and how this paradigm can be extended to further test situations. Given that peer 
groups gain importance during the primary school years, and interactions between children 
are often characterized by linguistic heterogeneity, the paradigm offers a realistic learning 
context.  
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The prosodic realization of Spanish focus in nuclear position by proficient Chinese 
learners of Spanish: The case of broad, corrective and contrastive foci 

Peng Li1 and Xiaotong Xi2 
1 Center for Multilingualism in Society across the Lifespan, University of Oslo, Norway 

2 Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Spain 
Given the dynamic nature and abstractness of prosody, crosslinguistic influence (CLI) in 

speech prosody is less investigated than in speech sounds. According to the prediction of L2 
Intonation Learning theory (LILt) [1], prosody in learners’ first language (L1) may predict the 
learning outcome in L2. Therefore, the prosodic acquisition of L2 intonation language by L1 
tone language speakers will offer an ideal window for observing CLI on the prosodic level. For 
instance, Chinese learners showed more pitch variants than Spanish natives on lexical stress [2] 
and translated L1 tonal patterns to Spanish stress [3] and intonation [4]. However, few studies 
have investigated Chinese students’ prosodic realization of narrow focus in Spanish and the 
role of lexical stress position on the contours of focus. This study thus aims at filling the 
research gap. Based on the literature reviewed, we hypothesized that Chinese students 
manipulated pitch contours to a larger degree than Spanish natives to contrast broad and narrow 
focus and that the lexical stress of the focused word would affect the contour shapes. 

Sixteen Chinese speakers (female = 12) with proficient level of Spanish and nine native 
Spanish speakers (female = 6) participated in a discourse completion task, which elicited nine 
sentences varied in focus type (broad, corrective and contrastive) and lexical stress pattern 
(initial-stressed “vino”, medial-stressed “Marina”, and final-stressed “Milán”). We extracted 
10 regularly spaced pitch points from each syllable and generated a time-normalized pitch 
contour using z-scored F0. To compare the pitch contours, we built three Generalized Additive 
Mixed Models for the three target words. The fixed effects included time (normalized pitch 
points), gender (m vs. f), focus (broad vs. corrective vs. contrastive), group (Chinese students 
vs. Spanish natives), and a two-way interaction of Focus × Group. The smooth terms included 
a smooth curve for the Focus × Group interaction and a by participant random smooth. The 
post-hoc comparisons by group across focus types are plotted in figures 1-3. We found that 
Spanish natives showed similar pitch contours for broad and contrastive foci (L* L%), which 
contrasted with corrective focus (L+H* HL%) regardless of stress pattern. By contrast, Chinese 
students showed similar contour patterns for narrow focus (both corrective and contrastive: 
L+¡H* HL%) but varied broad focus contours by stress pattern (L+H* HL% for medial vs. H* 
L% for initial and final stress patterns).  

The results have the following implications. First, although the pitch contours of corrective 
focus were similar between Chinese students and Spanish natives, Chinese students showed a 
significantly higher pitch peak than Spanish natives. Similar patterns appeared in the broad 
focus contours, with Chinese students showing higher pitch accent than Spanish natives. These 
results confirmed our hypothesis that Chinese students manipulated pitch contours to a larger 
extent than Spanish natives to mark Spanish focus. Second, lexical stress significantly affected 
the nuclear contour shape of Chinese students’ Spanish speech. In broad focus, the medial 
stress position showed a rising pitch accent (L+H*), which was inconsistent with other 
positions (H*). It is therefore in line with previous research that showed that Chinese students 
tended to use high or rising tones to replace Spanish lexical stress [3]. Third, different from 
Spanish natives, Chinese students used similar prosodic strategies to mark Spanish narrow 
focus (corrective and contrastive). This suggests that even proficient learners still show some 
nonnative prosodic patterns. 

All in all, this study added more evidence for CLI in speech prosody to support the 
predictions of LILt by showing that Chinese students tend to produce high or rising tones in 
L2 prosody. L2 teachers may thus pay more attention to the prosodic realizations of focus in 
Spanish pronunciation instruction. 
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Figure 1. Pitch contours of initial-stressed “vino” plotted by group across focus condition 

Figure 2. Pitch contours of medial-stressed “Marina” plotted by group across focus 
condition 

Figure 3. Pitch contours of final-stressed “Milán” plotted by group across focus condition 
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The Effectivity of Explicit Pronunciation Training in Dutch EFL Learners’ Phoneme 
Perception and Production in English 

Jasmijn Stolvoort1, Margreet Pieper1, Aoju Chen1 

1Utrecht University 
Previous studies have suggested that the word-final /t-d/ pair in English tends to pose 
persistent difficulty for Dutch learners as this word-final contrast is absent in Dutch [e.g., 2, 4, 
9]. Conflicting findings have been reported about the effectiveness of pronunciation training 
for phoneme production and perception of Dutch EFL learners, even in the case of the same 
learner groups (e.g., pupils of senior general secondary education or HAVO) [e.g., 3, 7]. 
Further, some studies suggest that language proficiency positively affects learning outcomes 
[e.g., 5], while others have found no such an effect [e.g., 10]. Therefore, the current study 
aims to shed new light on whether (short-term) explicit pronunciation training improves 
English sound production and perception in Dutch EFL learners, and whether its effectiveness 
is influenced by their English proficiency.  

To this end, adopting the method used in [7], we conducted a training study focusing 
on the word-final /t-d/ pair in English. It involved an experimental group (n = 49) and a 
control group (n = 24), consisting of HAVO 4th-graders (mean age: 16.1 years; SD = 0.8). 
They took the LexTALE test [6] to determine their level of English prior to the experiment. 
Their perception and production were examined in a pre- and post-test before and after the 
intervention (experimental group) or unrelated regular lessons (control group). The perception 
test was conducted in Qualtrics and contained 12 randomized recordings of nonwords 
produced by a native speaker of English. The participants indicated for each nonword whether 
they heard word-final /t/ or /d/. The production test consisted of slides that presented 12 
nonwords containing word-final /t/ or /d/ in IPA with pronunciation tips (i.e., real words that 
contain the same sounds). The participants recorded their productions. The intervention 
consisted of two lessons that explicated phonetics in general and the role of vowel duration in 
the articulation of word-final /t/ and /d/ with examples and pronunciation exercises.  

The participants’ LexTALE scores (43.75 ~ 86.25) indicated that their proficiency 
ranged between beginner and lower advanced levels [6]. Their perception was coded as either 
correct or incorrect. Their production was presented to seven native speakers of English, who 
judged whether they heard /t/ or /d/ in each production. Each production was judged by one 
rater and subsequently coded as correct (or correctly perceived by the rater) or incorrect.  

The data were analyzed in RStudio [8] by using generalized linear mixed models in 
the lme4 package [1]. The fixed factors consisted of phase (pretest, posttest) and group 
(experimental, control), and proficiency (gradient scores). Participant and item were included 
as random factors. Separate analyses were run for the outcome variables perception and 
production accuracy. Data produced by the participants who did not speak Dutch as their 
native language or had dyslexia, DLD, or hearing impairments (8 and 15 for the control and 
experimental group respectively) were not analyzed to increase homogeneity of the data. The 
results showed that explicit pronunciation training did not alter participants’ pronunciation. 
However, it improved their perception: only the participants in the experimental group 
achieved a higher score on the post-test (0.89) compared to the pre-test (0.84) (B = 0.79, p < 
.01). In addition, the impact of the intervention was not affected by English proficiency.  

To conclude, our study has shown that short-term explicit pronunciation training can 
improve Dutch EFL learners’ sound perception, in line with [7], but not necessarily their 
production, in line with [3] but contra [7], irrespective of language proficiency. This finding 
suggests that more extensive or longer training is required to improve sound production in 
Dutch intermediate EFL learners and improvement in phoneme perception may serve as a 
prelude to improvement in phoneme production.  
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Perception and interpretation of L2 Italian intonation patterns by L1 Italian listeners 
1Andrea Pešková, 2Linda Bäumler 

1University of Osnabrück, 2University of Vienna 

Intonation is a crucial part of phonological competence and important for the speaker’s 
intelligibility. However, it is said to be very “difficult if not impossible” to be acquired in L2 
([1]). One reason behind this challenge is the fact that learners, especially those at home 
courses, are mostly confronted with unnatural intonation patterns, a lack of pronunciation 
training and a large range of regional variation (e.g., [2]). Moreover, L2 speech is characterized 
by features transferred from the first language (L1) (e.g., [3]). Whereas research on L2 
intonation production has grown considerably in recent years (e.g., [4]), we still know very 
little on how natives perceive and interpret foreign intonation. The aim of this explorative study 
is to fill this gap, by testing how L1 Italian listeners evaluate L2 Italian utterances. 

For this, we created an online perception test using the platform SoSci Survey [5]. Each 
listener heard 15 short sentences ––(non)neutral yes-no questions, wh-questions, statements of 
the obvious, vocatives (see Fig. 1)–– and 6 fillers. All tested items were produced by ten L2 
Italian learners (B/C level) with L1 Czech by means of a Discourse Completion Task ([6]). The 
items were selected according to one criterion: whether they resemble an Italian pattern or not. 
Hence, half of the items showed a target-like pattern (Italian-like) and half of the items a non-
target-like pattern (Czech-like). This accuracy was established according to the realization of 
nuclear configurations (NC) annotated with AM terms. We limited to the NC, because this part 
is considered crucial for meaning (e.g., [7]). The two languages differ in several ways. For 
example, whereas L1 Italian vocatives are realized with L+H* H!H% ([8]), Czech vocatives 
usually end with L+H* L% ([9]). Hence, if the vocative was produced with L+H* L% in L2 
Italian, it was labelled as a Czech-like pattern. On the contrary, the vocative produced with 
L+H* !H% was labelled as Italian-like. Since intonation conveys both emotions and linguistic 
meaning, listeners had to judge all items with several linguistic (e.g., the speaker is Italian) and 
paralinguistic attributes (e.g., the speaker is polite) on a five-point Likert scale.  

The results reveal that the L1 listeners (N=204 from all over Italy) identified all items as 
non-Italian and in most cases had no problems with the semantic interpretation of the 
utterances. Italian-like NCs were judged towards “more Italian” only with imperative wh-
questions, echo yes-no questions and vocatives (see Fig. 1). The attributes angry, polite, 
friendly, bored were evaluated in a very similar fashion for Czech-like vs. Italian-like patterns. 
Surprise was the only attribute showing large differences between the Czech-like vs. Italian-
like group: For example, the statement of the obvious with the Italian-like pattern H*+L L% 
was qualified with “more surprise”, whereas its Czech-like counterpart (L*+H L%) was 
qualified with “no surprise” at all. Furthermore, imperative wh-questions were perceived as 
less polite and less friendly in comparison to other sentences. This was expected, since they 
were produced in a context, where the speaker was supposed to be upset with the interlocutor. 
Interestingly, vocatives showed a tendency towards “less polite” and “less friendly”, albeit they 
were embedded in a neutral situation, in which the speaker had to call a friend on the street. 

Since the results show ––at least partially–– no differences between Czech-like vs. Italian-
like patterns, the nuclear configuration might not be the only determinative cue for interpreting 
foreign patterns and its role might just be secondary. We assume that other prosodic and 
segmental phenomena are involved in perceiving “otherness” too. In a next step, we will verify 
regional varieties of the listeners, which might also play a role in perception and interpretation. 
And finally, we will talk about the possibility to embed the “paralinguistic dimension” into L2 
speech models such as L2 Intonation Learning Theory [4] and discuss implications the findings 
have for foreign language learning and teaching. 
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Figure 1. Examples of the evaluation of the items according to the attributes “Italian” (top 
left), “Friendliness” (top right), “Politeness” (bottom left), “Surprise” (bottom right). 
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The Voiced Palatal Lateral in L1 Catalan: Maintenance or Substitution Process? 

Agnès Rius-Escudé1 and Dolors Font-Rotchés1 
1Universitat de Barcelona 

In the standard variety of Catalan, the contrast between a palatal lateral consonant or an 
approximant, [ʎ] and [j], respectively, is still present [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. However, some young 
Catalan speakers are now substituting the [ʎ] sound with [j], a phenomenon called ieisme —
and, in some cases, with other sounds.  

In view of this, we designed the study with the following objectives: a) analyse which 
phonetic categories are produced by young LI Catalan speakers when they have to produce the 
voiced palatal lateral sound [ʎ]; b) verify if, after doing perception and production activities on 
the voiced palatal lateral, there are changes in the categories and an improvement in the 
pronunciation of the sound; c) determine whether the position of the sound is a factor that 
influences its production and learning.  

For this study, we created a corpus with 17 female L1 Catalan informants, aged between 18 
and 22. These participants, in the pre-training phase, recorded (in .wav format) the names of 
the objects they saw in twenty images that contain the sound [ʎ] in different positions. We 
have, however, only used the words with the sound in the initial (#CVC, e.g. lluna ‘moon’) and 
intervocalic (VCV, e.g. ampolles ‘bottles’) positions. Once the results obtained had been 
analysed, tutored activities were carried out over three weeks with a professor in the classroom: 
a) three audio perception exercises using the Kahoot application to distinguish between [ʎ] and
[j]; b) three reading exercises using texts containing 10 [ʎ] sounds in different positions (10
words, 10 phrases and a paragraph); and c) a 1 min 30 s speech containing at least 8 words with
[ʎ]. In the post-training phase, participants repeated the activity carried out in pre-training.

We obtained and analysed a total of 284 samples, 138 from the pre-training phase and 146 
from the post-training phase. In Praat [7], all the audio files were manually labelled based on 
the transcription of SAMPA symbols [8] and the category of the types of sounds based on the 
structure of the formants. F1 and F2 values from the mid-point of each isolated consonant 
production were measured in Praat. A GLMM was run in R (v. 4.1.1) [9] to analyse the 
production of [ʎ] versus other non-target categories ([j], [ʒ], [dʒ], [ɟ]) in initial and intervocalic 
positions in the pre-training and post-training phases. 

In the pre-training phase, 82 % of palatal laterals [ʎ] were pronounced  — with a certain 
tendency to better pronounce it in the initial position — and the rest have been sub-divided into 
four types in the onset position (#CVC and CVC): [j], [ʒ], [dʒ] and the voiced palatal plosive 
[ɟ], of which the majority is [j] with 11.5 %. Of note is that they only produced the voiced 
fricative and affricate in the initial position (#CVC). After completing the perception and 
production activities, in the post-training phase, a significant improvement in the pronunciation 
of [ʎ] was attested  (p=.0017): the only case with a [ɟ] disappeared, there were fewer cases of 
[j] and [ʒ] and the number of voiced palatal laterals, [ʎ], increased to 91 % (Fig. 1), in both the
initial (p=.008) and intervocalic (p=.014) positions. In contrast, the affricate sound [dʒ] has
not evolved at all to the palatal lateral, which we believe is due to the idiosyncrasy of the
speaker but would need to be verified.

For L1 Catalan speakers, even though the [ʎ] sound clearly makes up the majority, a 
tendency has commenced, which is still weak, to substitute it for the voiced approximant [j] 
and, to a lesser degree, for the fricative [ʒ]. The activities significantly favour the learning of 
the voiced palatal lateral among L1 Catalan speakers and we have detected no differences in 
learning conditioned by the position, either initial or intervocalic.  
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Figure 1. Phonetic categories of pre-training and post-training productions of [ʎ] in the 
onset position of Catalan. 
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Prominence augmentation and maximization of contrast via glide epenthesis in 
Brazilian Portuguese 

Lucas Pereira Eberle1 
1Universidade Estadual de Campinas 

This study analyzes hiatus resolution through the epenthesis of a homorganic glide in 
Brazilian Portuguese, as in ‘fr[ea]r’ – ‘fr[eja]r’ (‘to break’) and ‘v[oɐ]’ – ‘v[owɐ]’ (‘to fly’ 
3p.sg.), and also the monophthongization via glide deletion, as in ‘cad[ej]ra’ – ‘cad[e]ra’ 
(‘chair’) and ‘r[ow]pa’ – ‘r[o]pa’ (‘cloth’) through a new perspective which considers 
positional prominence and vocoids contrast as relevant factors for the triggering or not of these 
phenomena. 

According to Beckman (1998), Smith (2005), and Becker et al. (2018), root, stressed, or 
initial syllables (also monosyllables) are prominent positions, either psycholinguistically 
and/or phonetically, and, therefore, demand prominent segmental material. Thus, the 
hypothesis is that through epenthesis the prominence is increased in strong syllables and that 
glide deletion will be less frequent in these syllables because it would decrease prominence. 
While in non-prominent positions, V1 raising or monophthongization is favored. 

Regarding vocoids contrast, according to Flemming (2004), Nevins (2012), Becker et al. 
(2018), Borroff (2003), Casali (2011) and others, vowel sequences with low or indistinct 
contrast (both in sonority and in acoustic dimensions F1 and F2) are less preferred in languages 
because they are less perceptually distinctive and, consequently, more avoided. Thus, the 
hypothesis is that the epenthesis also increases the sonority contrast between the vowels of a 
hiatus, likewise, vowel rising, though decreases sonority of the syllable, increases sonority 
contrast between V1 and V2, while less distinct diphthongs will tend to monophthongization 
because they are less perceptible. 

To test the hypotheses that positional prominence and vocoid contrast influence those 
phenomena, experiments were conducted to investigate the acceptability of glide epenthesis 
and deletion in real words and nonsense words. The experiments consisted of a Yes/No test, in 
which participants were presented with different pronunciations of the same word (‘fr[ea]r’, 
‘fr[eja]r’, ‘fr[ia]r’ – ‘to break’ and ‘cad[ej]ra’, ‘cad[e]ra’ – ‘chair’), and instructed to evaluate 
them as ‘natural’ or ‘unnatural’. The conditions manipulated were stressed vs unstressed 
positions, [‘vo.ɐ] – [vo’aɾ] (‘to fly’), initial vs non-initial, [‘how.pɐ] (‘cloth’) – [‘aw.kow] 
(‘alcohol’), and monossylables vs polissylables [gow] (‘goal’) – [dow’toɾ] (doctor’). 

A mixed-effects logistic regression model was fitted using lme4 (Bates et al. 2015) in R (R 
Development Core Team 2016) and the obtained results corroborated the hypotheses, although 
asymmetrically. The glide deletion was less preferred (judged ‘unnatural’) in strong positions, 
mainly in monosyllables, and the diphthongs in which the glide deletion was considered more 
acceptable ( judged as ‘natural’) were those with low or indistinct contrast in F2 [ow ej ɔw uw]. 
Epenthesis was more judged as ‘natural’ in stressed-V1 positions and roots (strong positions) 
while raising of V1 was more accepted in unstressed-V1 positions, as presented in (1). 

The Maximum Entropy Grammar (Goldwater & Johnson, 2003) was the reference to model 
the grammar that explains these phenomena. Unlike Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky, 
1993), it allowed more elegant modeling of grammar with variation, i.e., with the possibility 
of more than one output. By assigning weights to the constraints and using the frequencies of 
acceptance obtained in the experiments, it was possible to calculate, using the MaxEnt 
Grammar Tool (Hayes & Wilson, 2008), which output had the highest prediction in the object 
language. Although the results showed that the effects of positional prominence and acoustic 
dispersion were not uniform and symmetrical in these phenomena, the results demonstrate how 
acoustics and suprasegmental factors influence the perception of vowel sequences in Brazilian 
Portuguese. 
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(1) Results summary
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Conflicting effects of orthography on the de-regionalization of adolescent speech 
Šárka Šimáčková1, Václav Jonáš Podlipský1, Natalia Nudga2,3, Nikola Paillereau2,3 and 

Kateřina Chládková2,3  
1Faculty of Arts, Palacký University Olomouc, 2Faculty of Arts, Charles University,  

3Institute of Psychology, Czech Academy of Sciences 

Orthography affects the production and perception of sounds in an L2 [1, 2]. Children’s L1 
phonology also interacts with their knowledge of orthography [3]. Our study asks whether the 
degree to which adolescents’ regional accent approximates non-local speech depends on 
orthography. 

The phonology of Silesian Czech (SC), spoken in the northeast of the Czech Republic, 
differs from Common Czech (CC), the most widely spoken prestige interlanguage in the 
country [4], in the presence of the /i/-/ɨ/ contrast (CC having only 1 short high front V, /ɪ/) and 
the absence of contrasting V length [5, 6] (CC having long Vs, including /iː/). While these two 
features still distinguish contemporary SC from speech outside the region, they are conditioned 
by the speaker’s socio-economic status, urban or rural background, age, and education.  

This study tests these two characteristics in the speech of teenage grammar-school students 
from Opava, the cultural and economic center of western Silesia. We expect their accent to be 
affected by schooling, i.e. intensive experience with orthography, predicting opposite outcomes 
for the two contrasts: maintaining the local /i/-/ɨ/ contrast is supported by the use of two 
different letters (“i” and “y” respectively) in standard spelling, while the absence of the long-
short V contrast in regional speech is undermined by standard spelling, which consistently 
marks V length with a diacritic (e.g. “y” versus “ý”). Productions of the SC speakers are 
compared to CC speakers from Central Bohemia. 

Currently, data from 5 SC and 4 CC speakers (all female, age range 17–20) are analyzed 
(results of the full dataset of 9+9 speakers will be presented at the conference). Each speaker 
produced a total of 34 trisyllabic isolated words in a picture-naming task which was 
interspersed within a longer phrase-production task collecting a larger corpus. The 
orthographic representations of the intended words comprise 275 instances of the letter “i” (32 
word-final, 243 non-final), 400 of “y” (266 fin., 134 n-fin.), 162 of “í” (56 fin., 106 n-fin.) 
and 132 of “ý” (all n-fin.). 

Log-transformed V durations of the target Vs, and F1 and F2 (in ERB) of the short “i” or 
“y”, were modelled with 3 linear mixed-effects models in R. See Tables 1, 2 and 3 for the 
model formulas and fixed-effect coefficient estimates. The significant effect of V length 
without an interaction with Region indicates that the durational distinction between Vs 
represented in orthography as long and short did not differ reliably between SC and CC 
speakers. The significant interaction of V length with Position reflects final lengthening, 
evident especially in SC speakers (Fig. 1). Results for F1 or F2 did not show a significant effect 
of orthography or an interaction between Orthography and Region, indicating that there is only 
one short high front vowel category for both the CC and SC speakers irrespective of the “i”-
“y” distinction in spelling. A significant effect of Position on F2 shows that word-final vowels 
were more retracted (Fig. 3). The significant interaction between Orthography and Position for 
F1 indicates that vowels represented as “y” were more open when word-final (Fig. 2). 

These preliminary results suggest that teenage grammar-school-educated Silesian female 
speakers make a duration difference between vowels represented by standard orthography as 
long and short (at least in isolated words). Such distinction is not part of the phonology of the 
SC dialect. However, the importance of orthography in shaping these youngsters’ sound system 
is somewhat undermined by their merging of the contrasting Silesian vowels /i/ and /ɨ/ – 
a contrast which in orthography is represented by separate letters. Possible reasons for such 
conflicting effects of orthography will be discussed. 
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Model: log(Vdur) ~ Region * V length * Position + (1 + V length | Speaker) + (1 | Word) 
Table 1 Estimate Std. Error df t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept) 4.5751 0.0671 10.9601 68.1516 <0.0001 
Region (-1 CCz, +1 SC) 0.0602 0.0600 7.1123 1.0028 0.3489 
V length (-1 long, +1 short) -0.1313 0.0288 26.6361 -4.5596 0.0001 
Position (-1 wd-final, +1 non-final) -0.3080 0.0166 518.9106 -18.5970 <0.0001 
Region : V length 0.0064 0.0211 8.0416 0.3020 0.7703 
Region : Position -0.0500 0.0098 923.4034 -5.1279 <0.0001 
V length : Position -0.0850 0.0172 538.9757 -4.9356 <0.0001 
Region : V length : Position -0.0167 0.0098 924.6301 -1.7067 0.0882 

Model: F1 ~ Region * Orthography * Position + (1 + Orthography | Speaker) + (1 | Word) 
Table 2 Estimate Std. 

Error
df t value Pr(>|t|) 

(Intercept) 8.8148 0.3102 10.0546 28.4199 <0.0001 
Region (-1 CCz, +1 SC) 0.3608 0.2878 7.6593 1.2536 0.2469 
Orthography (-1 “i”, +1 “y”) 0.2276 0.1414 20.2914 1.6098 0.1229 
Position (-1 wd-final, +1 non-final) 0.1427 0.1392 23.1576 1.0250 0.3160 
Region : Orthography 0.0717 0.0905 19.7814 0.7924 0.4375 
Region : Position -0.1094 0.0871 605.1757 -1.2568 0.2093 
Orthography : Position -0.3689 0.1447 19.5110 -2.5506 0.0193 
Region : Orthography : Position -0.0974 0.0870 606.6661 -1.1201 0.2631 

Model: F2 ~ Region * Orthography * Position + (1 + Orthography | Speaker) + (1 | Word) 
Table 3 Estimate Std. Error df t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept) 20.5012 0.2325 10.9717 88.1958 <0.0001 
Region (-1 CCz, +1 SC) -0.2005 0.2125 8.1026 -0.9436 0.3726 
Orthography (-1 “i”, +1 “y”) 0.1299 0.1525 17.0266 0.8519 0.4061 
Position (-1 wd-final, +1 non-final) 0.4742 0.1225 20.9225 3.8707 0.0009 
Region : Orthography 0.1014 0.1238 11.0649 0.8195 0.4298 
Region : Position 0.0547 0.0842 603.8365 0.6503 0.5157 
Orthography : Position -0.0369 0.1263 17.7761 -0.2924 0.7734 
Region : Orthography : Postion -0.0833 0.0842 604.3006 -0.9896 0.3228 
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Higher pitch, lower range, and slower gestures but not slower speech: An
audiovisual compar ison of child-directed with adult-directed broadcasting

Yan Gu, University of Essex
Yanran Zhang, Communication University of Zhejiang

Researchers who study language production debate whether audience design is driven 
by speakers’ needs or by their audiences’ needs (e.g., Arnold et al., 2012; Aylett & 
Turk, 2004). TV broadcasting has a distinct recipient design where speakers seriously 
care about their imagined audiences. In broadcast discourse, intonation is typically 
carried by a higher pitch and a larger pitch variation than in ordinary conversations 
(Price, 2008). In addition, a study showed that head beats and eyebrow movements 
were associated with the phonological prosodic structure in Swedish newsreaders 
(Ambrazaitis & House, 2017). Furthermore, Swerts and Krahmer (2010) made the 
first attempt to investigate multiple cues in adult- and child-directed programmes and 
found that newsreaders are more expressive when addressing children than adults. 
However, their broadcasting research had a small sample size (N=2) and used a 
between-subject comparison. Moreover, across languages (Cox et al., 2022), 
child-directed speech is characterised by exaggerated intonation, a wider pitch range 
and a slower speaking rate (e.g., Cristia, 2013; Han et al., 2022), and speakers 
increase their iconic gesture rate for a child listener compared to an adult listener 
(Campisi & Özyürek, 2013). It is still unclear how the same broadcasters adjust their 
multimodal communication when producing the same content for adults and children.

We investigated how broadcasters organize their audiovisual language production 
on both a regular adult-directed and a child-directed programme. Thirty-six future 
broadcasters produced live programmes in which they explained four pictures to an 
imagined adult and child audience, respectively (within-subject, counterbalancing 
sequences). To avoid gender differences (e.g., Kiepura et al., 2021; Sim, 2021), 
participants were all female. We analysed speech prosody (e.g., F0, intensity, 
speaking rate) of 3888 utterances through Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2019) and 
visual cues of 8486 gestures (e.g., gesture types, gesture rate, duration, and saliency, 
Chu et al., 2014) through Elan (Wittenburg et al., 2006) as a function of broadcasting 
programmes.

The findings revealed that (Table 1 and Table 2), compared to adult-directed 
programme, child-directed broadcasting had 1) a higher mean F0, F0_max and 
F0_min (all ps < .001), but a smaller F0 range (p < .001). The smaller F0 range is due 
to a ceiling effect that the increase in F0_max (0.47 semitone, p<.001) was less than 
that of the F0_min (0.89 semitone, p<.001); 2) more salient gestures (larger size)
(p=.006); 3) a higher representational (p < .001) and pointing gesture rate (p < .001) 
but a lower pragmatic/interactive gesture rate (p < .001); 4) was not slowed down in 
speaking rate (p=.65) but slowed down in each representational gesture (gesture 
phases lasted longer) (p=.002).
  Our study made the first attempt to quantitively document multimodal 
child-directed and adult-directed communication in a broadcasting context. It shows 
that certain signal channels are not audience-oriented, whereas other channels may 
compensate for it (gesture rate vs. speaking rate). The distinction between speaker-and 
audience- orientation is not binary, but the mechanism should be understood as the 
incorporation of both processes simultaneously via different information channels 
according to the context.
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Table 1. Means (and SD) and results (beta and p) of prosodic cues for each condition.
Dep Variables ProgrammeADB ProgrammeCDB p values
Mean_F0 (ST) 27.15(1.22) 27.99(1.29) 0.83***
SDF0 (ST) 58.47(6.39) 60.73(6.98) 2.31***
Max_F0 (ST) 36.07(1.52) 36.53(1.37) 0.47***
Min_F0 (ST) 16.14(2.07) 17.04(1.91) 0.89***
F0 range (ST) 15.08(2.59) 14.28(2.30) -0.78***
Speaking rate 0.71(0.03) 0.71(0.04) -0.002
Avg_Intensity (dB) 58.13(3.33) 58.30(3.57) 0.18
Intensity range (dB) 34.91(2.47) 34.88(2.55) -0.034
Pausing rate 0.33(0.07) 0.33(0.07) 0.36
Avg. pause dur (sec) 0.40(0.09) 0.40(0.10) 0.54
Numbers of pauses 24.72(8.60) 23.83(8.64) -0.94

Table 2. Means (and SD) and results (beta and p) of gestures for each condition.
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The relevance and weighting of prosodic cues in question interpretation 
Marieke Einfeldt1, Ekaterina Kazak2, Angela James1, Rita Sevastjanova1, Daniela 

Wochner1, Katharina Zahner-Ritter3, Nicole Dehé1 and Bettina Braun1 
1University of Konstanz, 2University of Manchester, 3University of Trier 

We investigate the well-formedness of rhetorical questions (RQs) and information-seeking 
questions (ISQs) in German by means of a multiple-cue perception study. Previous research 
has shown that RQs are produced with longer duration and more frequent breathy voice quality 
than ISQs. Rhetorical wh-questions showed a steep low-rising accent (LH)* and an almost 
obligatory fall (L-%); wh-ISQs had a rising nuclear accent L+H* and both low and rising edge 
tones. Polar RQs mostly had a steep low-rising nuclear accent (LH)* and a final mid-high 
plateau (H-%), while polar ISQs most often had a low or low-rising nuclear accent (L*/L+H*) 
and a high-rising edge tone (H-^H%; [1]). Data from a semi-spontaneous production task 
showed that speakers preferred wh-syntax for RQs over polar question syntax [2]. 

To test the relative importance of different prosodic cues and cue combinations in the 
prenuclear and nuclear region, two perception studies were conducted using an Active Learning 
System (AL [3], cf. [4]). We created 12 polar (1) and 12 wh-questions (2). Overall, we tested 
9216 items, which prosodically were combinations of (i) one of three prenuclear accents or no 
accent (later recoded as the binary variable present/absent), (ii) one of six nuclear accents, (iii) 
one of four edge tones, (iv) modal or breathy voice in the prenuclear region, and (v) overall 
long or short duration. Participants judged whether a given question was an ISQ or not (Ex. I) 
or an RQ or not (Ex. II). The AL allowed for keeping the human labelling effort feasible; each 
participant labelled 88 items in each experiment. The AL learned the cue weights iteratively. 
Participants were split into two groups by the AL according to whether they were sensitive to 
the nuclear accent and edge tone (Group I) or not (Group II), based on their responses to the 
first 24 items. For each experiment, we report results of the larger Group I (Ex. I: 77% of 
participants; Ex. II: 84%). We used a boosting algorithm [5] on the labelled data to determine 
the cues that improved each model’s accuracy. Separate linear regression models tested the 
cues’ contribution to ISQ/RQ interpretation (N=384 conditions). We used the cues with an 
accuracy gain <1% as reference level (intercept) in the regression models. 

In Ex. I (ISQs), the responses of 62 participants led to the following cues as intercept: wh; 
breathy; long; prenuclear accent present; the sets H*/L+H* and L-%/H-%. Nine cues or 
combinations thereof increased the probability of ISQ interpretation (light grey bars in the left-
hand panel of Figure 1), while five decreased it (dark grey bars). In Ex. II (RQs), the responses 
of 67 participants led to the following cues as intercept: polar; modal; short; no prenuclear 
accent; the sets H*/L+H*/H+!H* and L-%. Ten cues or combinations thereof increased the 
probability of RQ interpretation (light grey bars in the right-hand panel of Figure 1). Only the 
presence of a prenuclear accent decreased the probability of RQ interpretation (dark grey bar). 

Ex. I and II corroborate findings from previous production studies ([1], [2]): The cues long 
duration, breathy voice quality and wh-syntax as well as combinations thereof increased the 
RQ interpretation in Ex. II (see Figure 1), while the respective counterparts increased the ISQ 
interpretation in Ex. I. With respect to intonation, (LH)* and H-% increased the RQ 
interpretation in Ex. II and decreased an ISQ interpretation in Ex. I. Also, L* L-% increased 
the RQ interpretation and decreased an ISQ interpretation, indicating that flat contours are more 
often interpreted as rhetorical. Two accent types (H*, L+H*) and the edge tone L-% were 
compatible with both ISQs and RQs. Overall, our data corroborate earlier studies on the cues 
relevant to RQs and ISQs, yet with a much bigger dataset and a larger range of cues. Results 
will be discussed with respect to the modelling of a prosodic grammar for RQs vs. ISQs. 
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(1) Mag denn jemand Karneval? (polar question)
Does anyone like carnival?

(2) Wer mag denn Karneval? (wh-question)
Who likes carnival?

Figure 1. Cues increasing (light grey) and decreasing (dark grey) the ISQ (left panel) or 
RQ interpretation (right panel). 
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A comparison of Spanish and Gipuzkoa Basque vowels produced by Basque-Spanish 
bilinguals 

Peng Li1, Clara Martin2, and Natalia Kartushina1 
1Center for Multilingualism in Society across the Lifespan, University of Oslo, Norway 

2Basque Center on Cognition, Brain and Language, Spain 
Bilinguals partition the phonological systems of their languages as a function of language 

proficiency and use. For instance, Catalan-dominant, but not Spanish-dominant, Catalan-
Spanish bilinguals keep the mid-vowel distinction in Catalan speech, a contrast that does not 
exist in Spanish [1], [2]. Simultaneous Basque-Spanish bilinguals delaterize the palatal lateral 
/ʎ/ to fricative /ʝ/ in Spanish but keep the /ʎ-ʝ/ distinction in Basque [3]. Interestingly, 
simultaneous bilinguals may divide the vowel space to fit two L1 vowel systems despite 
redundancies [4]. However, previous research mostly looked at the phonological differences 
between bilinguals’ two L1s where one language lacks a contrast present in the other (e.g., 
Catalan /e-ɛ/ vs. Spanish /e/). Are there differences systematically? Do bilinguals distinguish 
the phonemes in production when their L1s have identical phonemes, for instance, vowels? 

This study took Basque and Spanish as our target languages as both languages have five 
vowel phonemes /a, e, i, o, u/. Based on previous research on early bilinguals, we hypothesized 
that bilinguals would show distinctive phonetic realizations of the two sets of vowels in Basque 
and Spanish. In addition, although the acoustic descriptions of several Basque variants have 
been documented, like Mixean [5] and Goizueta Basque [6], some variants are still 
underinvestigated, such as Gipuzkoa Basque, which is the most spoken in the Basque Country. 

Fourty-seven Basque-Spanish early bilinguals from Gipuzkoa, Basque Country, Spain, 
participated in a word reading task. They read five Basque words and five Spanish words five 
times. The first syllable of each word contained one of the five Basque and Spanish vowels 
(e.g., Basque bOtu ‘vote’; Spanish bOta ‘boot’). This design elicited 2,349 tokens (47 
participants × 5 words × 2 languages × 5 repetitions - 1 missing token). We manually annotated 
the steady part of each target vowel and extracted the mid-point of the first three formants (F1, 
F2, and F3). Then, the formant values were transformed into Bark values (Z1, Z2, and Z3). The 
vowel height was thus represented by Z3-Z1 (henceforth Height), and the vowel backness was 
represented by Z3-Z2 (henceforth Backness). Figure 1 visually plots the data with Bark 
normalized values.  

We built two Linear Mixed Models with vowel Height and Backness as the dependent 
variables. For both models, the fixed effects included vowel (/a, e, i, o, u/), language (Basque 
vs. Spanish), and their interaction; the random effects included a random intercept of 
participant with two random slopes, one for vowel and the other for language. We found a 
significant two-way Vowel by Language interaction for Height, χ² = 13.21, p = .010, and 
Backness, χ² = 19.87, p = .001. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons adjusted with false discovery 
rate method confirmed that the Basque /i/ was lower than the Spanish /i/, t = 2.35, p = .019; the 
Basque /o/ and /u/ were more fronted than the Spanish /o/, t = 3.89, p < .001, and /u/, t = 4.29, 
p < .001, respectively. No significant between-language differences were found for /a/ and /e/. 
Hence, bilinguals demonstrated differentiation of the two vocal systems of their native 
languages, although the two languages had the same vowel inventories at the phonological 
level. Note that there was considerable between-speaker variability in production. 

To conclude, this study provided new data on vowel production in a relatively less reported 
language, the Gipuzkoa Basque, that could be used as a reference for Basque (monolingual 
Basque speakers are quasi-inexistent in the Basque Country). Our bilingual data partially 
supported the assumption that early bilingual speakers try to tease the two phonological 
systems apart in speech production. Since there was considerable variability between 
participants, further analyses will tackle the role of language use and switching habits in the 
degree of overlap between bilinguals’ two phonological systems. 
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Figure 1. Bark-normalized vowel height and vowel backness for Gipuzkoa Basque and 
Spanish vowels. Boldface letters represent the mean value; ellipses cover 67% of the data in 

each vowel category; and the light-coloured letters represent individual tokens. 
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Dialogical speech and quality of life in Italian speakers affected by hypokinetic dysarthria 
Barbara Gili Fivela, Anna Chiara Pagliaro, Sonia d’Apolito 

University of Salento & CRIL-DReAM, Lecce 

Hypokinetic dysarthria is a speech motor disorder that involves a decrease in muscle 
strength and tone, resulting in reduced range and/or accuracy in the coordination of movements 
[1]. As far as speech is concerned, it causes changes in phonation, in the articulation of 
segments and in the production of prosody, with a marked variability in speech rate related to 
sudden accelerations and 'inappropriate' pauses [2,3,4,5]. The resulting speech characteristics 
play an important role in modifying communicative abilities, as lowering speech accuracy 
affects the intelligibility of the message, but also in modifying the speaker's perception of his 
or her psycho-social identity - which is built in linguistic interactions, changes over time and 
is not homogeneous [6,7] - with consequences for the speaker's perception of the quality of his 
or her life. Various self-assessment questionnaires are used to quantify what impact a certain 
pathology, a certain stage of its evolution, or a therapeutic intervention has on a patient's life. 
The main goals of the present investigation is to verify if the phonetic analysis of the oral 
productions of Italian dysarthric speakers supports the self-assessment of their quality of life 
(QoL-Dys [8]), with a focus on interaction-related aspects. The hypotheses are that phonetic 
features are affected by pathology and correlate with subject's assessments. 

Twelve Italian speakers particpated in the study: eight subjects suffering from Parkinson's 
disease and mild hypokinetic dysarthria (PDs), together with four control speakers (CTRs). 
They were not cognitively impaired (MOCA >= 24), they were from and lived in the Apulia 
region and were age matched as much as possible (mean age: PDs 63 y.o., CTRs 59 y.o.). 
Subjects were asked 1) to participate in a Map-Task dialogue [9], and 2) to describe, also 
through interaction with the experimenter, images corresponding to some of the icons also 
found in the Map-Task. Acoustic data were acquired in a quite room with an external sound 
card (Edirol capture UA-5) and Shure directional microphones (SM86), using two separate 
channels. Speech productions were transcribed orthographically [10] and manually segmented 
into units of different hierarchical and qualitative levels by implementing different tiers in 
PRAAT. Analyses regard (a) descriptive statistics on control and dysarthric speech, concerning 
a1) percentage and type (e.g., Giver/Follower) of dialogic turns, a2) number and position of 
pauses, broken down into infra- and intra-speech turn pauses; b) acoustic measures, such as b1) 
dialogue duration; (b2) pause duration; (b3) articulation and speech rate; (b4) the disfluency 
index [11]. A Z test of proportions is used to statistically compare descriptive data (a) 
concerning PD and CTR speech, while Linear Mixed Effect Models are used to investigate 
acoustic measures in (b). Finally, correlations between QoL-Dys scores and acoustic 
measurements are investigated by means of the Kendall's coefficient tau-b. 

Preliminary results on 4 out of 8 PDs and 3 out of 4 CTRs show that some of the investigated 
measures are affected by pathology and also seem to be correlated with subjects’ self-
evaluation. Specifically, average duration of dialogues and turns tend to be shorter in 
pathological subjects, the duration of Pause_infra is highly variable (e.g., remarkably long in 
PD2_F – see Fig.1), Pause_intra seems less variable and slightly shorter in PDs in MapTask 
dialogues only (Fig.1, left), and the Disfluency Index tend to be higher in PDs, especially in 
MapTasks and mostly in Giver turns (see Fig.2). Further, speakers QoL-Dys evaluation 
correlates with some acoustic measures, as in the case of duration of infra_turn Pauses and the 
perception of being slowly in speaking and finding difficulties in talk during emergency, or the 
high disfluency index correlating with the difficulty in asking long and articulated questions. 
Of course, more material and analyses are needed to robustly generalize results, though they 
suggest that self-evaluations may also offer keys to interpret the variability that is often 
observed in speech characteristics of dysarthric subjects. 
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Figure 1. Average duration of pauses and disfluencies in Map-task dialogues (left) and Image 
interactive descriptions (right) by 4 PDs and 3 CTRs. 

Figure 2. Dysfluency index in Map-Tasks by 4 PDs and 3 CTRs (F= follower, G= giver). 
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The Influence of Contextual and Talker F0 Information on Fricative Perception 
Orhun Uluşahin1, Hans Rutger Bosker1,2, James M. McQueen1,2, Antje S. Meyer1

1 Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, 2 Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour 

Speech perception is extensively influenced by contrastive acoustic context effects [1], such 
as the contrastive effect of fundamental frequency (F0) on the perception of voiceless 
fricatives’ spectral center of gravity (CoG). That is, lower F0 contexts elicit a higher CoG 
perception and higher F0 contexts elicit a lower CoG perception [2]. However, it remains 
unknown whether knowledge of a talker’s typical F0 profile (i.e., as opposed to context) can 
have similar effects. This study therefore investigated whether talker-bound F0 information 
can cause perceptual biases in the same contrastive direction.   

In Experiment 1, female native Dutch listeners (N=10) categorized target words as the Dutch 
words sok “sock” (/sɔk/) or sjok “(I) trudge” (/ʃɔk/). The target words were created by replacing 
the original fricatives in a female native Dutch speaker’s natural utterances of the words sok 
and sjok with tokens from an 8-step fricative continuum between /s/ and /ʃ/ (modelled on the 
same speaker). The target words were preceded by the carrier sentence Nu komt het word… 
“Now comes the word…” The carrier and the vowel /ɔ/ in the target words were pitch-shifted 
±4 semitones to create High-F0 and Low-F0 conditions respectively, accompanied by an 
unshifted Mid-F0 control condition. Across 240 randomized trials containing all F0 conditions 
and fricative steps, participants categorized ambiguous fricatives from the synthesized fricative 
continuum as being more /s/-like in the Low-F0 trials compared to the High-F0 trials. 

In Experiment 2, another group of participants (N = 32) listened to 20 minutes of speech 
from the same talker whose speech had been pitch-shifted ±4 semitones to create High-F0 and 
Low-F0 talker groups, respectively. After the exposure phase, participants performed a 2AFC 
task in which they categorized words containing fricatives from a 5-step subset (on account of 
ceiling effects observed in Exp. 1) of the original 8-step continuum (i.e., original steps 3-7) as 
sok or sjok. Crucially, in the test phase, the carrier sentence and the F0 context manipulation 
were removed, given the tendency of proximal context to take over talker information (e.g., 
[3]). Thus, participants encountered the same Mid-F0 acoustic context on each trial. Despite 
the lack of variability in the immediate context, participants in the Low-F0 talker group 
perceived the synthesized fricative continuum as being more /s/-like compared to the High-F0 
talker group. This pattern persisted over a large number of trials (i.e., 160) but only became 
statistically robust after the first 40 trials, suggesting that participants may have needed to train 
themselves on the continuum. During this training period, participants from both groups 
overwhelmingly categorized targets as containing /ʃ/, and a global /ʃ/ bias was observed 
throughout the experiment, despite the subsequent divergence in response proportions. 

Two further experiments (N = 32 in each) were run with methodological adjustments in an 
attempt to minimize the interference of the biases observed in Experiment 2. Experiment 3 was 
run online, and Experiment 4 was run in person. In both of these experiments, the 5-step subset 
of the original continuum was shifted to the original continuum steps 2-6 to sound more /s/-
like, four practice trials with feedback (i.e., correct/incorrect) were introduced to the 2AFC task 
with original steps 1 and 8 as stronger endpoints, and breaks were removed from the 2AFC 
task. While these methodological changes eliminated the early /ʃ/ bias, they failed to eliminate 
the global /ʃ/ bias. Furthermore, neither experiment replicated the results of Experiment 2 as 
the observed effects were assimilatory rather than contrastive (i.e., the High-F0 talker groups 
perceived the continuum as being more /s/-like than the Low-F0 groups), and this effect was 
significant in Experiment 4. 

Overall, the effect of the immediate acoustic context in Experiment 1 aligns with previous 
work while the effect of talker F0 remains unclear. Further research is required to establish the 
reliability of the talker effects, and whether they are contrastive or assimilatory in nature. 
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Figure 1. Response proportions across 
F0 conditions and fricative steps in 

Experiment 1. 

Figure 2. Response proportions across 
talker groups and fricative steps in 

Experiment 2. 

Figure 3. Response proportions across 
talker groups and fricative steps in 

Experiment 3. 

Figure 4. Response proportions across 
talker groups and fricative steps in 

Experiment 4. 
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Plapper – a smartphone app for self recording: Exploration of vowel spaces 
Stefanie Jannedy1 and Melanie Weirich2 

1Leibniz ZAS Berlin, 2Friedrich-Schiller-Univiersity, Jena 

Criado-Perez’s 2019 book Invisible Women: Exposing Data Bias in a World Designed for 
Men [1], was a painful reminder that phonetic studies, which are traditionally conducted in our 

laboratories, samples, at best, data from a fairly homogenous groups of volunteers rather than 

a cross-section of the population. Therefore, phonetics is generally unable to account for or 

even approximate “speech variation in the wild”. With the Covid-pandemic coming into full 

swing in 2020 and lockdowns preventing any data-driven phonetics work, the need for a 

method to collect speech data remotely became inevitable. Aside from this, phoneticians have 

long observed their own data-gap as we often sample student populations rather than people 

adhering to regular work hours and then rush home to take care of their families, that work two 

shifts or that simple will not ever be convinced to come to our laboratory.  

We now have developed a smart-device app to sample the German-speaking population in 

Germany. It’s name is Plapper and it runs on Android and iOS and allows for people recording 

themselves in their own natural habitat without having to come to the lab thereby addressing 

the observer’s paradox. The smart-device app we are using is modelled after earlier versions 

of a similar app deployed in Switzerland [2], the UK [3, 4] and Belgium [5]. 

Plapper is a tool that can be used for recordings of sentences balanced for specific target 

sounds (like vowels or fricatives) but also for monologues or responses to open questions. 

Recordings are in wav-format and have a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz. What sets Plapper 

apart from other crowd-sourcing efforts is that we specifically inquire participants’ social 

attributes like age, education, sex, gender and sexual orientation. Through this meta data, we 

gain insights into social variation aside from regional variation.  

Due to full control over the backend, we can add different sentences for reading tasks or 

open questions for free recordings. While Plapper is already available in app stores, we’ve 

engaged in an extended testing phase now, gathering data from family, friends, students, 

colleagues and acquaintances and all of their social networks in the north and east of Germany 

for a proof-of-concept study. Previous work has shown that the spectral characteristics of 

fricative recordings done via smart device versus in the laboratory did not differ [6] (see Fig. 

1: from [6]) and that the audio quality is suitable for analyses of spectral differences [5].  

So far, more than 75 people from in or around Hamburg, Berlin, and Dresden have submitted 

their data for analyses. We are consistently downloading and semi-automatically labelling the 

audio recordings with WebMaus [7] and hand-correcting the demarcations for specific 

segments. Currently, we focus on vowel differences and overall vowel spaces but also 

particular vowel characteristics (e.g. a more fronted /u/ in eastern parts of Germany).  
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(1) 

Figure 1. Comparison of spectral characteristics (Spectral moments: Standard deviation 
(sd), Center of Gravity (CoG) and Discrete Cosine Transformation Coefficients (DCT1, 
DCT2)), of the five German fricatives /ç f s ʃ χ/ of data recorded via smart devices (left) 

versus in the laboratory (right). Data from [2], analyses by [6]. 
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Beat gestures can drive recalibration of lexical stress perception 
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The acoustic realization of speech can vary dramatically between speakers and situations, 
potentially making it difficult to interpret it unimodally. Listeners may therefore use visual 
cues to help them disambiguate the auditory signal. For instance, when an ambiguous sound 
/a?a/ midway between /aba/ and /ada/ is presented to a listener together with a video of a talker 
producing either a visual /aba/ or /ada/, listeners – over time – learn to perceive the ambiguous 
sound as the sound indicated by the visual articulatory cues [1]. That is, participants who heard 
ambiguous /a?a/ paired with visual /aba/ categorized a subsequently presented audio-only /aba 
– ada/ continuum as more /aba/-like. Conversely, when /a?a/ was paired with visual /ada/,
listeners were more likely to perceive /ada/. Listeners are thus capable of adjusting their
perceptual boundaries based on visual information, which leads to long lasting changes in their
auditory perception. This effect is called visually-guided recalibration.

In this study we tested if manual beat gestures can also recalibrate listeners’ perceptual 
categories of suprasegmental aspects of speech, specifically lexical stress. Beat gestures, 
simple up-and-down movements of the hand, are usually aligned to stressed syllables. As such 
their alignment can influence online stress perception [2]. That is, if an ambiguously stressed 
word is paired with a video of a talker producing a beat gesture, listeners are more likely to 
perceive stress on the syllable indicated by the beat gesture. However, it is unclear if this beat 
gesture effect has long-lasting consequences for perception. In other words, can beat gestures 
recalibrate perception of lexical stress? 

We tested 80 participants using a recalibration paradigm, including audiovisual exposure 
and an audio-only test phase. In exposure, participants were repeatedly presented with an 
ambiguously stressed /ka.nɔn/ midway between Dutch CAnon [strong-weak (SW); “canon”] 
and kaNON [weak-strong (WS); “cannon”]. Ambiguously stressed items were created by F0 
interpolation, while duration and intensity were kept constant and average values. Critically, 
ambiguous /ka.nɔn/ was disambiguated by a beat gesture on either the first (SW-bias group) or 
second syllable (WS-bias group). Participants were expected to learn during passive 
viewing/listening in the exposure phase that the ambiguous stress cues on /ka.nɔn/ indicated 
either initial (SW-bias group) or final stress (WS-bias group). Participants were then presented 
with an audio-only test phase with two blocks (order counterbalanced between participants): 
segmental overlap and generalization. In the segmental overlap block, participants were asked 
to categorize five ambiguous tokens, each presented 15 times, from the CAnon – kaNON 
continuum (based on F0 manipulation) as either SW or WS using a 2AFC task. In the 
generalization block, participants categorized a continuum of a novel word pair: VOORnaam 
[SW; “first name"] – voorNAAM [WS; “respectable”]. Results from GLMMs indicated that 
participants from the SW-bias group gave more SW responses across the entire continuum in 
both blocks compared to the WS-bias group (Figure 1).  

This study suggests that visual beat gestures can have a lasting effect on subsequent audio-
only perception, which we interpret as recalibration. Moreover, this effect generalizes to novel 
items, which is considered evidence for abstraction of phonological units [3]. We conclude that 
listeners can use the visual modality and the timing of seemingly meaningless hand gestures to 
adapt to suprasegmental variability in speech.  
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Figure 1. Design and results. In the exposure phase, the SW-bias group (beat on 1st syllable) 
learned that the ambiguous /ka.nɔn/ indicated initial stress. The WS-bias group (beat on 2nd 
syllable) learned the same auditory token indicated final stress. In the subsequent audio-only 
test phase participants from the SW-bias group perceived the CAnon – kaNON (seg. overlap) 
and VOORnaam – voorNAAM (generalization) continua as more SW-like, while the WS-bias 
group perceived the same continua as more WS-like.  
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Characteristics of boundary marking for parenthesis - Relationship between 
prosodic boundary marking and breathing patterns 

Valéria Krepsz 
1Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, 2Hungarian Research Centre for Linguistics 

According to a group of previous studies on the prosodic characteristics of parenthesis (cf. 
[1], [2]), linguistic elements embedded into matrix sentences generate new intonational phrases 
(IP), namely, they split the original sentence into two IPs. However, other studies suggest that 
different prosodic strategies can also be observed in the case of embedded clauses. In some 
examples, the inserted IP may be built in as a unit of the tone group of the first clause [3]. 
Peters [4] analyzed the realization of different syntactic parentheticals in spontaneous speech. 
The results corroborated that the embedding speech unit does not necessarily create a separate 
IP, moreover, although the parenthesis can form its own IP, it does not split the original phrase 
into two separate IPs in all cases. In addition, respiration pattern is closely related to the length 
and syntactic structure of the intended speech production (cf. [5]). Previous research has shown 
that inhalation mostly occurs at the syntactic boundary [6], but the synchronicity of speech and 
breath planning and production is still quite unclear. The previous research mostly focused on 
English and German, but not for Hungarian, however its prosody is typologically different from 
the prosody of the other languages, e.g. information structure in Hungarian is primarily 
expressed by word order, and the position of focus is defined syntactically. The question arises 
as to how the prosodic structure and the breathing patterns of the parenthesis interrelate, and 
what kind of correlation can be found with the length and syntactic structure of the speech 
units. The aim of the study is therefore to investigate how prosodic boundary markers and 
breathing circles are realized in shorter and longer embedded sentences of different structures. 

The material consisted of 16 sentences (3 times repetitions) read out by 10 Hungarian 
speakers. The original sentences consisted of 2 clauses, to which an embedding one was added. 
The sentences are built up of clauses with different lengths in different combinations: long (L, 
21±1 syll) - short (S; 7±1 syll); S – L; S – L – L, etc. The recordings were annotated at sentence 
and IP level, and the last syllable before the boundaries was marked using Praat [7]. To examine 
prosodic boundary marking, the occurrence and duration of silent pauses and creaky voice, the 
variation in f0 and intensity values, and the appearance of phrase-final lengthening at the 
boundary of clauses and sentences were analyzed. Respiration was measured using the 
RespTrack device that consisted of two belts attached to the abdomen and chest to record the 
timing pattern and amplitude of inhalation and exhalation in synchrony with speech. These 
features were focusing on the possible boundaries within the sentences. The statistical analysis 
was conducted using R program [8].  

The results showed considerable heterogeneity depending on the structure of the sentence 
and the individual strategies of the speakers. The results corroborated the effect of the length 
and syntactic structure of the clauses: the occurrence of the prosodic boundary markers are less 
frequent and showed less divergence from realization in non-boundary position after the shorter 
clauses than after the longer ones, i.e. shorter sentences formed a discrete IP less often than 
longer sentences. The most systematic prosodic boundary marker was the occurrence of a silent 
pause, followed by phrase final lengthening and changes in f0, while the decrease in intensity 
appeared mainly in the sentence-end position. The prosodic marking of the boundaries 
accompanied by breathing was also more prominent. In addition to the effect of the syntactic 
structure and length of the embedding clauses, there were also significant individual differences 
in the realization of the sentences both in terms of prosody and breathing patterns.  

The results provide more information on the interdependence between the syntactic and 
prosodic structure of communication and the prosodic and respiratory planning of speech 
production, and a basis for comparison with other types of languages. 
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Response tokens in the lab and in the wild: Evidence from task-based and 
spontaneous conversations 

Alicia Janz, Simon Wehrle & Martine Grice 
IfL Phonetik – University of Cologne 

Interactive feedback is one of the main mechanisms in the coordination of speaker turns in 
human dialogue. Verbal response tokens produced by the listener, indicating passive recipiency 
(backchannels) or incipient speakership, are known to play an important role in the 
coordination of who speaks when [1]. They have been investigated in several studies, especially 
in task-oriented settings [1, 2]. However, the conversational demands of structured, task-
oriented communication may differ from those of naturally occurring free conversation, in 
which response tokens may be required to serve a wider range of functions [3]. 

Previous studies on German task-oriented dialogues have reported a predominance of the 
response tokens ja, okay, mmhm (mostly with rising intonation) and genau (mostly with falling 
intonation) [4, 5]. In this study we investigate the lexical choice and prosodic realisation (pitch 
movements in semitones) of passive recipiency (PR) and incipient speakership (IS) tokens in 
two conversational settings: (1) spontaneous face-to-face conversations and (2) task-oriented 
(Maptask [6]) conversations without visual contact. We recorded 10 German speakers in pairs 
in each of the two settings.  

In both settings speakers used similar proportions of PR and IS tokens (task-oriented: 83.8% 
(PR), 16.2% (IS), spontaneous: 76.7% (PR), 23.3% (IS)). For indicating passive recipiency, 
speakers used predominantly the standard response tokens ja and mmhm. However, in the 
spontaneous conversations, the proportion of other (non-standard) response tokens was much 
higher. For indicating incipient speakership in the Maptask, speakers showed a preference for 
different lexical tokens such as ja, okay, and genau, whilst in the spontaneous conversations 
the vast majority of response tokens were of the ja type (see Figure 1). In terms of prosodic 
realisation, most PR tokens in task-oriented conversations were produced with a rising 
intonation contour, while most PR tokens in spontaneous conversations carried a level or 
falling intonation contour. To indicate incipient speakership, speakers used mostly falling and 
level contours in both conversational settings (see Figure 2). In sum, we found similar 
proportions of passive recipiency and incipient speakership tokens in task-oriented and 
spontaneous conversations. However, while in task-oriented conversations the tokens’ 
functions are distinguished on the lexical and the prosodic level, speakers seemed to make less 
of a clear distinction between the two types of response tokens in the spontaneous 
conversational setting. 

Since social communication is an inherently multimodal process [7], in which non-verbal 
signals, such as the speaker’s eye-gaze have been shown to substantially influence the 
coordination of speaker turns [8], we speculate that while our speakers made extensive use of 
the speech channel in the task-oriented dialogues (where the visual channel is unavailable), 
they use this channel to a lesser extent in naturalistic dialogue where cues on the visual channel 
are also available. Our findings emphasise the importance of considering different 
conversational settings when investigating conversation. Additionally, they point us in new 
directions, such as the multimodal investigation of feedback in conversation, taking into 
account non-verbal channels such as eye gaze and gesture as well [9]. 
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Figure 1. Proportions of response token types and functions (PR: passive recipiency and IS: 
incipient speakership) in spontaneous and task-oriented conversational settings. 

Figure 2. Proportions of intonation contours indicating passive recipiency and incipient 
speakership in spontaneous and task-oriented conversational settings. 
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Phonetic Variation and Syllabic Structures in Italian Connected Speech
Loredana Schettino and Francesco Cutugno1 

1University of Naples Federico II 
In spontaneous conditions, speakers’ utterances consist of continuous chains of words. In 

the economy of production, segments tend to be under-specified in the speech signal and can 
undergo variation ranging from subtle weakening, vowel centralization or consonant lenition 
up to to deletion of segments or even of multiple syllables [1]. This kind of acoustic ̀ `reduction'' 
has been described as a common feature in spoken languages [2] which may result from 
speakers’ production accuracy in specific communicative situations [3] and linguistic factors, 
like prosodic features, e.g., lexical stress [4], lexical category, the discursive function [1]. In 
particular, [4] provided evidence that, in Italian, vowel centralization in unstressed syllables 
represents a structural feature independent of diaphasic and diatopic variation. This study aims 
at building upon this by investigating the phonetic variation patterns that may be observed in 
the speech chain with relation to specific linguistic structures, i.e., syllabic structures and stress. 

Given the evidence on the role of syllables as basic units of speech production and 
perception [2, 5], we investigate reduction phenomena in connected speech by comparing the 
syllables sequence expected at the phonological level to that observed at phonetic level. The 
data consists in Italian spoken narrative texts, “frog stories”, produced by 11 university students 
(Nocando corpus [6]). The phonological and phonetic annotations were obtained using the 
WebMAUS Basic services [7], manually edited in Praat [8] and syllabified according to the 
principles of sonority sequencing and onset maximization [9]. The alignment between the 
sequences of phonological and phonetic was evaluated using SCLITE, a tool included in the 
Speech Recognition Scoring Toolkit (SCTK) provided by the NIST. The evaluation output 
reports as “Deletion” (D) cases of phonological syllable without correspondent at the phonetic 
level; “Substitutions” (S) phonetic syllables that differ from the corresponding phonological 
one; “Correct” (C), case of equivalence between phonetic and phonologic syllables. The 
phonological syllables were also annotated for their structure (V, C) and contextual saliency 
(lexical stress). For Substitutions, the syllabic position subjected to variation is also considered 
(Onset, Nucleus, Coda). To evaluate the role of lexical stress and syllabic structure on phonetic 
variation and control for individual variability Generalized Linear Mixed Models were fitted. 
First, with the evaluation levels as binomial responses, Syllabic Structure and Lexical Stress as 
fixed effects, and Speaker as a random effect; then, with the Substitutions subset, the syllabic 
position subjected to variation as binomial responses, Lexical Stress as fixed effect. 

The analysis is based on 940 syllables at the phonological level. 67% are phonetically 
realized as expected (C), 24% are subjected to variation (S), 9% have been deleted. As expected 
[4], reduction processes mostly, and significantly, concern unstressed syllables, fig1.a. 
However, we found that while unstressed syllables are more likely to be deleted rather than 
stressed ones, both can be almost equally subjected to substitution. In fact, systematic relations 
emerged between the stress condition and the position of the change in the syllable. Namely, 
lexical stress prevents variation of the syllables’ nuclei, i.e., deletion or change like 
centralization, which concerns unstressed syllables instead, but allows for onset changes (such 
as lenition or assimilation phenomena). As for the syllabic structure, fig. 1.b. CV represents 
the most frequent structure [9] and the most stable and resistant to variation. Instead, V and VC 
structures are most prone to deletion and to restructuring processes in the speech chain whereas 
complex structures (CCV, CVC) tend to simplification. This finding seems in line with 
Greenberg's observation that syllable onsets are generally preserved while coda or nuclear 
constituents are more frequently subjected to underspecification [5]. This study allowed for the 
description of reduction processes related to linguistic structures which are, to a certain extent, 
independent from sociolinguistic factors, which contributes to improve our insight on speech 
production and comprehension mechanisms in spontaneous communication. 
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Figure 1. Frequency (%) of the evaluation output cases per lexical stress condition (1 = 
stressed, 0 = unstressed, 1.a, left) and per syllabic structure (1.b, right). 

Dataset Response Fixed Effect Estimate SE Pr(>|z|) 
All syll Deletion stress -1.56 0.40 0.40 

" Substitution stress -0.33 0.18 0.055 
" Substitution CV -0.63 0.28 0.023 
" Deletion V 2.43 0.92 0.008 
" Deletion VC 1.68 0.81 0.039 

Substituted syll Nucleus_substitution stress -1.13, 0.40 0.005 
Substituted syll Onset_substitution stress 0.81, 0.32 0.012 

Table 1. Relevant results from the statistical analysis. 
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Individual differences in child-directed prosody and gestures in broadcasting:
The role of empathy

Yanran Zhang, Communication University of Zhejiang
Yan Gu, University of Essex

Child-directed language (CDL) is a special multimodal communicative behaviour that 
differs from adult-directed language (ADL) in many aspects (e.g., prosody; gestures)
(Campisi & Ozyurek, 2013; Han et al., 2022; Hoff & Naigles, 2002; Perniss et al., 
2018). Despite a general tendency to find infant-directed speech across cultures (Cox 
et al., 2022), not everyone makes adaptations when talking to children. The degree of 
prosodic adjustments between ADL and CDL may be affected by individuals’ 
sensitivity and empathy levels (e.g., Kempe, 2009; Leerkes et al., 2009; Spinelli & 
Mesman, 2018). For example, Kempe (2009) found that empathy level has a positive 
correlation with adult-directed pitch, but that there is no such correlation when 
addressing infants. However, the experiment was only based on six given sentences, 
questioning the generalizability of the results. In addition, empathy levels predict 
gesture frequency and saliency (Chu et al., 2014), but no research has investigated the 
influence of empathy on individuals’ gesture adaptation for CDL. Furthermore, the 
setting of CDL is not confined to parent-child dyads - we know little about individual 
differences in prosodic and gesture adaptation in TV broadcasting, a distinctive 
non-caregiver context where broadcasters seriously care about their imagined 
audience. If empathy levels relate to language production, broadcasters who care 
more about their audiences should adjust their language more than broadcasters who 
care less. However, it is entirely unknown how empathy level will affect the prosodic 
and gestural adjustments in CDL.

The present study aimed to understand individual differences in adaptation 
between adult-directed and child-directed broadcasting. Forty-six future broadcasters 
were required to do a live broadcast explaining pictures both in a regular adults’ 
programme and a children’s programme (counterbalancing sequences). We examined 
whether participants’ empathy affected their degree of adjustment between the two 
programmes. To avoid gender differences, participants were all female.

The multimodal behaviours were annotated and analyzed in prosodic features 
(e.g., pitch, intensity, speaking rate) of 4916 utterances, and manual features (e.g., 
types, saliency, frequency) of 10843 gestures. The empathy levels of participants were 
coded through the Empathy Quotient questionnaire (Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 
2004) with 60 questions and a total score of 80. The mean score of empathy level was 
43.39 (SD=9.68, range 22-66). Results showed that there were interactions between 
participants’ empathy and broadcasting programmes: Compared to participants with 
lower empathy, those with a higher level of empathy adjusted significantly more in 
mean pitch, speaking rate, intensity, overall gesture saliency, frequency of 
representational and beat gestures between programmes. Specifically, 
higher-empathetic participants talked faster and louder with more variation in pitch, 
gestured with a larger size, and used more representational but fewer beat gestures in 
the child-directed programme, whereas lower-empathetic participants had a reversed 
pattern or displayed no differences. Additionally, regardless of programmes, 
participants with a higher empathy level used more representational but fewer 
pragmatic gestures. In sum, child-directed broadcasting has more audiovisual 
adjustment, but individuals’ empathy levels play a critical role in shaping the degree of 
adjustment between child-directed prosody and gestures.
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Figure 1. Empathy and prosody (up) and gestures (below) in CD and AD- broadcasting
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Sound symbolic interactions of cuteness and size in German long vowels 
Dominic Schmitz 

Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf, Germany 

When certain sounds combined with further sensory information become meaningful, one 
speaks of sound symbolism. One of the most well-researched types of sound symbolism is 
“size sound symbolism”: Some speech sounds, e.g. /i/, are associated with smallness, while 
other speech sounds, e.g. /a/, are associated with bigness [1, 2]. While there is a rather large 
body of research concerned with size sound symbolism itself, there is lack of research 
connecting size to other dimensions of the visual domain. The present study aims to deliver 
first results to fill this research gap. 

While the dimension of size was investigated in a multitude of studies on sound symbolism 
during the last decades [3, 4], another visual dimension was rarely considered: cuteness. 
Cuteness can be understood as a more complex form of simple geometric shape, as was 
investigated in previous research [5, 6]. Cuteness, especially from its biological perspective as 
comprised in the so-called “baby schema” [7], is a fundamental feature of human perception 
and correlates, among other things, with size [8]. Research on Japanese has shown that cuteness 
is also found as sensory information to be combined with speech sounds [9]. 

Taking into account both size and cuteness, the present study aimed at establishing a relation 
from “small” to “big” and from “not cute” to “cute” for long vowels of Standard German (i.e. 
/aː, ɛː, eː, iː, oː, øː, uː, yː/), providing further insight into the multimodal nature of sound 
symbolism. 

Two online forced-choice tasks (pilot study with 21 participants; main study with 80 
participants) were conducted using OpenSesame [10]. Disyllabic pseudowords were used as 
auditory stimuli, controlling for potentially confounding lexical [11] and contextual [12, 13] 
effects. In either syllable, stimuli’s nuclei consisted of one of the vowels under investigation. 
The simplex onsets of the open syllables consisted of one consonant, i.e. /d, f, j, k/ or /r/. In 
total, 96 pseudowords were used, i.e. 12 per vowel. Images of phantasy creatures [14] were 
used as visual stimuli. In each trial, participants were shown five differently sized versions of 
a randomly chosen creature. The participants’ task was to decide which image version matched 
the audio stimulus of a trial best. As cuteness judgements likely differ by participants, 
afterwards participants were again shown all creature images to judge them for their cuteness 
on a five point scale. 

The size response then entered a generalised additive mixed model regression analysis as 
dependent variable. Cuteness judgments, vowel, onset consonant types and phonological 
neighbourhood density were introduced as independent variables, while participant ID and age 
were included as random effects. Overall, /aː/ was found to be bigger than all other vowels, 
while /iː, yː/ were found to be smallest. Cuteness judgements did not show a significant effect 
on their own. However, having vowel quality and cuteness judgements interact, it was found 
that the size of the open vowel /a:/ increased with cuteness, while the size of the close vowels 
/iː, yː/ further decreased. Results were consistent across both the pilot and the main study. 

The present findings demonstrate that cuteness modifies the effect of size sound symbolism. 
With increasing cuteness, the vowel considered to be biggest is judged to be even bigger, while 
the vowels considered to be smallest are judged to be even smaller. It appears that sound 
symbolistic effects manifest in an intricate interaction when multiple visual dimensions are 
considered. The present findings contribute to the growing body of evidence for and the nature 
of sound symbolism and call for the incorporation of multiple dimensions into analyses.  
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Beyond WEIRDY: Learning of nonnative speech sounds by seniors 
Ocke-Schwen Bohn, Birgitte Poulsen, and Sidsel Rasmussen 

Department of English, Aarhus University, Denmark 

Just about everything that is known about speech sound learning involves participants who 
are WEIRDY: Western, Educated, from Industrialized, Rich and Democratic countries, and 
Young of age. The near-exclusive focus on young learners is unfortunate for both practical and 
theoretical reasons. Practical, because it is not known how successful the ever-increasing 
number of mentally well-functioning seniors can be at learning additional languages, and 
theoretical because current speech learning models [1, 2] base their claims regarding life-long 
speech learning abilities on evidence from young adults.  

This presentation reports on the first of a series of studies which examine speech learning 
abilities of people above the age of sixty. Our main question of this first study was whether age 
differences exist with respect to the efficacy of training syllable-initial /s-z/. To examine 
whether training, if effective, was restricted to one phonetic context, we were also interested in 
whether training of syllable-initial /s-z/ would have an effect on the perception of /s-z/ in the 
untrained final position. We also examined whether we could confirm previous findings which 
had shown that perceptual training had an effect on production (which was not trained).  

Fifty-one native Danish listeners with minimal English language experience participated in 
the first study: 26 participants aged 18-35 years (10 of which were controls), and 25 participants 
aged 60-75, of which 8 were controls. The controls and the trainees took part in pre- and post-
tests which examined the identification accuracy for English /z/ and /s/ in the two phonetic 
contexts (initial and final), with naturally produced tokens of CV and VC, with V = /i ɑ, u/. 
Both controls and trainees were also recorded for productions of syllable-initial and syllable-
final words with /s/ and /z/ in a delayed repetition task. Only the trainees took 10 training 
sessions, equally spaced over three weeks, at their home using online links provided by the 
experimenters.  

Results show that training was effective for both age groups: For the trained syllable-initial 
/s-z/, the young participants’ percent correct rate changed from 75.8% at pre-test to 92.5% at 
post-test, and the old participants’ percent correct rate changed from 78.5% at pre-test to 89.2% 
at post-test. Paired t-test revealed that in both cases, these increases were highly significant (p 
< .001). For the untrained final /s-z/, the young participants’ percent correct rate changed from 
65.3%  at pre-test to 75.9% at post-test, and the old participants’ percent correct rate changed 
from 79.1% at pre-test to 81.3% at post-test. Paired t-test revealed that the changes were highly 
significant for the young participants (p < .001) and marginally significant for the older 
participants (p = .0585).  

The results suggest that phonetic learning in a perceptual training paradigm is not 
compromised by an advanced age of the trainees, thus providing support for the claim that the 
ability for reorganization of phonetic systems remains intact over the entire life span. The 
presentation will report on potential differences in learning trajectories between the age groups, 
and it will report on whether and how perceptual training affected speech production. 
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Jaw movements in speech during physical activity 
Heather Weston1, Malin Svensson Lundmark2,3, Donna Erickson4 and Oliver Niebuhr3 
1Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, 2Lund University, 3University of Southern Denmark, 

4Yale University 

Diverse situations influence speech production in daily life. One common case is physical 

activity, which has been found to affect such varied aspects of speech as f0 [e.g., 1], pause 

placement [2], and voice quality [3]. Few articulatory investigations have been published, 

however, although modifications could be strongly expected to arise. For one, physical activity 

increases overall muscular tension, which could affect articulatory trajectories. For another, 

respiratory drive increases, which could lead to a larger mouth aperture to facilitate airflow, 

resulting in greater jaw displacement.  

Jaw articulation has many functions in speech. A basic function relates to the fact that 

languages organize speech units into ‘syllables’ (or ‘mora’). To produce syllable-/mora-sized 

units, the jaw/mouth opens and shuts. The degree of jaw opening (jaw displacement) is affected 

by intrinsic vowel effects: the jaw is more open in open vowels and less open in closed vowels 

[4, 5]. Moreover, the degree of syllable prominence correlates strongly with the amount of jaw 

displacement once the intrinsic vowel height effects have been factored out [6].  

How physical activity affects jaw articulation remains largely unclear – to our knowledge, 

no direct investigations have been published. However, studies of loud speech, which shares 

some production characteristics with speech during exercise, have shown that speakers 

increased oral aperture compared with typical speech [7, 8]. Additionally, our own acoustic 

work in progress has suggested larger jaw displacements with increasing physical workload. 

The first two formants of the German point vowels [i, a, u] were assessed in stressed position 

in sentences read by 48 participants exercising at low and moderate intensity levels. While 

changes in F2 were vowel- and speaker-dependent, F1 values generally increased across 

vowels between all workload comparisons (rest vs. low, low vs. moderate, rest vs. moderate), 

though the greatest increases were seen for low vowel [a]. Increases in vocal intensity were 

also greatest for [a]. Taken together, these results suggest greater jaw displacement in speech 

during exercise compared with speech at rest.   

One barrier to investigating jaw articulation during exercise is the difficulty of data 

collection with traditional methods, such as electromagnetic articulography (EMA), which 

preclude participant movement. To test the predictions derived from our acoustic data, we are 

therefore using a new wireless device for recording jaw articulations: the MARRYS helmet 

[9]. The MARRYS helmet is currently being developed at the University of Southern Denmark. 

It mechanically measures jaw displacement using two bending sensors on either side of the 

face (Fig. 1). In addition, it simultaneously records acoustic data using an attached microphone 

that is time-aligned with the jaw kinematics to keep the mouth–microphone distance constant. 

Moreover, as the MARRYS helmet is portable and worn by the participant, it can be used in 

natural settings outside of the lab and during various activities.  

Following the design of our previous acoustic study, the present study assesses jaw 

displacement during production of the German vowels [i, a, e] during low and moderate 

exercise. Based on the formant changes we observed previously, we predict that jaw 

displacement will increase for all vowels as physical-activity level increases, with greatest 

displacements for the low vowel [a]. We further predict that the increase in jaw displacement 

will give rise to local increases in prosodic prominence that will be conditioned by vowel, with 

[a] being most prominent. This line of inquiry gives insight into how and why real-life

situations, from walking to physically demanding jobs, can affect different aspects of speech,

while simultaneously demonstrating the utility of a new piece of equipment, the MARRYS

helmet, to obtain articulatory data in the wild.
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Figure 1. The MARRYS helmet. 
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Hyperarticulated speech sounds fast: Effects of speech style on perceived tempo 
Leendert Plug,1 Rachel Smith,2 and Yue Zheng3

1University of Leeds, 2University of Glasgow, 3University of Nottingham

Many acoustic cues for perceived speech tempo variation have been identified [1 2 3 4], 
which together support the proposal that speech which conveys more complex spectral 
information is heard as taking more time than speech conveying less complex information. 
That is, if duration is controlled, spectrally more complex speech sounds faster than spectrally 
less complex speech. We therefore hypothesize that hyper-articulated speech sounds faster than 
normal speech when articulation rates are controlled.  

We report two listening experiments which address this hypothesis using clear and normal 
sentence productions. Experiment 1 assessed listeners’ ability to separate tempo and speaking 
mode judgements. We used sentences from the LUCID corpus [5] produced in two modes, 
normal, where speakers were instructed to speak ‘casually, as if talking to a friend’; and clear, 
with speakers talking ‘clearly as if talking to someone who is hearing impaired’. 10 sentences, 
each produced by 6 speakers, were used to create the stimuli.. By compressing the duration of 
clear sentences to that of normal ones, we generated four pairs per sentence: SPEED pairs 
which differed in tempo (clear uncompressed + clear compressed), PRECISION pairs which 
differed in speaking mode (normal uncompressed + clear compressed), BOTH pairs which 
differed on both dimensions (normal uncompressed + clear uncompressed), and NEITHER 
pairs which were identical (normal uncompressed + normal uncompressed; clear 
uncompressed + clear uncompressed). 82 native British English speakers listened to 120 
sentence pairs, counterbalanced for order. They judged whether the members of each pair 
differed in speed, speaking mode, both, or neither. Results (Figure 1) showed that PRECISION 
pairs attracted significantly more ‘speed’ and ‘both’ responses than SPEED pairs attracted 
‘precision’ and ‘both’ responses (37% vs. 22%; χ2=131.2, df=1, p<0.001), supporting our 
hypothesis that when duration is controlled, differences in speaking mode can trigger the 
percept of differences in speed. 

Experiment 2 used the same stimuli to probe the direction of the effect of speaking mode 
variation on perceived tempo. 26 listeners judged which pair member was faster (‘first’, 
‘second’, ‘neither’).  We created a variable to reflect our predictions as to which pair member 
should be heard as faster: the clear production for PRECISION pairs and the higher-rate 
production for SPEED and BOTH pairs. We fitted a conditional inference regression tree 
model to the responses with this variable (Predicted) as well as the pair type (Type: 
‘PRECISION’, ‘SPEED’ or ‘BOTH’) as predictors. The tree algorithm iteratively implements 
binary data splits according to the strongest predictor for the relevant data subset (Figure 2). 
The first split is at the top of the tree (node 1): Figure 2 shows that a clear majority of responses 
involved, as predicted, the clear member of PRECISION pairs and the fast member of SPEED 
pairs being heard as faster. Lower nodes of the tree reveal that compared to SPEED and BOTH 
pairs, PRECISION pairs were more often associated with ‘neither’ responses, and had a slightly 
larger number of responses in the non-predicted direction. Still, the modelling confirms that 
responses to PRECISION pairs show a significant listener preference for hearing compressed 
clear sentence productions as relatively fast.  

In summary, the results of both experiments, taken together, confirm that compressed clear 
sentence productions sound faster than normal productions with the same duration. Experiment 
3, in progress, manipulates tempo range (fast, mid, slow) to test the generality of the effect. 
The precise mechanism underlying this effect remains to be established, as does its relation to 
other potentially competing influences on tempo perception, such as the fact that listeners tend 
to perceive speech as faster if it is hard to understand [6], which clear speech usually is not [7]. 
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Figure 1. Cumulative bar chart of the Experiment 1 response proportions by stimulus type. 

Figure 2. Regression tree for responses to Expt 2 PRECISION, SPEED, and BOTH pairs. 
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A prosodically-annotated corpus of spontaneous narrations 
 in mono- and heritage Russian 

Yulia Zuban1, Martin Klotz2 & Sabine Zerbian1 
1University of Stuttgart, 2Humboldt University Berlin 

Studies on prosodic variation and change in marginalized dialects have recently received some 
more attention (see [1]). Following this line of research, we present the  prosodically-annotated 
corpus of heritage Russian (RuPro; spoken in the U.S.) which allows to also investigate global 
intonational features and compare them with monolingual speakers. Prosody in heritage 
languages has so far mostly been investigated for specific prosodic aspects, (e.g. [4], [15]).  

RuPro is a subcorpus of the RUEG corpus [13], collected and annotated by the collaborative 
research unit «Emerging Grammars». Naturalistic repertoire data were elicited by means of 
presenting participants with a fictional incident. Participants were instructed to describe the 
accident, acting out different communicative situations which covered different modes and 
settings (spoken/written x formal/informal) (for details on methodology, see [12]). The overall 
corpus contains data from bilingual speakers of heritage Russian, heritage Greek and heritage 
Turkish and dominant English and dominant German respectively. Monolingual data of 
German, English, Russian, Greek and Turkish were elicited to enable comparisons.  

The RuPro-subcorpus contains spoken Russian data of about 25k word tokens by 
monolingual and bilingual Russian heritage speakers in the United States (see [11] for a corpus 
on monolingual Russian). The corpus contains reports of 53 heritage speakers of Russian in 
the US and 40 monolingual Russian speakers. The speakers fall into two age groups, i.e. 
adolescents (14-18 years; 20 mono, 22 bilingual) and adults (22-35 years; 20 mono, 31 
bilingual). The corpus data of each participant is enriched with extensive metadata on their 
language background, socio-economic status, and personality traits.  

All data were transcribed, normalized, and annotated for communicative unit (CU, [6]) and 
part-of-speech. All annotations in the corpus have been created manually, part of speech tags 
and lemmas are manual corrections of automatic annotations created with UDPipe [9]. The 
annotated corpus data is stored in two formats, EXMARaLDA [10] for morphological and 
lexical annotations, PRAAT [3] for prosodic annotations. For the final corpus both data sources 
are merged using Pepper [14], aligning the annotated tokens from the EXMARaLDA and the 
PRAAT data. This way, both morphological and prosodic annotations can be used in a query 
in ANNIS [7] for search and visualization of our phenomena of interest.  

The data of the spoken modes have been annotated with three prosodic layers, namely pitch 
accent placement on word-level, pitch accent type, and IP-boundaries. Pitch accent placement 
and pitch accent type (PA) were determined auditorily and phonetically, i.e., based on the F0 
examination (low and high turning points). IP-boundaries were annotated following the 
annotation guidelines stated in [5]. Six types of pitch accents (L*, H*, L*+H, L+H*, H+L* and 
H*+L) and three phrase-final boundary tones (BT; L%, H% and LH%) emerged as relevant in 
these data. All H tones could be additionally upstepped (pitch range expansion compared to a 
preceding high tone) or downstepped (pitch range compression). PRAAT was used for phonetic 
annotation of the audio files [2]. Data were annotated by linguistically trained annotators, and 
interrater agreement for a subsample of the heritage Russian data was calculated (κ= 0.65).  

As a starting point, we looked at the mean length of IPs and the number of PAs per IP in 
mono- and heritage speakers of Russian, averaged across formal and informal communicative 
situation. We found that heritage and monolingual speakers produce a similar number of PAs 
per IP (1,71 vs. 1,69), but the IPs of heritage speakers contained significantly less words than 
the IPs of monolingual speakers (2,6 words/IP vs. 2,9). Shorter IPs are likely to influence the 
perception of fluency and/or rhythm and could thus contribute to an overall perceived accent 
in heritage speakers (see [8]). 
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Final shortening: Pre-boundary syllable duration and f0 excursion decrease as 
boundary strength levels increase 
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1Goethe University, 2MPI for Empirical Aesthetics, 3HS Gesundheit Bochum 

Prosodic boundaries are marked by a variety of phonetic cues, most importantly by pauses, 
boundary tones (pronounced excursions of the pitch contour preceding a boundary), and by a 
slow-down in the speech rate approaching the boundary (pre-boundary lengthening) (see 
Krivokapić [1] for a review). Several studies suggest that pre-boundary lengthening, like 
pausing, is additive and increases with the strength of the prosodic boundary (e.g., Cambier-
Langeveld [2]; Wightman et al., [3]). However, most previous studies consider short and 
predictable experimental sentences and disregard potential effects of sentence length and 
intonation, which are known to independently affect syllable duration: Boundary tones, which 
can have rising or falling contours, take time to execute. Rising contours typically indicate 
incompleteness (e.g., Bolinger, [4]; Tyler, [5]) and are often produced at boundaries within a 
sentence. Falling contours are mostly found at the end of declarative sentences. Rising contours 
take more time than falling ones (Sundberg [6]). Moreover, the pitch range that speakers can 
exploit for producing tonal events decreases as the sentence or utterance progresses (the so-
called declination effect; see Cohen et al., [7]; Ladd, [8]). Correspondingly, prosodic 
boundaries that are produced early on in a given sentence may be marked by greater pitch 
excursions (which take longer) than sentence-final boundaries. Intonational effects on pre-
boundary syllable duration may therefore be stronger in early regions of a sentence and 
decrease as the sentence progresses. Correspondingly, intonational effects might work against 
a positive correlation between pre-boundary syllable durations and boundary strength.  

In order to examine the relationship between boundary strength, pausing, pre-boundary 
syllable duration and f0 excursion on the pre-boundary syllable, we analyzed a corpus of prose 
texts by four German authors (Kleist, Goethe, Fontane, Kafka), each read aloud by eight 
professional speakers (>90k syllables, ~6h of speech). The sentences in these texts vary greatly 
in length (range: 1 to 170 syllables; mean: 30.4, median: 22.5 syllables). We compared the 
phonetic realization of prosodic boundaries with various degrees of boundary strength (level 
0: no break; 1: simple phrase break; 2: short comma phrase; 3: long comma phrase; 4: sentence 
boundary; 5: direct speech boundary) and specifically studied the relationship between pre-
boundary lengthening and pause durations. In addition, we examined the tonal realization of 
pre-boundary syllables. We find that pausing and pre-boundary lengthening are not correlated 
in a simple monotonic fashion. Whereas pause duration monotonically increases with predicted 
boundary strength (Figure 1), pre-boundary syllable duration and the pitch excursion on the 
pre-boundary syllable are largest for level-2 breaks and decrease significantly through levels 3 
to 5 (Figure 2). Our analysis suggests that pre-boundary syllable duration is partly contingent 
on the tonal realization, which is subject to f0 declination as the utterance progresses. We also 
surmise that the monotonic increase of pause duration along the predicted scale and the 
nonmonotonic pattern of pre-boundary syllable duration indicate that these phonetic signals 
reflect different speech production processes: The former likely reflect the closure of units of 
increasing size and planning time for upcoming clauses; the latter likely reflect current planning 
complexity: Compared to short comma phrases (level 2), finalized clauses and sentences (levels 
3 to 5) require less or no time for planning the current phrase, so that the syllable duration 
decreases. Overall, this study shows that a simple monotonic correlation between boundary 
strength, pausing, and pre-boundary syllable duration is not valid. We emphasize the 
importance of examining complex spoken prose (apart from single self-contained experimental 
sentences) when studying the phonetic realization of the various degrees of prosodic boundary 
strength. 
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Figure 1. Violin plot with pause durations in ms (log scale), broken down by the boundary 
strength index. The average line represents the median duration. 

Figure 2. Violin plots with pre-boundary syllable durations in ms (log scale), broken down 
by the boundary strength index and presence (right panel)/absence (left panel) of a pause. 
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Pitch perturbations at vowel onset in different linguistic contexts in Thai 
Alif Silpachai 

Radboud University 

A consonant may perturb the following pitch at vowel onset. For example, fundamental 
frequency (F0) might be lower following a voiced stop than following a voiceless stop [1]. This 
perturbation (henceforth CF0, following [2]) can develop into a lexical tone in some languages 
(see [3]). CF0 can also change in different linguistic contexts. For example, CF0 effects might 
be clearer in a high-pitch environment than in a low-pitch environment [4].  

Research on how linguistic context modulates CF0 effects is needed because different 
linguistic contexts, including tone context, sentential context, and place of articulation, can 
change the way in which CF0 effects are observed and, consequently, the way in which 
conclusions about CF0 effects are drawn. Previous research has provided conflicting findings 
regarding these modulations (e.g., compare the assumptions and/or findings of [5] with those 
of [6] , [7], or [8]). It is not clear whether the height of pitch following CF0 effects in a 
tautosyllabic or tautomorphemic vowel modulates the CF0 effects in tone languages. It is also 
unclear how CF0 effects are produced in words compared to in phrases and in different phrase 
types. Lastly, previous studies have not provided consistent findings regarding whether CF0 
effects change in different places of articulation. 

Twelve native speakers of Central Thai (6 females and 6 males, mean age = 45.75, SD 13.97, 
years produced monosyllabic words in Thai starting with /b/, /p/, /pʰ/, /m/, /d/, /t/, /tʰ/, /n/, /l/, 
/k/, /kʰ/, or /ŋ/, having /a/ or /aː/ as the vowel, bearing the falling (/51/), mid (/32/), or low (/21/) 
tone, and placed in a word either in isolation, a declarative statement, or an alternative question. 
The declarative statement, adapted from the one used in the study by [5], could be translated 
as “(I) will say the word _____ for (you) to hear,” and the alternative question, based on the 
one used in the study by [7], had the following structure: “Did {you, s/he} {say, read, write} 
_____ or Y again?” where Y was a word that differed from the target word either in its vowel 
quality or onset consonant. The final analysis included 5,184 tokens. Three F0 points, which 
were 10 ms, 20 ms, and 30 ms, following the onset of voicing, were analyzed and transformed 
to semitones relative to each speaker’s mean F0. 

The results of mixed effects models suggested that CF0 effects were modulated by tone 
context, sentential context, and place of articulation. CF0 effects occurred most in the low tone, 
in a word in isolation, or following an alveolar consonant. Different patterns of CF0 effects also 
occurred in different linguistic contexts. For example, F0 was lower following a prevoiced stop 
than following a voiceless aspirated stop in the falling tone or a word in isolation, but F0 was 
higher following a prevoiced stop than following a voiceless aspirated stop in the low tone or 
a declarative statement. F0 was lower following a voiceless aspirated stop than following a 
voiceless unaspirated stop only in the low tone. F0 was not different following a prevoiced stop 
compared to following voiced sonorant after bilabial and velar consonants or in the falling and 
mid tones. 

The results are discussed in terms of physiological (e.g., vocal fold tension and 
aerodynamics) and/or nonphysiological (a controlled phonetics, [9]) factors that likely caused 
CF0 effects in different linguistic contexts. The findings highlight the importance of the roles 
of different linguistic contexts in modulating CF0 effects in a tone language. The implications 
of the findings are the following: (a) differences in CF0 patterns may reflect individual 
differences or real differences between languages, (b) some languages may have more than one 
pattern of CF0 effects, and (c) F0 following a voiced sonorant in the low tone or /n/ or /l/ in any 
tone should not be used as a baseline to determine the direction in which F0 following a stop is 
perturbed in Thai. 
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Synchronic and diachronic variation in Munster Irish intensity prominence: 
systematic modelling of naturalistic storytelling data 

Connor McCabe (cmccab1@tcd.ie)1 
1Trinity College, Dublin 

Munster Irish (MI) is one of the three traditional macrovarieties of Modern Irish (Gaelic), 
spoken as a community language in small pockets of Counties Kerry, Cork, and Waterford. 
The variety is perhaps most noted for its lexical stress, described as weight sensitive in contrast 
to the initial-syllable stress of other Irish varieties. Limited to the first three syllables of a word, 
stress is said to occur on non-initial heavy syllables (i.e. with long vowels or diphthongs), with 
the sequence /ax/ sometimes suggested to be ‘medium’ heavy. Philological and dialectological 
treatments of this, e.g. [1,2], rely on impressionistic descriptions of stress location using 
ambiguous terminology. Phonological studies, e.g. [3-5], have frequently used analyses based 
on these ‘data’ as evidence regarding theories of metrical structure and stress assignment, often 
while disregarding regional/intraspeaker variation noted in traditional descriptions. 

As part of a larger doctoral study of lexical and phrasal prominence in MI, the distribution 
of possible acoustic exponents of lexical stress across syllable positions in di- and trisyllables 
of different weight structures was examined statistically using L1 MI storytelling data from 
1928 [6] and 2021-22. There were 20 speakers in the 1928 sample, supplying 3941 disyllables 
and 342 trisyllables, and 14 in the Zoom-collected 2020-21 sample, supplying 3758 disyllables 
and 425 trisyllables. This was the first instrumental phonetic study of the 1928 data, allowing 
for comparison of MI speakers a century apart. Instead of assuming stress location, acoustic 
measures were set as dependent variables modelled as a function of syllable position with item 
weight structure as a random slope (along with speaker). For brevity, this paper presents only 
modelling of maximum syllable intensity, as for both naturalistic and contextually controlled 
nonword data, this measure showed the most correspondence to existing descriptions of 
weight-sensitive lexical stress. Other measures modelled were maximum F0, F0 range, and 
vowel duration, modelling for which did not indicate weight-sensitive variation in prominence 
distribution even under experimental controls for phrasal context and segmental composition. 

Maximum syllable intensity was z-scored by participant to facilitate pooling of data. Four 
linear mixed-effect models were constructed for di- and trisyllables in each dataset using 
Bayesian methods with the brms package in RStudio [7]. Each model was supplied with 
weakly informative priors, assuming a null effect of syllable position on intensity as most likely 
(mean 0z, standard deviation 1z). 95% credible intervals were plotted by weight-structure 
category to evaluate conformity of the measure’s distribution in different weight structures to 
expected stress location (e.g. expected medial prominence in a light-heavy-light trisyllable). 

As shown in Figure 1 with reference to 2020-21 disyllables, intensity prominence 
sometimes aligned with predicted non-initial stress, but divergence between previous 
descriptions and model results was frequent. Results suggesting non-initial intensity 
prominence for disyllable light-/ax/ in both eras and for all-light trisyllables in the modern data 
showed evidence of being influenced by the high-frequency adverbs isteach ‘inside’, amach 
‘outside’, and abhaile ‘(to/at) home’ when the data were remodelled with these items excluded 
(Figure 1b). This is taken to suggest possible lexical biases in the original description of non-
initial stress in MI, notably because these particular items have exceptional non-initial stress in 
all dialects of Irish; the productivity of /ax/’s special status is therefore also questionable. Non-
initial intensity prominence was only predicted for 2020-21 light-heavy disyllables (final), 
1928 light-heavy-/ax/ trisyllables (medial), and 2020-21 light-heavy-light trisyllables (medial). 
Variability in model results across regions and between eras highlights the danger of (i) taking 
small samples from multiple regions as representative of MI as a whole, and (ii) treating 
modern data as implicitly compatible with impressionistic 19th and 20th-century descriptions. 
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(a)

(b) 
Figure 1. 95% credible intervals for models of maximum intensity across syllable positions in 
2020-21 disyllables. Abbreviated weight structures (H = ‘heavy’, L = ‘light’, X = ‘/ax/’ 
marked with asterisks are those expected to exhibit non-initial stress. 
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Perceptual illusions of ungrammaticality in foreign-accented speech 
Sarah Wesolek1,2, Piotr Gulgowski1,3, Marzena Zygis1,2

1Leibniz-Centre General Linguistics, 2Humboldt University Berlin, 3University of Wrocław 

Foreign accent can evoke biases affecting the way in which the speaker is perceived [1], or 
even influencing basic perceptual processes [2, 3]. Additionally, in past research, accented 
speech has been linked to processing challenges such as a decreased intelligibility [4], 
processing slow-down [5] and increased listening effort [6]. The reduced sensitivity to 
violations for foreign-accented speech in ERP studies [7, 8] suggests that listeners generally 
expect low level of grammatical and semantic proficiency from L2 speakers.  

 We hypothesize that the same expectation of ungrammaticality will also prime listeners to 
perceive grammatical errors in fully correct foreign-accented utterances. We predict that 
listeners exposed to foreign-accented speech will perceive illusory grammatical errors, a 
phenomenon previously dubbed ‘grammatical tinnitus’ in the press [9]. We also hypothesize 
that this effect will increase when foreign-accented sentences characterized by foreign 
suprasegmental features will contain additional phonemic changes. 

To test our predictions, we conducted two mirror experiments for German and Polish, 
contrasting the perception of speech recorded by two foreign and two native-accented speakers. 
Sentences in the foreign condition were marked by a subtle foreign accent characterized by 
suprasegmental variation. Furthermore, stimuli of both accent types contained (i) well-formed 
sentences (no further manipulation), (ii) sentences with a phonological vowel substitution, and 
(iii) sentences with a grammatical error (in the critical region of the sentence). All stimuli were
of comparable lengths and followed the same syntactic structure, see Example (1). For audio
examples visit our OSF repository. Ungrammatical sentences were introduced to provide cases
of grammatical violations. Here we will focus on well-formed and phonologically anomalous
cases. In our study, 33 native speakers of German and 30 native speakers of Polish were asked
to listen to sentences and answer the question ‘Is this sentence grammatically correct?’ by
pressing the button corresponding to ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ as fast and accurately as possible.

To statistically model our results, for each experiment (Polish, German) a binomial logistic 
regression model (package ‘Lme4’, [10]) was fitted with JUDGMENT ACCURACY [correct, 
incorrect] as the dependent variable and ACCENT Type [native, foreign], ERROR TYPE [well-
formed, phonological substitution, grammatical error], and their interaction as fixed factors. 
We also included PARTICIPANT and SENTENCE as random intercepts with SENTENCE ACCENT, 
SENTENCE TYPE, and their interaction as slopes. For the analysis of German data, 5917 data 
points were submitted. The dataset of the Polish experiment contained 5369 data points. 

Our results show that in both languages sentences with no segmental or grammatical 
violations (well-formed) were more often judged as ungrammatical in foreign-accented than 
native-accented speech (GER: z=-3.3, p<.05; PL: z=3.25, p<.01). Contrary to our expectations, 
the ‘tinnitus’ was absent in the phonologically anomalous condition in the German experiment, 
see Figure 1). In the Polish experiment (Figure 2), this condition was associated with an 
increased number of incorrect judgments (z=2.33, p<.05), but against our second prediction 
this effect was not significantly different from the well-formed condition (no significant 
interaction).  

The results from both languages suggest that well-formed utterances are more likely to be 
judged as ungrammatical when spoken with foreign accent as opposed to speech produced by 
natives. This effect is consistent with the hypothesis of ‘grammatical tinnitus’, a form of 
(un)grammaticality illusion. In regard to sentences containing phonological substitutions, the 
German data revealed no difference between foreign and nativeaccented speech. Possible 
explanations for between-language differences include differences in accent familiarity and 
differences in the strength of phonological violations used for manipulations. 
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(1) Example Sentence triple German experiment
Lena      befragt die     Lehrerin …
Lena     consults the     Teacher
(i) well-formed

…zu       ihrem     Fehler             in    der   Klausur. 
         about  her[fem.]   mistake[fem.]    in    the   exam 
(ii) phonological substitution

…zu       ihrem      F[ɛ]ler             in    der   Klausur. 
   about  her[fem.]   mistake[fem.]     in    the   exam 

(iii) grammatical mistake
…zu       ihrer       Fehler             in    der   Klausur. 
   about  her[masc.]  mistake[fem.]    in    the   exam 

Figure 1: Probability of incorrect response 
for Accent and Error Type, German.  

Figure 2: Probability of incorrect response 
for Accent and Error Type, Polish.  
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L1 writing system influence on consonant doubling in L2 speakers of English 
Candice Frances1, Eugenia Navarra-Barindelli2, and Clara Martin2,3 

1Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen, The Netherlands, 2Basque Center 
on Cognition, Brain and Language (BCBL), Donostia-San Sebastián, Spain, 3Ikerbasque, 

Basque Foundation for Science, Bilbao, Spain 

Some languages, like English, do not have an exact one-to-one phoneme to grapheme 
correspondence in their spelling system. These languages are called opaque, as a single sound 
can be spelled in different ways (e.g., the phoneme /f/ spelled [ph] as in phone, [f] as in fill, 
or [ff] as in effect). Importantly, this spelling is not arbitrary and depends on different factors. 
These include graphotactic and phonotactic rules as well as the frequency of correspondence 
(between sound and spelling) and neighbor spellings. In other words, there are some norms 
that native speakers usually follow regarding how to spell a word they have never seen or 
heard before (Treiman & Wolter, 2018), even if they are not always aware that they do. 
When we think about L2 learners of English, they follow these same rules and norms to some 
extent, particularly when the writing systems do not overlap—as in e.g., Mandarin and 
Korean (Yin et al., 2020). This is further complicated by overlaps and contradictions with 
their L1 rules and norms in languages that share writing systems. In our current study, we 
asked whether L1 speakers of Spanish (n = 47)—a transparent language that shares the 
writing system with English—were able to follow the same rules (graphotactic and 
phonotactic) to inform their spelling of new items as L1 speakers of a language that does not 
share its writing system with English (namely, Mandarin, n = 46, and Korean, n = 39). In all 
groups, participants had started learning English in primary school. The Mandarin and 
Korean speakers were taking university level English and the Spanish speakers had at least a 
70% on the English lextale (Lemhöfer & Broersma, 2012) and a 40 on the English portion of 
the BEST (de Bruin et al., 2017). In particular, we focused on consonant doublings (e.g., [f] 
versus [ff]) and compared results from L1 Mandarin and Korean speakers (Yin et al., 2020), 
L1 English speakers (Treiman & Wolter, 2018), and L1 Spanish speakers. Participants 
listened to each pseudoword twice and had to spell it out. We then counted the proportion of 
items that were spelled with a doubled medial consonant per condition.These data tested the 
following norms in spelling English pseudoword: (1) long vowels are usually followed by 
single consonant spellings and short vowels are often followed by double consonants and (2) 
if a vowel is spelled using two graphemes—regardless of the vowel—, the following 
consonant will be spelled using a single grapheme. We also compared the influence of a 
different L1 with the same orthographic system (Spanish) or a different orthographic system 
(Mandarin and Korean) using L1 English speakers as the baseline. We found that although 
overall patterns were the same between groups, the participants with a different L1 
orthography adhered more closely to the L1 English speakers, particularly with respect to 
vowel length. Although it is possible that other differences between groups exist, we 
tentantively suggest that, although L2 speakers of English seem to understand the rules of 
their L2, they are influenced by the orthography of their L1 when spelling new words. 
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Plural alternations and consonant syllabification in Brazilian Veneto 
Natália Brambatti Guzzo 
Saint Mary’s University 

In Brazilian Veneto (BV; a heritage variety of Veneto spoken in several parts of Brazil), stress 
is mostly penultimate, except for when the word ends in a consonant, in which case stress is final 
(e.g., [biˈtʃeɾ] ‘glass’, [paˈɾoŋ] ‘boss’, [niˈsol] ‘bedsheet’), suggesting that syllable weight is 
important for stress assignment in the language (Guzzo, 2022). However, different word-final 
consonants behave distinctly in pluralized nominals, which suggests that their syllabification is not 
identical. In this paper, I argue that an x-slot syllabification approach can account for the BV plural 
alternations without undermining the observations about stress assignment in the language. 

 In BV, the pluralization of masculine nominals involves the addition of suffix /-i/ (Stawinski, 
1982; Luzzatto, 2000; see also Belloni, 2009). In nominals that end in an unstressed theme vowel 
(/-o/ or /-e/), this vowel is replaced by the plural suffix (1a). In nominals that end in a rhotic or a 
nasal, the plural suffix is added to the stem (1b; nasal quality is positionally conditioned in BV; 
Guzzo, 2022). However, in nominals that end in a lateral consonant, pluralization results in a VV 
string (produced as hiatus or diphthong), with no lateral on the surface (1c). 

The question that arises is what motivates the alternation in plural forms observed in BV. One 
possibility is that BV avoids /li/ strings, which would result in the lateral being dropped. 
Nevertheless, this does not seem to be the case, as BV does exhibit /li/ word-internally ([gaˈlina] 
‘hen’), across words ([niˈsol impoɾˈta] ‘imported bedsheet’), as well as in plurals where the lateral 
is the onset of a final CV syllable ([ˈbolo] ® [ˈboli] ‘cake.PL’, [ˈvale] ® [ˈvali] ‘valley.PL’). 

Instead, I propose that the plural alternation observed in (1) results from word-final laterals 
being syllabified differently from word-final rhotics and nasals in BV. Specifically, while rhotics 
and nasals are onsets of syllables with empty nuclei, laterals are syllabified in the nucleus. 
Consequently, only rhotics and nasals may be resyllabified. In other words, when suffix /-i/ is 
added to stems ending in a rhotic or nasal, the consonant is resyllabified as the onset of the syllable 
whose nucleus is the suffix vowel (see (2); resyllabification is implied in the structure, which is 
simplified). On the other hand, in stems ending in a lateral, resyllabification of the lateral is 
prohibited. As a result, the lateral is dropped (see (3); the dropped lateral is in parentheses). (3) 
accounts for the VV string being variably produced as hiatus or diphthong, as the suffix vowel 
may be linked to the preceding N. The representations below include x-slots, following early 
approaches in Government Phonology (e.g., Kaye, 1990), to account for potential quantity effects 
(Passino et al., 2022), such as final stress in BV when the word ends in a lateral. 

Two additional observations suggest that word-final laterals are syllabified differently from 
rhotics and nasals in BV. The first observation concerns the pluralization of monosyllables that 
end in consonant: while masculine monosyllabic nominals ending in a rhotic or nasal do not change 
their form in the plural (e.g., [kaŋ] ‘dog.SG’ ® [kaŋ] ‘dog.PL’), those ending in a lateral exhibit the 
same pluralization pattern as polysyllables (e.g. [kɔl] ‘neck.SG’ ® [kɔi] ‘neck.PL’). The second 
observation is about the pluralization of nominals that end in a stressed vowel, which also do not 
take plural suffix /-i/ (e.g., [puˈpa] ‘dad.SG’ ® [puˈpa], *[puˈpai] ‘dad.PL’; compare with [niˈsol] 
® [niˈsoi] ‘bedsheet.PL’). In this case, I propose that adjacency between the suffix and the stressed 
vowel is prevented early in the inflection. This does not apply to forms such as [niˈsoi] since there 
is an intervening lateral at suffixation. The BV data thus further contribute to the observation that 
laterals in Romance often behave distinctly from other word-final consonants (for Portuguese, see 
Mateus & d’Andrade, 2000; for Old French, see Gess, 1998). 
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(1) a. [ˈsaso] ® [ˈsasi] ‘stone.PL’, [ˈpaɾe] ® [ˈpaɾi] ‘father.PL’
b. [biˈtʃeɾ] ® [biˈtʃeɾi] ‘glass.PL’, [paˈɾoŋ] ® [paˈɾoni] ‘boss.PL’
c. [niˈsol] ® [niˈsoi] ‘bedsheet.PL’, [kaˈval] ® [kaˈvai] ‘horse.PL’

(2) O  N  O  N  O  N (3) O  N  O  N O  N 

x  x  x  x  x  x x  x  x  x  x  x  x  

b  i  tʃ  e  ɾ  -i n  i  s  o  (l)   -i 
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Spectral and durational properties of Judeo-Spanish and Bulgarian vowels 
Mitko Sabev1, Jonas Grünke2, Christoph Gabriel2, Bistra Andreeva1 

1Saarland University, 2Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz 

Bulgarian Judeo-Spanish phonology is sorely understudied, with only a few empirical in-
vestigations conducted, e.g. [1,2]. We report the results of an examination of vowel F1, F2, F3 
frequencies and duration in 3 minutes of spontaneous speech from each of 4 bilingual speakers 
of Judeo-Spanish (JSp) and Bulgarian (BL_BG), aged 80–88 (recorded 2012 in Sofia), in both 
of their languages, as well as from 4 monolingual Bulgarians (ML_BG), aged 79–86 (recorded 
2016 in Sofia). 7285 vowel tokens were analysed in total. Although born in different parts of 
Bulgaria, all participants had lived in Sofia for over 60 years at the time of recording.  

Standard Bulgarian has 6 contrastive stressed vowels, /ɛ a ɔ i ɤ u/; unstressed /a ɔ/ are raised 
and merge with /ɤ u/, respectively, while merger of unstressed /ɛ–i/ is nonstandard and stigma-
tised [3,4]. Judeo-Spanish has 5 corresponding phonemes, /ɛ a ɔ i u/, lacking /ɤ/. 

Vowels were analysed in 3 prosodic conditions: stressed non-phrase-final, unstressed non-
final and unstressed phrase-final. (There were insufficient stressed final tokens.) The following 
questions were addressed. (1) In stressed position, do vowel quality and duration differ across 
the 3 varieties? (2) What are the magnitude and main acoustic variables distinguishing stressed 
(nonfinal) and unstressed (nonfinal) vowels? (3) What are the magnitude and acoustic variables 
distinguishing unstressed nonfinal and unstressed final vowels? (4) What are the magnitude 
and acoustic variables distinguishing vowels in the pairs /ɛ–i/, /a–ɤ/ and /ɔ–u/ in stressed and 
unstressed position, and how much of the contrastiveness is lost in unstressed position?  

MANOVAs and post hoc pairwise Games-Howell tests comparing the stressed vowels 
across the varieties showed that duration tends to be longer in JSp than in Bulgarian, which 
may be due to a slower speech rate. /a/ was significantly lower and /ɛ/ fronter in JSp than in 
BL_BG. However, the differences were small, pointing to shared vowel targets in the bilingual 
varieties. In ML_BG, /ɔ u/ were significantly fronter, while /u/ was also lower (Fig.1). 

Pillai’s traces from MANOVA comparing stressed and unstressed (nonfinal) vowels re-
vealed considerable change in unstressed position for the nonhigh vowels, /ɛ a ɔ/ (Fig.2). Dif-
ferent reduction patterns, however, emerged from post hoc linear discriminant analysis (LDA). 
In BL_BG and ML_BG /a ɔ/, the primary change was F1 frequency reduction, while durational 
shortening played a secondary role. /ɛ/ was more reduced in BL_BG than in ML_BG (which 
is typical only of eastern dialects). JSp overall had less reduction, while F1 and duration played 
equal parts in distinguishing stressed and unstressed /ɛ a/. In high unstressed vowels, there was 
little spectral change, but notable durational reduction in JSp and BL_BG, but not in ML_BG. 

Apart from Bulgarian /ɤ/, unstressed vowels were considerably longer in phrase-final than 
in nonfinal position in all varieties (Fig.3). Final /ɤ/, however, was markedly underrepresented 
in the data (22 tokens), indicating that the results for this comparison may not be reliable. The 
final–nonfinal spectral differences, although low in relative weight compared to duration, result 
in smaller—centralised and raised—nonfinal vowel spaces. 

The analysis of high vs nonhigh vowels (Fig.4) showed dramatic contrast reduction in 
ML_BG and BL_BG unstressed /a–ɤ/ and /ɔ–u/, which can only be neutralising. Contrast loss 
in JSp /ɔ–u/ was smaller, but also resulted in a level of contrast that is likely to be perceptually 
undetectable. In unstressed /ɛ–i/, on the other hand, most acoustic overlap was found in JSp, 
and least in ML_BG. High and nonhigh vowels were predictably differentiated primarily by 
F1 frequency, with F2 playing a lesser, yet non-negligible part in /ɛ–i/ and sometimes in /ɔ–u/.  

Our findings show that BL_BG and ML_BG have very similar vowel reduction and neu-
tralisation patterns. JSp contrast reduction is weaker in nonfront vowels than in Bulgarian, but 
stronger in /ɛ–i/, which may be linked to three of the speakers being originally from eastern 
Bulgaria. JSp and BL_BG attach greater weight to duration in marking stress than ML_BG. 
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Figure 1. Mean normalised F1–F2 vowel space across the varieties by prosodic condition. 

Figure 2. Pillai’s trace (Λ) & discriminant function weights for stressed vs unstressed vowels. 

Figure 3. Pillai’s trace (Λ) & discriminant function weights for final vs nonfinal vowels. 

Figure 4. Stressed (+) & unstressed (–) contrast (Λ, weights); unstressed contrast reduction (%). 
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Focus types and the prosody-gesture link in Catalan and German: A production
study

Paula G. Sánchez-Ramón1,2, Alina Gregori2, Pilar Prieto1,3, Frank Kügler2

Universitat Pompeu Fabra1, Goethe University Frankfurt2, Institució Catalana de Recerca
i Estudis Avançats3

In the last decades, research has shown that gesture and speech are highly interconnected
(e.g. [1], a.o.), and that information structure and prosody correlate in terms of prominence
([2] for German; [3] for Romance), but the role of focus types on the attraction of gesture use
and the prosody-gesture link in adult speech has rarely been considered. For French-speaking
children, [4] found that head gestures rather than prosodic features were used to indicate the
information status of discourse referents, suggesting that those gestures with no referential
connection to speech may play a linguistic structural role in communication (similar to
prosody).

We investigate the impact of focus conditions on prosodic prominence, on gestures, and on
their co-occurrence. Following [5], focus conditions are classified as: information focus
(most important information), contrastive focus (overt presence of alternatives) or corrective
focus (disagreement to a previous statement). Contrastive and corrective conditions have a
stronger prosodic prominence than information focus conditions across languages [6]. Thus,
we hypothesize that a stronger prosodic and gestural marking will be associated with
corrective and contrastive focus constituents rather than with information focus.

A production study is currently being conducted relying on an adaptation of the elicitation
method by [4] (Figure 1), which is suitable to investigate the synchrony between prosody and
gestures in different focus types. The method consists of pictures prompted in a digital board
game. Participants, video-recorded, communicate with an animated conversation partner who
is blindfolded and their task is to request certain objects from the digital “speaker”. The focus
types can be controlled by the responses of the animated “speaker”. For data coding, prosody
will be analyzed using ToBI adaptations and prominence levels for each language ([7] for
German; [8] for Catalan) by assuming that pitch accents are associated with different levels
of prominence (in accordance with [9]; [10]). Regarding gesture labeling, head nods and hand
gestures will be collected. Thus, strokes and their prominence levels will be annotated using
the M3D labeling system [11]. We expect to analyze the data in the upcoming weeks for both
German and Catalan.

Keywords: non-referential gestures; focus; methodology; prosody-gesture link
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(1) 1a. “Agafa la maleta TARONJA”
1b. “Nimm den ORANGENEN Koffer”

Take the ORANGE suitcase

Figure 1. Example of the elicitation method by Esteve-Gibert et al. (2021). Contrastive
focus: Bag contains more items, and two suitcases differ in color.
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An MRI examination of sibilants and liquids in Lower Sorbian 
Phil J. Howson 

Leibniz-Zentrum Allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft (ZAS), Berlin, Germany 

Lower Sorbian is a moribund West Slavic language spoken in Eastern Germany (Marti, 
2007). Lower Sorbian has a three-way sibilant inventory (Żygis, 2003; Howson, 2015) 
including dental, retroflex, and alveolopalatal places of articulation (e.g., /s̪, ʂ, ɕ/). Additionally, 
an alternation between the retroflex and post-alveolar occurs when the following segment is a 
high vowel (i.e., /ʂ/ > [ʃ]). The liquid inventory includes a trill, palatalized trill, and a lateral, 
(i.e., /r, rj, lj/; Howson, 2018). The primary aim of this study is to better define the articulatory 
properties of the Lower Sorbian sibilants and liquids using MRI technology. 

For this study, a single male speaker of Lower Sorbian (age: 87 years) participated. Data 
were recorded with a Siemens 3T Trio with a pixel size of 1.2 mm x 1.2 mm, and a sagittal 
slice thickness of 1.8 mm. To generate 3D images of the vocal tract, 44 slices were taken. 3D 
image composition required the participant to produce static articulation for 14 seconds.  
Dicom files were converted into 44 bitmap files for each segment, which were then loaded into 
Image3D (Birkholz, 2023). Image 3D uses Catmull-Rom splines to trace tongue, lips, palate, 
and pharyngeal wall. Splines were traced for the mid-sagittal slice of the target segments, /s̪, ʂ, 
ɕ, lj, r, rj/ and [ʃ]. Splines were then exported to scalable vector graphics (SVG) file and 
imported to Inkscape for presentation. 

The results revealed that for the sibilants, the dental fricative had a tongue tip facing up with 
the constriction in the dental region. /s̪/ also had a low tongue body with retraction into the 
pharyngeal region. The retroflex, despite its name, did not have the tongue tip facing up, rather 
the constriction was formed in the post-alveolar region, with a raised tongue body. And a 
slightly advanced tongue dorsum, at least compared to the dental. The alveolopalatal had the 
highest tongue body, forming a constriction along the hard palate and into the post-alveolar 
region. The allophonic post-alveolar had a constriction near the hard palate and a bunched 
tongue shape that formed an additional constriction in the post-alveolar region. The midsagittal 
traces for the sibilants are presented in Figure 1a. 

The analysis of the liquids revealed a strong degree of palatalization for the lateral and a 
central constriction along the post-alveolar region. The tongue body was advanced with a slight 
pharyngeal constriction being produced with the tongue root. The rhotic was produced with the 
tongue tip near the front of the alveolar ridge and a high degree of tongue dorsum retraction. 
This resulted in a narrow constriction in the pharyngeal cavity. The palatalized rhotic had a 
more retracted place of articulation with a raised tongue body, compared to the unpalatalized 
rhotic. The tongue dorsum was also retracted, but not as retracted as for the unpalatalized rhotic. 
Nonetheless, there was still a noticeable constriction in the pharyngeal cavity. The midsagittal 
traces for the sibilants are presented in Figure 1b. 

The data here presents evidence that there are three phonemic sibilants in Lower Sorbian 
and that the allophonic post-alveolar has a distinctly different shape from the other sibilants. 
The retroflex and alveolopalatal primarily differed in the length of the constriction and the 
height of the tongue body. The analysis also suggests that small variations in constriction 
formation with respect to place and length can result in robust differences in acoustic cues 
(Shadle, 1985; Badin, 1989) that are used to maintain delicate balances in a three-way system. 

The analysis of the liquids revealed important information about palatalization and liquids: 
the tongue body and dorsum can freely advance to articulate a palatalized lateral, but that in 
the case of the trills, the articulatory constraints that require tongue dorsum retraction 
(Kavitskaya, Iskarous, Noiray, & Proctor, 2009) does not permit the same kind of advancement 
for rhotics. The high degree of freedom for the tongue dorsum, along with the lateral side 
channel, may be one of the primary features distinguishing the laterals as a class from rhotics. 
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Figure 1. a. 
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Cue Re-weighting in Production and Perception of Vowel Length Contrast in 
Cantonese 

Yue Yin and Szeching Sin 
Peking University 

Background. For a phonological contrast, coarticulation often introduces co-varying cues, 
and sound change occurs via the cue re-weighting process, in which the coarticulated cue takes 
over as the primary cue. An important and controversial issue is how this change progresses in 
both perception and production. Two families of theories address this issue. Listener-driven 
theories [1, 2]suggest that sound change occurs earlier in perception than in production. while 
speaker-driven theories [3, 4] indicate that cue-reweighting happens in production first. 
Empirical studies also have inconsistent results [5, 6, 7], which shows that new data, preferably 
from different languages, are needed to further clarify this issue. 

The vowel length contrast of [aː] and [ɐ] in Cantonese [8] provided a new type of sound 
change to tap into this issue. For the [aː ɐ] contrast, vowel length is the primary cue while the 
spectral cue (F1, F2) is the secondary coarticulated cue [9, 10], but their relevant importance 
varies in the production of young speakers [11], which demonstrates a cue-reweighting process. 
This study aims to shed further light on this issue by looking into the production and perception 
of the [aː ɐ] contrast in the younger generation. 

Methods. We first conducted acoustic analysis on 5 minimal pairs of [aː ɐ] contrast with 
different initials and stop codas (/tap-tɐp/, /lap-lɐp/, /sap-sɐp/ /kʰat-kʰɐt/, /mak-mɐk/ ) produced 
by 16 native speakers of Cantonese (8 male, 8 female; aged 18-25). And then an identification 
experiment and a goodness rating experiment on another 7 native speakers (2 male, 5 female; 
ages 18-25) are done to tap into the perception aspect. The stimuli were drawn from the audios 
of /taːp/ (踏) and /tɐp/ (䂿), which are modified in five steps of duration: the maximum(232 
ms) and the minimum(125 ms) durations are the average duration of the original audios of /taːp/ 
(踏) and /tɐp/ (䂿) respectively, and then take 3 points equally spaced between the maximum 
and minimum values to get 5 duration steps in total. In order to examine the contextual effect, 
we set one-morpheme and two-morpheme(X+/ tʃɐi/ (仔), a diminutive suffix) conditions for 
the above experiments. 

Results. The acoustic analysis shows significant differences in both vowel duration and 
formants (F1, F2), with the long vowel ([aː]) lower and more fronted than the short vowel ([ɐ]), 
but the minimal pairs with /k/ coda show a tendency that /mak/ is merging into /mɐk/. The 
results of the identification experiment demonstrate that the duration cue is more salient than 
the formant cue when the vowel duration is short,  but as the vowel duration increases, the 
formant cue becomes more critical than the duration cue. When the vowel duration is short, 
participants are more likely to identify the stimuli as /tɐp/ (䂿) regardless of the formant cues, 
and this is even more prominent in the two-morpheme condition. With longer duration, 
participants’ judgments relied mainly on formant cues, tending to identify stimuli with /ɐ/ 
quality as /tɐp/ (䂿)1 and stimuli with /aː/ quality as /taːp/ (踏) (see Figure 1). The same 
tendency can also be found in the results of the goodness rating experiment.  

Discussion. The results show that although speakers use both cues in production, via 
perception experiments, it turns out that the formant cue rises in prominence, gradually taking 
over as the primary cue. These findings have implications for the theories of sound change in 
terms of the interaction of perception and production, and the choice between cue-reweighting 
and merging. On the one hand, the results suggest that the cue re-weighting process of [aː ɐ] 
contrast in Cantonese is more advanced in perception than production, which supports the 

1 Although when the vowel duration reaches the maximum, the frequency of identifying stimuli with /ɐ/ quality as 
/tɐp/(䂿) has slightly decreased, it maintains higher than 70%. 
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listener-driven theories of sound change. On the other hand, this shift in perception is also 
conditioned by production. The fact that the formant cue becomes more dominant as the vowel 
duration increases, suggests that this cue shifting can only happen under the condition of 
sufficient vowel duration, otherwise, it may lead to the merge of the contrast. 

Figure 1. Results of the identification experiment. The participants were asked to identify 
the stimuli or /taːp/(踏 ) or /tɐp/(䂿), therefore, for the same stimuli, the sum of the 

identification rates of  /tɐp/(䂿) and /taːp/(踏) equals 1(100%). 
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Comparing conversational alignment of Articulation Rate and Speaking Rate in 
typical talkers and talkers who stutter 

Lotte Eijk, Stefany Stankova and Sophie Meekings 
Department of Psychology, University of York, United Kingdom 

Conversational alignment is the process during which talkers change their speech to become 
more similar to their interlocutor. This phenomenon - also referred to as e.g., entrainment, 
convergence - has been observed on both local and global time scales in measures related to 
rhythm in typical populations [1, 2]. However, for people who stutter, rhythmic speech 
production is more challenging. A characteristic feature of stuttering disfluency is silent 
‘blocks’ which affect Speaking Rate (e.g., [6]), but not Articulation Rate which only includes 
short pauses. If talkers align on Speaking Rate (SR) - which could be affected in conversations 
with people who stutter - instead of Articulation Rate (AR) to rhythmically align their 
productions, this potentially has negative implications for intelligibility and conversational 
success [3]. In this study, we investigated whether typical talkers align differently (locally or 
globally) to stuttering partners compared to typical speakers, contrasting SR with AR. 

Twenty dyads participated over Zoom: ten typical-typical (T-T; M age = 31.3, SD = 12.6) 
and ten typical-stuttering pairs (T-S; M age = 32.8, SD = 12.2). Participants performed a picture 
description by themselves, and on a different day, participated in a spot-the-differences Diapix 
task [7] with another speaker. They described three pictures and had 10 minutes to spot 12 
differences per picture. AR and SR were calculated per IPU (inter-pausal unit; pauses of over 
0.5s e.g., [1]). IPUs of under 5 syllables were excluded. Stutters on a word were included in an 
IPU even if the pause was of over 0.5s. A script [8] was used in Praat [9] to calculate AR and 
SR, using the standard settings. Local alignment was investigated by predicting the AR and SR 
in one speaker’s IPU (dependent variable) by the other speaker’s previous IPU (independent 
variable) using a LMER model. For global alignment, ARs and SRs were calculated by 
dividing the number of syllables per picture per participant by the phonation time or duration, 
respectively. Difference scores were calculated by subtracting one participant’s value from the 
other, and taking the absolute value. For both local and global alignment, we ran two LMER 
models in R [10], one including and one excluding an interaction with group (T-T vs T-S). 

Figure 1 shows difference scores per picture per group. Difference scores for the pairs with 
the stuttering participant seem to be higher than for typical-typical dyads, with greater 
differences for SR. Statistically, for both AR and SR, we did not find any group effects, neither 
locally, nor globally, nor any global effects. However, we did find local AR alignment for the 
whole group of 20 pairs. In contrast, there was no evidence of local SR alignment. 

This study shows the potential of using Zoom data in populations that may be more 
challenging to test in a lab. We successfully demonstrated local alignment to articulation rate 
in both typical-typical and typical-stuttering pairs despite the relatively poor audio quality of 
this mode of interaction compared to in-person conversation. Although we found no significant 
alignment at the global scale, the results show considerable individual variation in patterns of 
alignment over time, which may be attributable to differences in stuttering severity and 
auditory environment, which could potentially have an effect as the physical presence of a 
conversational partner has previously been found to strengthen effects, e.g., [11]. Future work 
will investigate factors affecting alignment over time on both the local and global level.  

People who stutter have more difficulty controlling their speech rate. However, our data 
indicates that talkers align locally on AR, which is not affected by stuttering, instead of SR. 
We furthermore found no differences in the effects between groups. In conclusion, therefore, 
our results demonstrate that typical speakers align their AR locally to both stuttering and 
neurotypical interlocutors. Thus, it seems that stuttering blocks that affect speaking rate may 
not affect rhythmic alignment when people who stutter converse with typical talkers. 
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Figure 1. Difference scores per round per group. The left plot shows the Articulation Rate 
difference scores, and the right plot shows the Speaking Rate difference scores. Colours 

indicated the different groups (T-T = typical-typical, T-S = typical-stuttering) 
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The intonation of yes-no questions in Guinea-Bissau Portuguese: features of a new 
variety? 

Gabriela Braga1, 2, Sónia Frota2, Flaviane Fernandes-Svartman1 
1University of São Paulo, 2University of Lisbon 

Portuguese is the only official language in Guinea-Bissau, an African country in West 
Africa. For historical and political reasons, European Portuguese (EP) is the official norm, 
leading to the assumption that the standard variety (SEP) is the one that should be spoken in 
the country. However, the country is a multilingual space in which Kriol is the language of 
national unity and identity, and Portuguese is spoken as a second language. 

We analyzed the intonation of neutral yes-no questions in Guinea-Bissau Portuguese (GBP), 
to examine whether the intonation of this sentence type resembles that described for SEP [1], 
[2] (among others), or even another variety of European Portuguese [2], [3], [4], Brazilian
Portuguese (BP) [2], [5] (among others), or African varieties of Portuguese already described
in the literature – São Tomé and Príncipe [6], Angola [7], and Mozambique [8] – or whether
we are facing a Guinea-Bissau Portuguese variety in formation.

The data was collected through a reading task following the lines of the InAPoP project [9], 
common to all the Portuguese varieties mentioned above. It included 10 neutral yes-no 
questions, besides vocatives, commands, and requests, which were distractors sentences. All 
sentences were produced after an eliciting context that was presented to the participant through 
a PowerPoint file, followed by the target sentence. Three repetitions of each sentence were 
produced in random order. The task was performed by four Guinea-Bissau participants (three 
men and one woman), aged between 20-25 years old, native speakers of Kriol, and speakers of 
GBP as a second language. The participants were undergraduate students at UNILAB 
(Universidade da Integração Internacional da Lusofonia Afro-Brasileira) in Bahia, Brazil, and 
had arrived in Brazil less than 30 days before the date of recordings. The audio material was 
segmented and analyzed with Praat [10]. The data analysis used the theoretical framework of 
Prosodic Phonology [11], and Intonation Phonology [12], and the P-ToBI annotation [13]. 

The analysis shows that GBP neutral yes-no questions (Fig.1) display a high tonal density. 
The pitch accent associated with the first prosodic word of the utterance is the one with the 
highest F0 pitch. This peak is followed by a smooth fall of the intonational contour (when 
segmental material is available), where high pitch accents are found (H* or !H*). The nuclear 
contour also presents a peak, which corresponds to a high tone associated with the stressed 
syllable of the last prosodic word of the utterance. The end of the contour shows a low boundary 
tone, and thus the nuclear contour is represented by (L+)H* L%. The formation of two peaks, 
one at each edge of the intonation contour, seems necessary to convey this sentence type in 
GBP. 

Additionally, the first studies about the intonation of Kriol [14] show that speakers have two 
ways to express the meaning of an yes-no question: using the syntactic structure of a WH, with 
a particle ‘ke’ at the beginning of the sentence (this seems to be to most common strategy), or 
through the intonation contour, that presents the highest peak associated to the first prosodic 
word and another peak at the nuclear contour, similar to GBP. 

Our results for GBP neutral yes-no questions show aspects that distinguish it from SEP, 
namely the shape of the nuclear contour and the high tonal density, as well as some that are 
similar, such as the initial pre-nuclear pitch accent. They also resemble yes-no question 
intonation from the Central-Southern varieties of BP, due to the configuration of the nuclear 
contour. However, GBP especially resembles African Portuguese varieties, as it displays a 
similar nuclear configuration together with high tonal density. This outcome was previously 
pointed out in the literature for declarative sentences [15], supporting the suggestion that GBP 
is developing its own intonation grammar.  
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Figure 1. GBP yes-no question “Os rapazes compraram lâminas?” (Did the boys buy 
razors?). 
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Prosodic marking of allegedly attractive vs. unattractive objects  
in child-directed speech  

Katharina Zahner-Ritter1, Luisa Geib2, Bettina Braun2

1University of Trier, 2University of Konstanz 

Child-directed speech (CDS) differs from adult-directed speech in a number of linguistic 
aspects, among others in prosody ([1]–[3]): CDS typically shows slower speaking rate, higher 
overall f0, and more variability in f0 and voice quality. So far, we know very little about the 
factors that predict prosodic modification within child-directed speech. In this study, we 
address visual attractiveness as one potential factor and test whether the type of visual rendition 
in a picture book (colourful picture vs. black-and-white line-drawing) affects parental prosody. 
Since children like bright colours (even more than adults, [4]), we expect parents to compensate 
for the reduced attractiveness of line-drawings by a stronger prosodic marking. From related 
research on motivational speech we know that motivational speech is characterized by higher 
and more variable f0, faster tempo and a lower amount of non-modal voice quality (resulting 
in more periodic signals, [5], [6]). Along these lines, we expect parents to produce targets 
depicted in black-and-white with shorter durations, higher and more variable f0, and more 
modal voice quality as compared to colourful pictures to keep the child engaged in the task. 

To test this hypothesis, we recorded 11 German mothers in a picture-book scenario via 
Zoom while they were talking about colourful vs. black-and-white drawings to their child 
(manipulated within-subjects). Twelve high-frequent disyllabic words (that are part of 
children’s early productive vocabulary [7]) were used and paired with freely available pictures. 
We created two PowerPoint “picture-books”, one that had half of pictures in colour and the 
second half in line-drawings, the other with reversed rendition-order. Parents received both 
orders with a delay of 24 days on average. Their children were 1-2 years old (7 boys, 4 girls, 
mean age at first testing = 19 months, SD = 3.9 months). After the second recording session, 
parents filled in a questionnaire, indicating for every target word whether or not their child 
knew the word, and whether or not they think their child finds the respective object interesting.  

The first mention of the target by the parent was labelled for beginning and end of the word, 
intonation and voice quality (labelled as modal, breathy, glottalized); maximum f0 and f0 range 
were automatically extracted in the target word (from 100 to 650 Hz). We used linear mixed-
effects regression models [8] to analyse a) the duration of the target word (in ms, for 191 items 
that were produced as intended and occurred in final position), b) the maximum f0 (f0max) and 
c) the range in f0 (f0range) in the target word (in Hz, for 217 intonation-phrase final items).
Voice quality was re-coded as modal vs. non-modal and analysed in a generalized mixed-
effects model (217 phrase-final items). Visual rendition was entered as a fixed factor, parental
report on child’s interest (yes/no) and familiarity of the word (yes/no) as control predictors,
speaker and item as crossed-random intercepts (models with random slopes did not converge).

Figure 1 shows the predicted effects for the fixed factor visual rendition. As expected, target 
words in black-and-white drawings were significantly shorter than in colourful rendition (p < 
0.05), showed a higher and more variable f0 (maxf0, p = 0.06; rangef0, p < 0.01), and were 
more frequently produced with modal voice (p < 0.05). Together these prosodic adaptations, 
i.e., more f0 variation in shorter duration, increase a word’s prosodic salience [9], and might
hence increase a child’s motivation for the activity ([5], [6]). Analyses further revealed
intriguing interactions, e.g., between rendition and familiarity for the variables f0 range and
voice quality (such that the rendition effect was stronger for unknown targets). We are currently
collecting more data to test whether these interactions generalize. Taken together, our results
reveal visual rendition to be one of the factors that predicts parental prosodic modifications
within CDS. We will also discuss the implications that arise for early word learning [10].
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Figure 1. Overview of predicted effects of rendition for the different dependent variables. 
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The effect of embodied and non-embodied shadowing on L2 English pronunciation 
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Recent evidence suggests that the shadowing technique (i.e., the immediate vocalization of 
speech stimuli; see Lambert, 1992. p.266) may be an effective tool to improve L2 English 
learners’ pronunciation (e.g., Foote & McDonough, 2017; Sugiarto et al. 2020). However, little 
is known about the effectiveness of embodied shadowing (i.e., the immediate vocal and 
physical reproduction of speech accompanied by rhythmic hand gesture stimuli) and the role 
of the individual speech latency during training (i.e., the time-lapse between the model speech 
and the learners’ reproduction, see Oki, 2010). This training study first investigates the impacts 
of embodiment during shadowing on improving L2 English pronunciation, and secondly, it 
assesses the potential effects of the learners’ speech latency during pronunciation training on 
comprehensibility, accentedness, and fluency gains.   

Fifty-four adult Catalan learners of English, with an intermediate to advanced level of 
English proficiency, were trained during six 30-minute sessions either in non-embodied 
shadowing or embodied shadowing conditions. The training was conducted through six online 
videos, in which participants immediately shadowed a speech while watching a native speaker 
narrating a story. The participants from the embodied group were requested to imitate the beat 
gestures (i.e., rhythmic hand gestures of up-and-down movements, see Fig.1) of the model 
meanwhile shadowing the speech, while the non-embodied group did not view any gesture, nor 
receive any instructions in terms of their own gesture production. Furthermore, in training 
sessions two, four, and six, a total of 48 pitch-accented syllables from the midsection of each 
learner’s training speech were selected for analysis. Following Oki’s (2010) description of 
shadowing latency, we coded with Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2022) the speech latency (or 
temporal distance) between the onsets of target pitch-accented syllables produced by the native 
speaker and the corresponding learner’s onsets.  

Participants’ pronunciations at pre-test and post-test reading-aloud tasks were assessed by 
three native English speakers on a Likert scale from one to seven (higher the score better the 
pronunciation) in terms of comprehensibility, accentedness, and fluency. Three linear mixed-
effects models showed that, in contrast to the embodied shadowing, the non-embodied 
shadowing significantly improved speech accentedness and fluency scores after training (see 
Fig. 2, right and left panels). The null effects observed in the embodied shadowing training 
could be attributed to the increase in cognitive load caused by the incorporation of complex 
visual information, which might distract learners’ attention from stimuli pronunciation. Further 
analysis of linear regression models showed that speech latency during training was a key 
predictor of the students’ gains in comprehensibility and fluency in the embodied condition 
(see Fig. 3, right and left panels), which indicates that the value of embodied shadowing 
techniques for pronunciation learning may depend directly on learners’ shadowing 
performance during training, with shorter latencies associated with greater improvement. 
Overall, this study provides pedagogical implications, suggesting the beneficial effects of non-
embodied shadowing on L2 global pronunciation. It also emphasizes the importance of 
considering cognitive load and learners' shadowing performance during training when using 
embodied shadowing techniques for pronunciation learning. 

Keywords: shadowing, embodied shadowing, L2 pronunciation, speech latency, 
comprehensibility, accentedness, fluency 
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Figure 1. Beat gesture. 

Figure 2. Mean accentedness and fluency scores separated by Time (Pre- and Post-Test) 
and by Condition (Embodied and Non-Embodied Shadowing conditions). 

Figure 3. Mean pronunciation gains as a function of speech latency in seconds. 
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Hiatus as phonetically re-articulated vowels in Italian 
Valentina De Iacovo1, Paolo Mairano2, Bianca Maria De Paolis1, 3, Anna Anastaseni1, 4 

1Laboratorio di Fonetica Sperimentale “Arturo Genre”, 2Université de Lille, 3Laboratoire 
SFL (CNRS/Université Paris 8), 4 GIPSA-Lab (CNRS/Université Grenoble-Alpes) 

Italian has a distinctive length opposition for consonants (e.g., pala /ˈpala/ ‘shovel’ vs. palla 
/ˈpalla/ ‘ball’), but not for vowels. In effect, vowel length in Italian is considered to be 
allophonic: vowels are short when unstressed and also in stressed position within a closed 
syllable (Marte /ˈmar.te/ [ˈmar.te] ‘Mars’), but long in stressed position in an open syllable 
(mare / ˈma.re / [ˈmaː.re] ‘sea’). Nevertheless, there exist words (corte /ˈkorte/ ‘court’ vs. 
coorte /koˈorte/ ‘cohort’, as well as re /ˈre/ ‘king’ vs. ree /ˈree/ ‘guilty’) whose orthographic 
form suggests a phonological distinction [1, 2], which could be driven by length. Italian 
speakers consider the vowels in ‘coorte’ and ‘ree’ as heterosyllabic, as reflected in standard 
syllabication patterns (co-orte, re-e), and are therefore hiatuses.  
The only study concerning such vowels [3] points out diverging articulatory strategies for their 
production. More specifically, the simple short vowel is articulated with greater apical 
peripherality than the hiatus. Because of this, and because of the presumed heterosyllabicity, 
we hypothesise that such vowels may best be described phonetically as re-articulated vowels. 
The situation may not be dissimilar to fake consonantal gemination in English, such as in ‘dim 
morning’ or ‘ship partner’, where the consonant can either simply be lengthened or re-
articulated. In the case of Italian vowels, we posit that such re-articulation happens via glottal 
mechanisms that create a perceived syllabic boundary within the vowel itself. For this 
experiment, a corpus of non-sense words was therefore set up, so as to have the same structure 
for all pairs contrasting a phonetically long vowel and a hiatus: CVˈCVCV vs CVˈCVVCV 
([taˈtaːpa] vs [taˈtaapa]) and CVCVˈCV vs CVCVˈCVV (e.g., [tataˈpa], [tataˈpaa]). We 
recruited 20 L1 Italian speakers, aged between 20 and 30, who were asked to read the target 
words within the frame sentence 'Ho detto la parola X tranquillamente' ('I said word X calmly'). 
Speakers sat in a sound-proof booth, and the acoustic and electro-glottographic (EGG) signals 
were recorded, thereby obtaining a total of 480 target realisations. An initial inspection of the 
data with Praat [4] showed the use of various strategies by speakers; beyond duration, which 
is systematically longer for hiati than for long vowels, hiati generally also have different 
patterns for intensity and f0 and in some cases glottalization (see figure 1). EGG data were not 
yet analysed, but will hopefully confirm the existence of laryngeal mechanisms used to 
differentiate hiati and long vowels, thereby confirming the status of such hiati as re-articulated 
vowels in Italian. 

Figure 1. Example of duration differences between long and double vowels in Italian. 
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Do prosody and gestures help children with Developmental Language Disorder 
process pragmatic meanings? An eye-tracking study 

Albert Giberga1, Alfonso Igualada1, Nadia Ahufinger1, Mari Aguilera2, Ernesto Guerra3, 
Núria Esteve-Gibert1,  

1Universitat Oberta de Catalunya, 2Universitat de Barcelona, 3Universidad de Chile 

Prosody is a key component in pragmatic processing and acquisition. Prosodic cues are used 
by children to understand pragmatic information, such as speech act ambiguities (Zhou et al., 
2011), politeness (Hübscher et al., 2017) or irony (Li et al., 2012). Prosodic breaks can also 
disambiguate prepositional attachments (Wiedmann & Winkler, 2015). Crucially, when 
prosodic information is combined with gestures (i.e., multimodal prosody), children boost their 
understanding of complex pragmatic meanings (Kirk et al., 2011). Non-representational 
gestures such as beats also improve their discourse comprehension (Llanes-Coromina et al., 
2018). Multimodal cues highlighting the speaker’s pragmatic intent might be especially 
beneficial for children with Developmental Language Disorder because they might help 
overcome their deficits in structural language. In this study, we investigate the children’s ability 
to infer pragmatic and discourse meanings through prosody and non-representational gestures, 
comparing Typically Developing children (TD) to children with DLD. 
  39 children with DLD and 39 TD children aged 5 to 10 were evaluated for their linguistic and 
cognitive abilities. Then, they participated in a visual-world eye-tracking experiment that 
assessed whether and when they process prosody and gestures to infer target pragmatic 
meanings. Upon hearing and watching a video with a speaker producing a sentence with a 
specific pragmatic meaning, they were asked to point at the image representing the meaning of 
the utterance they heard. We manipulated pragmatic intent (within-subjects: interrogativity; 
indirect requests; discourse structure - one experimental block per intent) and the multimodal 
cues present in the video (within-subjects: prosodically-enhanced, multimodally-enhanced, and 
non-enhanced). Each pragmatic intent was evaluated through 12 experimental trials, preceded 
by three familiarisation trials. We hypothesized that the presence of multimodal cues would 
facilitate the speed and accuracy of target image selection for children with DLD, as compared 
to typically developing children. Additionally, we anticipated that this advantage would 
become more pronounced as children with DLD encounter increasingly complex linguistic 
contexts throughout their developmental trajectory.  
  The findings from the offline task revealed that the presence of prosodic and multimodal 
enhancements had a positive impact on all children's ability to process interrogative and 
discourse meanings (χ2= 36.96, p > 0.001; χ2= 37.66, p > 0.001, respectively), regardless of 
their age or language ability (see Figure 2). Interestingly, a three-way interaction emerged for 
indirect requests, indicating that multimodal-enhancement was particularly beneficial for older 
children with DLD (χ2= 16.99, p > 0.001). We are currently analysing the eye-tracking data 
(proportion and timing of fixations to the target image), with results expected by the end of 
April 2023. The present study will demonstrate the potential contribution of prosody and 
gesture to the comprehension of complex pragmatic meanings in children with language 
impairments, shedding light on the types of cues that facilitate successful communication 
interactions for these individuals. 
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Figure 1: Visual display for an indirect request in the ‘multimodally-enhanced’ condition. Upon seeing  
the main character in the centre of the screen saying ‘It is too dark in here…’ with the specific prosodic 
and gesture cues of indirect request, children are expected to select the image representing the speaker's 

intention behind that indirect request (bottom right) but not the image representing a literal statement 
(top left) nor any of the two distractors (top right and bottom left).  

Figure 2: Offline results for the three experimental blocks and two age groups. Y axis shows the 
proportion of selections to the target image for the three pragmatic meanings: interrogative sentences, 
indirect requests and syntactically ambiguous sentences. X axis shows the three experimental conditions: 
no-enhancement (baseline), prosodically-enhanced and multimodally-enhanced. * represents a 
significance of p < 0.05. 
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Regional variability in Russian polar question intonation 
Margje Post 

University of Bergen, Norway 

Most polar (yes/no) questions in Russian are realised with a rising pitch accent, consisting 
of a high rise on the nuclear syllable, followed – if postnuclear syllables are available – by a 
fall to low level [1]. Recent studies [2, 3, 4] suggest that the high turning point of this rising 
pitch accent is moving from the nuclear to the first postnuclear syllable in the speech of younger 
Russians. Even small alignment differences can be perceptually relevant [5, 6] and lead to 
misunderstandings between the generations [2]. This difference in peak alignment might be 
both generational [2, 3, 4] and regional [4]. 

The rising pitch accent appears to dominate in polar questions also in regional varieties of 
Russian [7], but with variation in phonetic implementation. The rise-fall predominates even in 
the majority of questions with lowered questionhood, which are abundant in the interviews 
represented in dialect corpora. These are not pragmatically “neutral”, information-seeking 
questions, but clearly express a different pragmatic stance. Even though most Russian polar 
questions are formed with the same pitch accent, we find considerable variation in, among 
others, pitch excursion, slope and alignment of the pitch targets, in addition to variation in cues 
other than F0. 

With the aim to explore both regional variation in modern urban Russian speech and the 
role of utterance structure in the tonal configuration of polar questions, we performed a reading 
task among 33 adolescent male and female speakers in the capital Moscow and in Perm (Ural), 
a city that is known for a comparably strong local colouring in its speech. We analysed 3 
questions with varying segmental and suprasegmental structures. 

In our data, most renderings from both cities reach the pitch peak on the first posttonic 
syllable, and the average pitch peak is posttonic for all speakers (Fig. 1), like in earlier studies 
of today’s youth, but a statistical analysis showed that on average, the young male speakers 
from Perm align the high targets later and use a lower F0 maximum and a narrower pitch 
excursion in the rise (Fig. 2) than their peers in Moscow. No significant differences could be 
found between the intonation of the girls from Moscow and Perm. This suggests that the female 
speakers use an intonation closer to a supra-local norm than the men, who tend to favour more 
local forms, a trend seen in other languages [8]. 

In order to explore the nature of the gender-specific differences, we analysed more questions 
and had a closer look at the interspeaker variability. Most male speakers from Moscow cluster 
on one end of the scale for both pitch peak alignment (Fig. 1, blue columns) and pitch span of 
the rise (Fig. 2), whereas their female classmates show much more interspeaker variation. Some 
of the Moscow girls use a large pitch range and relatively early peak alignment, with values 
close to those of the teacher we recorded (SP17, grey columns in Fig. 1 and 2), whom we assess 
to speak traditional Central Standard Russian, whereas other girls from Moscow show the later 
alignment values that have been recorded among today’s youth, and which are also common 
among our speakers in Perm. This could be a sign that some Moscow girls use more 
conservative speech than others. 

Our questions differ in segmental and suprasegmental structure, which leads to considerable 
differences in pitch peak alignment between the utterances. Two of them had long postnuclear 
stretches. Their effect on peak alignment in Russian has, to our knowledge, not been studied 
earlier. Possible factors influencing the alignment in our data are the presence of an unvoiced 
stop after the nuclear vowel [9], the quality of the nuclear vowel (long, low /a/ vs. short, high 
/i/), the number of postnuclear syllables and tonal repulsion, i.e., the distance between stressed 
syllables. The latter appears to overrule the number of syllables, but more data are needed to 
confirm the last finding.  
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Figure 1. Pitch peak alignment in the rising pitch accent in Moscow (blue) and Perm (red 
columns), 16 female (left) and 16 male (right) individual adolescent speakers (mean distance 
in 5 questions in ms. between the onset of the first posttonic syllable and the high target). The 

teacher (SP17, grey column) represents traditional Central Standard Russian. 

Figure 2. Pitch span between the low and high tonal target of the nuclear pitch accent in 
Moscow and Perm, female and male speakers (mean values of 5 questions, in semitones). 
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Phonological Variation in Bidialectism: A Longitudinal Corpus Study on

Natural Parent-Child Interaction in Alemannic and Standard German 

Aaron Schmidt-Riese1 and Martin Pfeiffer1

1University of Potsdam

Phonological variation occurring naturally in conversations can fulfill many functions, one

of them is to foster the co-existence of two varieties in a situation of “bidialectism” (Chevrot

& Ghimenton 2019). 

We investigate two phonological variables (i.e. [x]-velarization and non-realization of the

diphthong [aɪɪ ]) that distinguish Alemannic, a dialect of German, from Standard German. In

LEKI,  a  longitudinal  corpus  consisting  of  approx.  135 hours  of  spontaneous  interactions

between  parents  and  their  children  aged  1;6-4;0,  we  line  out  the  language-internal  and

language-external factors that best explain and predict the observed phonological variation. 

Unlike  in  Standard  German,  which  has  complementary  allophones  requiring  a  velar

fricative after back low vowels (Buch [buːx] 'book'), but otherwise a palatal one (ich [ɪç] 'I'),

in High Alemannic there is only the velar option (ich [ɪx] 'I'). Moreover, for certain frequent

and grammatical lexemes there is an optional alternative of fricative deletion in Alemannic.

Similarly,  the  Early New High German  diphthongization  of  long high vowels  did  not

happen in Alemannic, which leads to realizations like [viːs] compared to Standard German

[vaɪɪ s] for the word weiß 'white'.

In  general,  the results  show that  the  contextual  variable  'activity  type'  is  the strongest

predictor for the choice of either the dialectal realization or its Standard German pendant. For

the parents,  reading aloud  significantly increases the probability of the Standard German

variant.  However,  some variables  like  the  fricative  velarization  seem so  robust  that  they

cannot always be suppressed successfully. For children, pretend play (cf. Bateman 2018) is a

comparable factor for promoting standard variants. Imitating characters from the media might

be a suitable explanation (cf. Al-Harbi 2015). Due to the longitudinal design of our corpus,

we are also able to analyze the children's development in terms of phonological variation.

However, in single lexemes, language-internal factors are also crucial for the selection of a

variety. For instance,  ich  'I' is more likely to appear with dialectal fricative deletion when

located in the syntactic position after the final verb, which is called  Wackernagel position.

This is in line with previous research on German sentence structure, since this position is

generally known for clitics (cf. Weiß 2018, Itô & Mester 2019). 

Another finding is that phonological variation can serve for functional differentiation, too.

This is the case for  gleich,  a syncretism in Standard German. In our Alemannic data, it is

produced with word-final velar fricative when used as an adjective ([gliː] meaning 'equal') but

with deletion when used as a temporal adverb ([gliːx] meaning 'soon', 'in a minute'). 

Furthermore,  rare cases of over-generalizations and co-occurrence violations that occur

exclusively in children can be observed in the data. An example is the realization of vielleicht

'maybe' as [fɪ'liːçt], i.e. containing the dialectal monophthong, but lacking the then obligatory

fricative velarization, leading to an unacceptable form in both target varieties, which would

either  be [fɪ'laɪɪ çt]  in  Standard German or [fɪ'liːxt]  in  Alemannic  (cf.  Auer 1997).  This  is

especially interesting, since it gives insight into the cognitive organization of two competing

varieties.  Thus,  adding to  the growing body of  research  in  this  field (e.g.  Roberts  2005,

Katerbow 2013,  Chevrot  & Foulkes  2013,  de  Vogelaer  & Katerbow 2017),  we hope  to

contribute additional observations on the role sociolinguistic variation plays in first language

acquisition.
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Figure 1: Activity of 'Reading aloud' as Figure 2: Functional differentiation of 

factor for Standard in parental output. German 'gleich' into [gliː] and [gliːx].
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Echoes of the past: Observations on word prosody in Kamas 
Alexandre Arkhipov 
Universität Hamburg 

The paper examines word prosody patterns in Kamas, an extinct Samoyedic (< Uralic) 
language [1]. It used to be spoken in Southern Siberia; the last speaker, Klavdiya Plotnikova, 
died in 1989. Kamas had extensive contacts with Siberian Turkic languages, which probably 
lasted for a few centuries. The next major contact language was Russian; in the 20th century, 
the remnants of the Kamas community shifted to Russian completely. Klavdiya Plotnikova had 
most probably not fully acquired Kamas in her childhood and was recorded after many years 
of not actively using the language. Her Kamas, termed ‘post-shift Kamas’ by G. Klumpp [1], 
is affected by language attrition as well as Russian influence on all levels, however Kamas 
phonetics is relatively intact in her speech. 

This study is initially based on the INEL Kamas Corpus [2] which contains transcripts of all 
known recordings of Plotnikova (ca. 14 hours total; see [3] for details). However, most of the 
data belong to a smaller subset of recordings, time-aligned at word and segment level within 
the DoReCo project [4], with annotations further adapted and manually corrected by the author. 

Kamas, as the other Uralic languages, does not have lexical tone. Word stress patterns have 
been documented by Donner [5] in the 1910s. According to him, the primary stress would 
typically fall on the 1st syl. but could shift to the 2nd syl. if it was heavy (long vowel or closed). 
In disyllabic words, stress could fall on either syllable. Under Turkic influence, it could also 
go word-final, not only in Turkic loans but also in native lexemes. The phonetic substance of 
stress in not very clear. It is qualified by Donner [5: 126] as ‘expiratory accent’; Turkic word-
final stress is however generally characterized as high pitch accent [6: 781–787]. 

Klumpp [1] cites several factors behind vowel duration: 1) lexical vowel length (e.g. due to 
contractions), 2) automatic lengthening before /r/, 3) automatic lengthening of non-high 
(‘open’) vowels in open syllables (at morpheme boundaries), 4) original stress in Russian loans. 

I investigate syllable prominence patterns in Plotnikova’s data in terms of duration and 
pitch. In order to make the material relatively comparable, the main focus is on disyllabic 
nominal stems which are not Russian loans (see [7] for specifics of their behaviour), i.e. are 
either native Kamas words or well-integrated Turkic loans. Both bare and inflected forms are 
considered; inflected forms may contain case, number and/or possessive suffixes. 

Pitch prominence (tonal accent), if present, tends to the last syllable independently of lexical 
vowel length. Specifically, in words with lexically long vowel in 1st syl. like büːzʼe ‘man’ 
(Fig. 1) the long vowel typically exhibits a sustained pitch level. If there is a change in pitch, 
it happens on the last syllable (cf. high falling pitch in Fig. 2 and high level pitch in Fig. 3). 
However, a falling tone can also be found on the 1st syl., especially after voiceless (tibi ‘man’). 

I suggest that the tonal contour of the accent is determined by higher-level (phrasal) prosody, 
while its position within the word depends on its morphological structure. Various inflectional 
suffixes behave differently with respect to the tonal accent (marked with acute: ´). The plural 
marker -ʔi ~ -ʔjə is normally accented, as in büːzʼe-ʔí ‘man-PL’ (Fig. 4). When followed by a 
case suffix, it remains accented in ca. half of occurrences (e.g. ine-ʔí-zi ~ ine-ʔi-zí ‘horse-PL-
LAT’). The other plural marker, -zaŋ/-zeŋ, is only accented when used alone (tibi-zéŋ ‘man-
PL’); when it is followed by a case or possessive suffix, the accent is on the latter (tura-zaŋ-də́ 
‘house-PL-POSS.3SG’). Plural suffixes, esp. -ʔi ~ -ʔjə, do not trigger vowel lengthening. 

In turn, many case suffixes do lengthen root-final non-high vowels. Lative -nə/-də is often 
accented after a root-final high vowel (which does not undergo lengthening), e.g. tibi-nə́ ‘man-
LAT’. When it follows a non-high vowel (with lengthening), the accent can be found either on 
this vowel or on the suffix (nükéː-nə ~ nükeː-nə́ ‘woman-LAT’). Instrumental -zi and 
Locative -gən behave similarly but are more frequently accented even after non-high vowels. 
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Figure 1. büzʼe ‘man’: no tonal accent Figure 2. büzʼe ‘man’: falling accent 

Figure 3. büzʼe ‘man’: tonal upstep Figure 4. büzʼe-ʔi ‘man-PL’: falling accent 
on the plural suffix 

Solid black line shows pitch, thin grey line shows intensity. 
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Exploring individual strategies in prosodic marking of information status in German 
Janne Lorenzen1, Simon Roessig2 and Stefan Baumann1 

1IfL Phonetik, University of Cologne, 2Cornell Phonetics Lab, Cornell University 

The ubiquity of individual variability in prosody production and perception has been 
acknowledged for some time. Recent studies have shown that speakers differ in which phonetic 
parameters they use to distinguish focus types [1] or encode informativity [2]. At the same 
time, listeners choose to pay attention to different cues when interpreting prosody in terms of 
information structure [1] or prominence [3]. Information status constitutes another pragmatic 
property that is encoded in German via multiple prosodic parameters. Generally, it is assumed 
that new referents are produced prosodically most prominently (i.e., with longer durations, 
more extensive f0 movements and higher intensity), while given referents are least prominent 
with accessible referents falling in between these two extremes [4].  

In the present study we ask whether individual speakers follow the same or different 
strategies when encoding information status prosodically. To address this question, we 
collected data in a reading task. Participants read eight short stories with two target words in 
direct and indirect object roles that were systematically varied to be either discourse-new or 
accessible through the context but always in broad focus (e.g., in (1), where the waiter becomes 
accessible through the mention of the restaurant in the preceding sentence). To create an 
interactive scenario and thus prevent monotonous speech, a confederate was present, who was 
tasked to sort picture cards corresponding to the stories into the correct order. We recorded 32 
native speakers of German (24f/8m, aged 20-38 years) producing 512 (accented) target words. 

For each target word, we measured word and syllable duration, tonal onglide, periodic 
energy mass, Delta F0, and synchrony (the latter three from the ProPer toolbox [5]). Duration 
was measured only in (the accented syllable of) non-phrase-final target words to avoid effects 
of final lengthening. Periodic energy mass quantifies the area under the periodic energy curve 
integrating duration and intensity. Synchrony captures the extent and shape of the f0 movement 
within a syllable, while Delta F0 measures the difference in f0 between an accented syllable 
and the preceding one. Tonal onglide was measured as the difference in semitones between the 
tonal target of a pitch accent and the preceding “non-accent tone”, based on annotated labels 
following DIMA [6]. Each parameter was entered into a separate Bayesian mixed effects model 
as the dependent variable using information status as predictor, random intercepts for word and 
speaker and by-speaker random slopes for the effect of information status. To investigate 
different strategies, we extracted the random slope coefficients from each model and performed 
a hierarchical cluster analysis on those. This way, we analyzed individual patterns predicted by 
the models and identified groups of similarly behaving speakers in an objective manner.  

Figure 1 shows the mean random slope coefficients for every parameter across the members 
of each of the three clusters as well as the average values across all speakers. Positive values 
indicate that the cue in question has higher values in new than accessible referents and thus is 
used by this group of speakers to mark information status in the expected way. Across all 
speakers, Delta F0 is the most successful cue in distinguishing new from accessible referents, 
followed by tonal onglide. Periodic energy does not appear to be a reliable cue. The cluster 
analysis reveals three main strategies: Cluster 1 (11 speakers) marks information status only 
weakly, with Delta F0 constituting the best cue. Cluster 2 (4 speakers), by contrast, makes clear 
use of all cues, with an emphasis on (word) duration. Cluster 3 (14 speakers) again relies mostly 
on f0-based cues, while duration and mass seem to not or only barely mark information status. 

While the overall averages capture the behavior of many speakers well (e.g., those in Cluster 
3), other viable strategies, such as the one employed by Cluster 2 in which speakers prefer 
duration over most f0-based cues, are obscured. It is thus important to consider speaker-specific 
strategies to gain a deeper understanding of the prosodic marking of information status.  
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(1) Claudia hatte einen erfolgreichen Tag im Geschäft.
‘Claudia had a successful day at the shop.’
Sie hat einige Kollegen vom Restaurant nebenan für viele ihrer Waren begeistern können.
‘She was able to interest some colleagues from the restaurant next door in many of her
goods.’
Unter anderem hat sie dem Kellner eine Vase verkauft.
‘Among other things she sold the waiter a vase.’
Jetzt geht sie nach Hause und legt sich sofort hin.
‘Now she is going home and lying down immediately.’

Figure 1. Average random slopes from the Bayesian models in clusters (speaker groups) 
with standard errors. The leftmost plot shows the data for all speakers combined. 
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On the role of glottal stop: from boundary marker to correlate of focus. An
experimental study on native and non-native Italian and French

Glottalization of word-initial or word-final segments has been documented as a common
marker of prosodic boundaries in many languages across the world [1]. Even though glottal
consonants are not part of the phonological inventory of Italian and French, several acoustic
analyses have been conducted on the presence of glottalization in these two languages as well
(see [2, 3] among others), often linking the presence of non-modal phonation to the presence
of phrase boundaries or pauses ([4] for Italian, [5] for French). In addition to that, some
authors have stated that glottalization can occur in presence of pitch accents and “emphatic
words” ([6] for English, [7] for French and Italian). These observations seem to suggest a link
between in-situ focalization and its traditionally-described prosodic correlates (i.e. pitch
accent), and glottalization. To our knowledge, though, no study has verified this hypothesis
by systematically comparing the two situations, focus vs non-focus, and their respective
co-occurrence with word-final or word-initial glottalization.

Our purpose is thus to test this hypothesis, namely on the aforementioned languages
(Italian and French), using an experimental and data-driven approach. The analysis is
conducted on a corpus of task-elicited speech, based on [8] collection model, in which
participants are shown two short comic strips and then asked questions about the scene
illustrated. The questions elicit answers in three informative contexts: neutral broad focus,
narrow identification focus and corrective focus. The choice to use semi-spontaneous speech
is motivated by the fact that focus is a phenomenon that strictly belongs to communicative
interaction, and no real communication between speakers can take place in fully controlled
speech. The lack of a precise script certainly implies a less than perfect balance between the
occurrences of the target structures; despite this, the number of observations that can be made
from our data corpus is largely sufficient to enable reliable statistics. The corpus currently
contains a total of 2175 utterances, produced by 75 French and Italian native and non-native
speakers aged between 18 and 39.

We will show that in our data of native speech word-initial glottalization is much more
likely to occur for constituents under narrow focus (see Figure 1). This relation could be
expressed in the following way:

(1) occurrence of GL = phrase level < phrase level + focus

Moreover, we will argue that, unlike [6] and [7], in our data glottalization does not occur
as a “side-effect” of pitch accents: instead, it often surfaces as the only phonetic correlate of
in-situ focalization, even in absence of major f0 movements (see Figure 2). In our data, this is
especially valid for utterance-final phrases, in which the presence of glottal stops or creaky
voice could be due to physiological reasons (see [9]): for example, the maintenance of
subglottal pressure, or as a “signal of hard work”. To further support our claim, we will give
insights from an ongoing work, dealing with the same interplay of glottalization and focus in
non native speech (Italian L2 and French L2).
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Figure 1. Proportion of occurrences of word-initial glottalization in the two contexts,
non-focus vs focus, for the French (left) and Italian (right) groups.

Figure 2. Spectrograms of the phrase “in edicola” (“at the newsstand”) as uttered by an
Italian speaker in a neutral broad focus context (left) and corrective focus context (right).
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In L2 phonetic training, learners benefit more with hand gestures cueing visually 
salient articulatory information 

Xiaotong Xi1, Peng Li2 and Pilar Prieto3,1 
1Universitat Pompeu Fabra, 2University of Oslo, 3Institució Catalana de Recerca i Estudis 

Avançats 

Previous studies have shown that hand gestures encoding phonetic features can help L2 
segmental learning (e.g., [1]). However, mixed effects have been found on the role of hand 
gestures encoding articulatory features of segments [2]. Moreover, the role of visibility of the 
target articulatory features (e.g., a non-visible tongue position versus a visible mouth shape) 
remains largely unknown. To assess whether the degree of visual saliency of the articulatory 
features encoded by hand gestures may influence the phonetic training effects, the present study 
trained Catalan learners of English on the learning of L2 English vowel pairs /æ-ʌ/ and /i-ɪ/. 
While /æ/ is produced with a larger lip aperture and a more fronted tongue position than /ʌ/ [3], 
/i/ is pronounced with a slightly wider lip spreading and a higher tongue position than /ɪ/ [4]. 
With respect to visibility, while the difference in tongue position between the two vowels 
within each pair is non-visually accessible, the difference in lip aperture and lip spreading is 
visually accessible. In a pilot study, when native English speakers were asked to identify the 
target vowels in minimal pairs with visual-only input, the identification accuracy for /æ/-/ʌ/ 
was 84.62%, and for /i/-/ɪ/ was 59.49%. This difference demonstrates that the articulatory 
difference in lip aperture between /æ/ and /ʌ/ is more salient than the lip spreading differences 
between /i/ and /ɪ/. To highlight these crucial articulatory features, we designed two types of 
hand gestures for each vowel contrast: lip hand gesture and tongue hand gesture (see Figure 1). 
The lip hand gesture highlighted the visually salient difference in the lip aperture between /æ/ 
and /ʌ/, as well as the visually less salient difference in the lip spreading between /i/ and /ɪ/. 
The tongue hand gesture showed the non-visible difference in tongue position for all vowels. 
We hypothesized that the decrease in visual accessibility of the features encoded by hand 
gestures (lip hand gesture encoding lip aperture > lip hand gesture encoding lip spreading > 
tongue hand gestures) will affect the training outcomes, in the sense that the more visually 
accessible the features are, the stronger the pronunciation learning effects are observed.  

Ninety-nine Catalan learners of English were trained on the two vowel pairs /æ/-/ʌ/ and /i/-
/ɪ/ in two 15-minute sessions either under no gesture (NG, n = 33), lip hand gesture (LG, n 
=33), or tongue hand gesture (TG, n = 33) conditions by watching training videos. In the NG 
group, the instructor produced minimal pair words and sentences containing the target words 
contrasting in /æ/-/ʌ/ or /i/-/ɪ/ without any gestures. In the LG group, the instructor performed 
hand gestures mimicking lip aperture for /æ/-/ʌ/ and lip spreading for /i/-/ɪ/. In the TG group, 
the instructor produced hand gestures mimicking tongue frontness/backness for /æ/-/ʌ/ and 
tongue height for /i/-/ɪ/. Before, immediately after, and one week after the training, participants’ 
production was tested through a paragraph reading, a picture naming, and a word imitation 
task. The pronunciation accuracy was assessed using the Pillai score which measured the 
acoustic overlap between two categories. Results showed that LG had more benefits in the 
pronunciation of /æ/ and /ʌ/ compared to NG and TG in the paragraph reading and picture 
naming tasks. This suggests that hand gestures encoding articulatory features can benefit more 
in the pronunciation learning of L2 sounds when they encode visually salient articulatory 
features, such as the lip aperture differences between /æ/ and /ʌ/. 
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Figure 1. Hand gestures encoding articulatory features for English vowels. From left to 
right in the upper panel: lip gestures for /æ/ and /ʌ/, and tongue gestures for /æ/ and /ʌ/. 

From left to right in the lower panel: lip gestures for /i/ and /ɪ/, and tongue gestures for /i/ 
and /ɪ/. 

Figure 2. Pillai scores of the vowel pairs /æ/-/ʌ/ (left panel) and /i/-/ɪ/ (right panel) across 
conditions and tests in the three production tasks. 
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